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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation examines the growth of environmentally sustainable commercial 

building practices as a voluntary, market-based standard called Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design (LEED), created by the US Green Building Council. I address 

how environmental ideals became institutionalized and integrated into the design and 

construction of commercial buildings through the growth of this standard. My goal is to 

discuss the site at which an ideal becomes a part of organizational practice and to discuss 

mechanisms by which social movement ideals become institutionalized without the state 

as a coercive force.    

 

First, I look at the historical context in which the environmental movement and the green 

building movement emerged to see understand adoption of voluntary market-based 

standards. The USGBC was able to bring together three disparate forms: environmental 

ideals, the creation of a voluntary standard and a market-based profit focus. I examine 

how the decentralized environmental movement, the rise of “third wave” 

environmentalism and corporate strategic environmentalism and a lack of political 

opportunity made this new form a useful strategy for the movement. Then I examine the 

importance of the LEED AP accreditation program as a mechanism for integrating green 

practices into professional work by socializing them through three frames, the LEED 

system, integrated design and high efficiency buildings. I introduce a new model called 

hybrid professionalization to explain the integration of social movement ideals across an 
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industry and with a variety of professional groups. Finally, I turn to the demand side of 

the field to examine the role of organizational consumers and their strategies to 

rationalize green building to stakeholders. I discuss various ways that green buildings 

allowed organizations to display and enact their greenness.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

We know that much of human behavior is motivated by ideals. We know that 

organizations change. We can see that organizations differ from one another in their 

structure, behavior, strategy and form. But how does the introduction of an ideal actually 

create change within an organization or an industry?   

 

In recent years, a group of researchers has been interested in how new organizational 

forms are created (Rao 1998; Aldrich and Ruef 2006; Ruef 2000), competition among 

forms (Ingram and Rao 2004), and the relationship between organizational forms and 

social movements (Rao 2009; Rao, Morrill, and Zald 2000; Bartley 2003). Rao, Morrill 

and Zald define change in organizational form as the emergence of a new form which 

differs from existing forms with respect to the core areas of goals, technology, authority 

and markets served (2000). Once this "strong speciation" occurs, the entrepreneurs who 

invented or pushed along the new form must legitimate and validate the form in order to 

begin the process of institutionalization.   

 

For organizational ecologists, the introduction of new forms helps to explain the birth and 

death of organizations within a population (Aldrich and Ruef 2006). The focus on 

organizational birth means that this theory looks more closely at the creation of new 

forms rather than the adoption of a new form within an organization, however this 

approach does allow researchers to look more closely at the field level impact. These 
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researchers see the population level as ideal for understanding the relationships between 

actors within an industry or a population. Ruef (2000) argues that a community level 

understanding of organizations allows for analysis on the function of the constituent form 

and relates the emergence of forms to dynamics within the population.  

 

It is when the new form emerges and becomes codified within organizations within a 

population that the form moves from an ideal into being a part of the organization's 

activity - or is institutionalized. The study of changing organizational forms and the 

integration of those forms into the practice of those within the organization is what 

sustains and codifies organizational change. New forms offer a way for organizations to 

encode new mechanisms, new ways of behaving and new ideals.   

 

The relationship between organizational forms and social movement activity is a 

particularly important theoretical conversation because social movements are often 

working within a contentious space and attempting to resolve issues which are at their 

core difficult to resolve. Research has looked at contentious politics and organizational 

form in areas such as anti-chain store legislation (Ingram and Rao 2004; Rao 2009), fire 

insurance (Schneiberg and Soule 2005; Bartley and Schneiberg 2002; Schneiberg and 

Bartley 2001), anti-biotech movement (Weber, Rao, and Thomas 2009) forest products 

and anti-sweatshop (Bartley 2007, 2003). This research details how a contested ideology 

becomes codified and institutionalized in practice. Essentially, this describes ways in 

which social movements are able to create institutional change.  
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There are some limits to the research on social movement and organizational forms. First 

there is a tendency for social movement theorists to consider the state as the only site of 

contention (McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 2001). This assumption implies that the state as 

a coercive force is the only mechanism by which change and institutionalization can 

occur. This has been refuted somewhat in recent years but its influence persists (van 

Dyke, Soule, and Verta Taylor 2004; Snow 2004b; Raeburn 2004). Simply because the 

state is a site of much of the contentiousness that we see in social movements, does not 

mean that it is the only site where change occurs. In fact, I will argue in this dissertation 

that one organizational form emerged in an effort to create change without reliance on the 

state as a coercive force.   

 

Second, much of the research on social movements and organizational form is focused on 

social movement activity as it takes place outside of the organization trying to affect 

change looking inward.  Research on stakeholder activism (King and Soule 2007), 

legislation (Ingram and Rao 2004; Rao 2009), interest groups and lobbying (Rao 2009) 

investigates the role that social movements play external to organizations and places 

where the ideals might become institutionalized. While this research is important, it does 

not look from the perspective of the workplace and take into account the day-to-day 

practices of individuals and the choices they have to integrate new forms into the working 

of their organization.  
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There are some studies which have looked at the influence of social movement ideals and 

new organizational forms from the perspective of the organization. These studies have 

looked at institutions as they integrate ideals that stem from social movements into the 

work of organizations.  Lounsbury et al. (2003) look at recycling and examines how a 

new industry was formed out of a social movement which shifted from a nonprofit model 

to a for profit model. Raeburn (2004) examines the way in which firms shift with both 

institutional and external cultural influences to adopt gay and lesbian rights in the 

workplace. Hoffman (2002) examines the integration of environmentalism as a practice 

within chemical and oil companies between 1960 and the early 1990s. He explains the 

progression of these companies in their choice to integrate professional corporate 

environmentalism into their workplaces in response to pressures.  

 

In each of these cases, there are precipitating pressures which push the organizations to 

respond to the social movements by integrating these new ideals into their operations. For 

Lounsbury et al. (2003) it is the nonprofit model which did the work of determining that 

recycling materials is possible and set into place the organization which made way for a 

profitable model to take over the field.  Within the oil and chemical industry, major oil 

spills and increasing political and cultural pressure are apparent, but Hoffman (2002) 

details how internal pressures within the organization are what create the new 

organizational tasks of environmental management. The Gay and Lesbian movement, as 

well as increasing cultural pressures outside the organization compelled companies to 
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react, but Raeburn (2004) shows how the internal shifts allowed for the framing of gay 

and lesbian rights to change policy.   

 

These precipitating pressures are often external, but require internal mechanisms which 

actually do the shifting within the organization so that the ideals become a part of 

organizational practice. It is exactly these mechanisms that Barley and Kunda call for 

when they suggest that institutional theory must "bring work back in" (2001).  By 

integrating work, the mechanisms by which ideology becomes practice are better 

illuminated. This inquiry allows us to see the impact of new organizational forms. Rao 

comments that "new forms are structural incarnations of beliefs, values and norms, they 

emerge in tandem with new institutions and foster cultural change in societies." 

(1998:912). To study this change will allow us to get at the way in which the new form or 

ideal is able to actually create change and see the process of institutionalization.  

 

One such new form, particularly in the environmental fields is the creation of voluntary 

standards (Bartley 2003; Delmas and Terlaak 2002). These studies suggest that the state 

is the key precipitating force for the standard and that coercive pressures are the key 

mechanisms by which this new voluntary standard becomes institutionalized. While this 

is likely true for most cases, the question of what would occur if the state were to play a 

non-regulatory role in a voluntary standard that focuses on market-level change and 

regulation remains unanswered.   
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In this dissertation, I aim to look at the institutionalization of a new organizational form, 

a voluntary standard, and describe its emergence in reference to the field. I suggest that 

the emergence of this new form occurred in part because the state was not a precipitating 

coercive force. I will discuss the novel ways in which this form became integrated into 

the work that individuals do within the industry and finally how these new ideals were 

rationalized by consumers. My goal is to discuss the site at which an ideal becomes a part 

of organizational practice and to discuss mechanisms by which social movement ideals 

can become institutionalized from within the industry rather than from the outside.   

 

Defining Green  

The move towards green and sustainable practices has become increasingly important as 

mounting reports indicate that the global ecosystem has changed dramatically in recent 

years resulting in a loss of biodiversity and a growing demand for resources such as food, 

wood, water, fiber and fuel (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Climate change is 

exacerbated by greenhouse gas emissions and there is growing evidence that these 

changes are affecting the earth in irreversible ways. Buildings account for more than 40% 

of all global carbon dioxide emissions and thus are a place where different societal 

choices can have a profound effect on the environment (Yudelson 2007a).  

 

Green building advocates suggest that by changing the way that we build commercial and 

residential buildings, we can reduce greenhouse gas emissions and encourage more 

sustainable communities. But as we face massive shifts in global climate, the question of 
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how to define what is sustainable in construction practices is a challenge. What makes 

one building choice sustainable versus another choice is not always clear. For instance, 

using bamboo flooring is an attribute which some would recognize as environmentally 

friendly because it is a rapidly renewable resource, or has a fast growing cycle. Yet some 

would take issue with defining bamboo flooring as environmentally sound because the 

majority of the world’s bamboo supply comes from China. If installed in a building in the 

United States, the flooring has likely traveled half way across the world requiring the 

consumption of fossil fuels and the release of greenhouse gasses further polluting our 

world. Rather than using the bamboo flooring, by some accounts it may be more 

sustainable to use locally grown wood that has been harvested in a sustainably defensible 

way from a nearby forest. And yet, who is to decide that this wood has been harvested in 

a sustainable manner and how will we determine this? The question of the sustainability 

of one attribute – flooring - quickly becomes complex. And this is only one attribute 

within a building.  

 

The definition of what is or is not green is a contested space, and defining sustainability, 

or green building practices is a delicate and challenging practice. Yet there has been an 

increasing interest in making these tough decisions and creating standards for 

sustainability as the impact of climate change becomes clearer. In recent years it is not 

just the question of definition, but also how the ideals of green and sustainability have 

become an integral portion of the building design and construction industry. It is not just 

how we define green, but also how we integrate green strategies into corporate activity 
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and turn them into taken-for-granted actions. How does a social movement ideal such as 

the tenet to work in harmony with the earth translate into a constructed commercial 

building where a worker can adjust her own air vent?  

 

This dissertation will address how an ideal derived from a social movement becomes 

institutionalized and integrated into organizational, professional practice and the 

workings of an industry. To approach this question, we will look at green and sustainable 

commercial building practices in the state of California and trace how the ideals become 

a part of the work that professionals do and consumers ask for. In doing so, we will 

uncover a new organizational form and discover how this form becomes a part of the 

industry.  

 

Green Building Council 

In this introduction, I study the US Green Building Council (USGBC) which has taken up 

the task of defining and disseminating green building information through their 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification program. While 

the USGBC is not the only organization or certification system that has attempted to 

define green, they are the primary one in the United States and have set the stage for 

green building around the world. They have quickly influenced the building industry 

through a substantial number of buildings built using their rating system, accredited 

professionals, and the voluntary adoption of their building standards by organizations and 
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government. This certification system has quickly become influential around the world 

and has helped to define and disseminate sustainable standards.  

 

The US Green Building Council (USGBC) is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit, voluntary 

organization that is made up of membership organizations that support the development 

of green and sustainable building practices. Member organizations range from 

manufacturing groups, architectural firms, engineering firms, contractors, lighting 

designers, landscape designers, educators, researchers, financial institutions and any 

organization interested in green building practices. The major work of the organization 

has been to create and sustain the LEED building certification system and the LEED AP 

accreditation for professionals. To handle the latter, the USGBC spun off an additional 

nonprofit, the Green Building Certification Institute (GBCI) to manage green building 

credentialing in January of 2008 (GBCI 2009).  

 

The mission of the USGBC is in their words: “To transform the way buildings and 

communities are designed, built and operated, enabling an environmentally and socially 

responsible, healthy, and prosperous environment that improves the quality of life.”1. One 

of the goals of this dissertation is to look at exactly how this attempt to transform the 

marketplace occurs and to outline the tactics by which the USGBC has been able to affect 

                                                

1 Found on the USGBC website: http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=124 (accessed on 

May 25, 2009).  
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change in the market. I contend that this is a unique case of a social movement ideal 

becoming integrated, institutionalized and professionalized into the marketplace. 

 

The initial work of the USGBC was not focused on traditional political advocacy and 

lobbying and perhaps it is for this reason that the USGBC simply does not look like a 

typical environmental advocacy organization. Typically organizations that are focused on 

changing the political structure might employ lobbyists or activists to advocate for 

legislative change.  We might expect the organization to send out calls to the membership 

for action on legislation.  We might anticipate appeals to members for contributions to 

further advocacy efforts in places where green building was threatened. Lawyers might 

be hired to investigate legal actions that might further the cause. Yet these are not 

activities the USGBC engages in.  

 

While in recent years the USGBC has come on the national and international stage and 

has begun to be a part of policy discussions, the organization as it was founded originally 

was minimally focused on mobilizing to affect state change. Publically available financial 

reports for 2007 on the USGBC website indicate that the organization spent less than 1% 

of total expenses on public advocacy in 20072. The staff leadership position which 

addresses policy is combined with the role of Public Affairs. Central USGBC committees 

include certification, market transformation, technical standards, technical advisory and 

                                                

2 Based on the USGBC Annual Report 2008 at http://communicate.usgbc.org/2008/ (accessed on May 25, 

2009) which indicates that the USGBC spent $100,000 on public advocacy, which is less than 1% of total 

expenditures in 2007.  
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developing the rating systems. The work that the organization does seems primarily 

focused on certification and market change rather than lobbying political officials or 

engaging in debates on policy issues. 

 

Organizational committee work does not appear to have a focus on policy change, except 

at the chapter level. The USGBC sponsors regional chapters around the United States to 

work on local level issues related to green building and some of these groups have 

worked to lobby local government to adopt green building standards. However advocacy 

efforts vary widely across the country and are dependent on the interests of chapter 

members. USGBC chapters do other things as well: they create networking and 

educational opportunities for their members and sometimes foster Emerging Green 

Builders groups to encourage younger professionals or those considering being involved 

in green building to learn more.  

 

To be clear, I am not saying that the USGBC as an organization refrains from 

involvement in policy discussions or does not wish to change policies so that more green 

buildings are constructed. To the contrary, USGBC has become an increasingly important 

player green building policymaking and has shifted towards doing more of this work in 

recent years. My point is that the organization as it was formed originally was not 

structured in such a way that advocacy was its primary focus, as the founder has stated 

(Gottfried 2004). The USGBC does advocate, but this is a secondary task to the primary 

task of creating and disseminating a green building standard.  
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The USGBC Strategic Plan 2009-2013 indicates that there will be more of a focus on 

these issues in the coming years as one of the strategic goals is to “advocate for effective 

and comprehensive green building policy and codes at all levels of government.” 

(USGBC 2009:12).  The analysis offered in the plan articulates the debate between 

“patchwork” policies that are more stringent and the effectiveness of a less stringent but 

more pervasive.  That the strategic plan does not offer a resolution to this debate suggests 

that the conversation is ongoing among USGBC members. It is interesting to note that the 

agenda seems to be focused on the local level as the strategic plan indicates the need to 

work with green building chapters and communities.  

 

This initial choice to work towards a change in the marketplace rather than at the state 

level was, I believe, intentional. While the organization has slightly shifted their focus in 

recent years, the organization was not designed as a traditional advocacy organization. 

The USGBC chooses by their very mission to work to change the market for building 

design and construction rather than advocating for specific policy changes among federal, 

state or local governments. While they invite such policy change and track policy 

changes at on their website3, there has been no formal or widespread effort to organize 

individuals, institutions or others to demand that policy mandates occur. One of the core 

tenets of this dissertation is that the choice to create and refine a standard in the 

                                                

3 For data on LEED Initiatives in Governments and Schools see: 

http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=1852 (accessed May 25, 2009)  
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marketplace before asking for those standards to be adopted by policymakers is an 

innovative approach and offers a new organizational form to study.   

 

Green Building Standards 

To understand the new form that was created by the USGBC, we must first understand 

the building standard they have created. There are two separate but connected 

certification systems in the LEED rating system. The rating system was first developed to 

certify buildings that met sustainability standards and then to accredit professionals 

(called LEED Accredited Professionals or LEED APs). In 1999, the USGBC piloted the 

LEED for New Construction (or LEED NC)4, which certifies newly constructed 

commercial buildings and major renovations. Several iterations of the rating system have 

been released since inception.5 Buildings are either registered or certified. A registered 

building indicates that the design team has determined that they will pursue LEED 

certification for the building. Buildings can be registered if they are not yet built. A 

LEED certified building is one which has been built and has met all of the requirements 

for its level of certification. Certification levels range from Certified, Silver, Gold and 

Platinum depending on the number of points achieved.  

 

                                                

4 LEED NC is the default LEED rating system and unless specified, a building said to be “LEED Certified” 
is certified under the LEED NC rating system. Because it is the oldest system as well as the one which all 

other systems are based on, this dissertation will focus on LEED NC buildings. It is also important to note 

that this dissertation will only be discussing commercial buildings. While LEED for Homes has recently 

become available, this dissertation will not be focusing on residential construction.  
5 LEED 2009 has been released and is expected to be put into practice within the year. 
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Figure 1.1 – Cumulative LEED Registered and Certified Projects – All Products 

 
 

In Figure 1.1, the number of buildings certified and registered each year has steadily 

increased. There are currently a total of 2,425 buildings which have been certified using 

one of the USGBC’s building certification products including 285 which have been 

registered by April of 20096. There are currently 22,000 registered projects including 

2,614 which have been registered already in 2009. The number of projects is increasing, 

and in particular there has been a clear increase in the number of commercial buildings 

which are LEED registered.   

 

                                                

6 Data in this chapter has been obtained either from publically available information on the USGBC 

website or from USGBC datasets unless otherwise noted. 
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In addition to the LEED NC rating system, the USGBC has developed a number of 

products for specialized buildings, building maintenance and projects other than new 

construction or major renovation. These products include LEED Core and Shell (CS), 

Commercial Interiors (CI), Existing Buildings (EB)7. 

 

Figure 1.2 - Cumulative Number of LEED Registered Buildings by LEED Product 

 
 

Figure 1.2 shows the number of LEED registered buildings by product. Because LEED 

NC was the first of the rating systems, it has been generally been most in demand, 

however the LEED for Homes certification has been very popular since its pilot in 2006 

and has quickly surpassed LEED NC in number of buildings certified. LEED CI, LEED 

                                                

7 For more information see: http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=222 (accessed May 25, 

2009). Other, more-specific products are currently being developed: LEED for schools, LEED for Retail, 

LEED for Homes, LEED for Neighborhood Development, LEED for Healthcare, LEED for Laboratories 

and LEED for Multiple Buildings/Campuses. (USGBC 2006). 
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CS, and LEED EB are steady in their increase but have been relatively similar in 

comparison to one another. The numbers in 2009 appear to dip slightly because data only 

includes January through April of that year.  

 

It is somewhat difficult to know what LEED registered projects mean without more 

research on the topic. Since buildings take significant time to design and construct, the 

ability to register a building gives the building team some accountability for the LEED 

standard and allows the USGBC to have numbers on potential LEED buildings. Because 

the LEED is relatively new in the scheme of building projects (projects can easily take 

two to five years, or even longer to complete) there is little understanding of how many 

LEED registered projects eventually will become certified. Some have speculated that 

building teams register projects in order to use the LEED name without actually having to 

go through the process of certification which has an additional cost. Others suggest that 

the large numbers may include projects which have not been completed due to financial 

or other difficulties. Still others contend that these are projects which will ultimately 

either be LEED compliant, meaning that they follow some of the LEED credits, or be one 

or two credits short of doing all that is required. In particular there are some credits which 

add more cost, such as the prerequisite for building commissioning which adds on an 

additional step and the cost of a commissioner. Without additional research, it is hard to 

say why there are such a wide number of projects intending to do LEED certification but 

which do not achieve that aim.  
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Figure 1.3 – Cumulative Number of LEED Certified Buidings by LEED Product 

 

 

Of the projects which do become LEED certified, Figure 1.3 shows the cumulative 

breakdown by type of certification. Much like registered buildings certified LEED NC 

buildings have been in the lead until the recent introduction of LEED for Homes which 

has certified more buildings in a shorter time period8. This is followed by LEED CI 

which has been popular among interior designers and finally LEED EB and LEED CS. 

The total amount of space certified by the USGBC’s LEED program is 302,931,800 

square feet.  

 

                                                

8 One speculative reason for the higher number of LEED for Homes certifications is the influence of 

developers who build multiple dwelling developments and thus are able to count more than one building in 

their numbers. By contrast, most commercial building development is single building development even if 

it is developed for multi-use.  
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LEED NC was the original green building certification from the USGBC and has, until 

recently, had the majority of building certifications, while also being the basis for other 

USGBC certification products. This dissertation focuses on LEED NC commercial 

buildings which can involve both new construction and major renovations.  I do not look 

at the development of LEED CS, LEED CI, LEED EB or any of the additional products 

in part because they are newer forms and have not had as many buildings constructed. 

While there will hopefully be interesting research that will come from looking at the 

other LEED products, this project will focus on LEED NC exclusively.  
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Figure 1.4 – Cumulative LEED NC Certified Buildings by Certification Level 

 

 

Within each certification type, there are levels of certification. While the LEED building 

rating system has changed slightly since inception, the rating system ranks each building 

based on the number of points it receives and awards each building the rating of 

Certified, Silver, Gold or Platinum. As is clear from Figure 1.4, the majority of buildings 

are rated either Certified or Silver, with less than 100 LEED NC Platinum buildings so 

far. Figure 1.5 shows a map of cumulative LEED NC certified buildings in the United 

States in 2007. There are LEED projects in 91 countries, currently projects in every state 

in the United States. USGBC workshops have been attended by 94,916 people and the 

USGBC has 78 member chapters. It is clear that the USGBC’s form of certification in the 

LEED system has disseminated quickly.  
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Figure 1.5 – Map of Cumulative LEED NC Buildings in the US 2007 

 

Source: USGBC Data, December 2007 

 

LEED Professionals 

The second type of certification that the USGBC gives out is the LEED AP or Accredited 

Professional designation. Individuals who receive the LEED AP designation have passed 

an exam on the LEED building standards, indicating that they know green building 

techniques and can apply the rating system. They are able to put LEED AP after their 

name on business cards or other literature. In Figure 1.6, we can see that this change has 

occurred relatively quickly with a large number of LEED AP’s in the industry. As of 

March 3, 2009, there are 81,155 LEED AP’s, meaning individuals who have passed the 
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exam9. In 2006, the total LEED AP’s were 30,000, thus in two years the number of 

LEED AP’s has more than doubled. 

 

The LEED AP is a member of the design team and their role is to help integrate 

sustainable concepts into the building design process and enable the design team to 

achieve the LEED certification. The LEED building certification system gives the project 

a point towards certification if they have on their building team a person who is a LEED 

Accredited Professional so building professionals who choose to LEED buildings have an 

incentive to achieve the accreditation. 

 

Figure 1.6 – Number of LEED AP’s and USGBC Workshop Attendees 

 

 

                                                

9 As part of the research for this project, I passed the LEED AP exam in May of 2007.  
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Green Building in California  

To limit the scope of the project, I have chosen to study buildings and professionals 

located in the state of California. There are several reasons why California makes a 

compelling case to investigate. California has long been considered a place where 

sustainability and environmental policies are welcome. Building regulation and indoor air 

quality requirements are seen as stringent in the state. The LEED rating system built their 

standards on several California based regulations. Defining a Zero Emission Vehicles in 

credit SS 4.3 is based on the classifications of the California Air Resources Board 

(USGBC 2006:57). The LEED EQ prerequisite 2 references the California 2001 Energy 

Efficiency Standards (USGBC 2006:297). LEED credit EQ 4.1 and 4.2 reference the 

South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule #1168 limiting VOC’s in southern 

California (USGBC 2006:333-339). LEED credit EQ 4.3 is based in part on the criteria 

set up by the California Sustainable Building Task Force and the California Department 

of Health Services (USGBC 2006:341). Additionally the LEED reference guide refers to 

the California Integrated Waste Management Board, California Materials Exchange and 

the California Commissioning Collaborative.    

 

California can be said to be at the forefront of environmentally friendly regulations to the 

extent that other states follow their lead in policies regulating indoor air quality and 

vehicle emissions. California has adopted several statewide policies on green buildings. 

The most recent was AB 1389, signed by Gov. Schwarzenegger on September 23, 2008, 

requesting that the Department of Housing and Urban Community Development create 
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cost effective green building standards for the California Building Standards 

Commission.  

 

The California Green Building Standards Code was passed on July 17, 2008 aiming to 

green buildings in the state of California by mandating water efficiency, recycling and 

low CFC HVAC systems (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems with no or 

low levels of chlorofluorocarbons). While the code follows many the LEED framework, 

it does not stops short of mandating LEED certification or even compliance by focusing 

on water, recycling and HVAC systems. The code takes mandatory effect in 2009 and 

allows for more stringent local standards if they exist. Executive Order #S-20-04 signed 

by Gov. Schwarzenegger on December 14, 2004 requiring state government building 

construction at the LEED NC Silver level and LEED EB for existing facilities. This early 

bill was the impetus for several government buildings around the state to be constructed.  

 

Yet green building has not been as pervasive as might be imagined given this positive 

political environment for green (Lutzenhiser, Kunkle, and Biggart 2001).Given the 

regulatory environment of the state, the influence of air quality and pollution standards on 

the rest of the country, and the green policies that have been enacted, California would 

seem to be an ideal site for green building to be pervasive. On the surface, this seems to 

be the case. California has the largest number of LEED registered and certified buildings 

in the country and several which are somewhat well known, including the Platinum 
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NRDC building in Santa Monica and the Donald Bren Center at the University of 

California, Santa Barbara, one of the first higher education LEED buildings.  

 

Looking more closely, California lags behind in per capita green buildings. As can be 

seen in Table 1.1, California ranks 23rd in per capita certified LEED commercial 

buildings, and 10th in per capita registered LEED commercial buildings. Given the urban 

centers of Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego, there are opportunities for 

development, yet developers have not as quickly as one might expect embraced green 

building in California. In fact the state commissioned an early study in green building to 

determine some of the reasons why green building was not occurring (Lutzenhiser et al. 

2001).  

 

 Furthermore, the adoption of California Green Building Standards Code and AB1389 

while it did introduce mandates for higher green building standards, was not as far 

reaching as it could have been. Local level green building policies in California have 

been much more aggressive in requiring green standards and LEED as a certification 

system.   
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Table 1.1 - LEED Registered and Certified Projects per Capita by State, 1999-2007 
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Nevertheless, the number of city green building policies in California has been steadily 

increasing as green building has emerged.  As of March 14, 2009, there are 37 cities in 

the state which have passed 49 policies regarding green building. Of these, 33 have city 

policies that require LEED certification at some level, 26 cities require private 

commercial participation, and 29 cities require governmental building participation in 

their green building program. It is worth noting that these policies have varying 

thresholds for participation, such as minimum square footage or type of building. Figure 

1.7 shows the growth of these policies over the last eight years.  
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Figure 1.7 – Cumulative Number of Green Building Policies Adopted in California 

Cities by Year and Selected Requirements 

 

 

The list of cities adopting these policies is not particularly surprising, large cities such as 

Sacramento, San Diego, Los Angeles Oakland, San Jose and San Francisco are 

represented. Typically liberal cities are also represented such as Pasadena, San Rafael, 

Berkeley, Monterey, Santa Monica, Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa. In short, there are very 

few surprises in the cities which have adopted these standards. The majority of the 

adoptions occurred after 2004, when arguably the validity for LEED had already been 

established.  

 

Given the liberal environment in the state and the potential for green building to be 

diffused, the question of why there are not more green buildings has yet to be addressed.  

While this an important issue, this dissertation takes another perspective.  
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Research Question 

The choice of the USGBC to focus on shifting the marketplace as well as the rapid 

increase in the number of buildings and the kind of influence that the USGBC has had on 

the market gives us the central question of this dissertation. What are the mechanisms by 

which a social movement ideology, environmental sustainability, becomes a part of the 

marketplace? In particular, how can this occur without the influence of the state as an 

overt regulating force? 

 

In California’s regulatory environment where there is openness to the social movement 

ideals which motivated the green building movement from the start but no coercive 

pressures for their implementation, why are organizations building green buildings? 

What are the organizational forms and tactics which allow the ideals of sustainability to 

permeate the marketplace? What are the processes by which these ideals become a part of 

how individuals do their work and how organizations make their choices?  

 

Methods 

I used a multiple method approach to examine this research question. Initial research was 

in the form of participant observation at a green building conferences and meetings of 

green building professionals and green building consulting firms. I conducted informal 

interviews, listened to talks, participated in trade shows and generally tried to become as 

integrated into the field as possible. This was largely to get an overall view of the field, 
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the socialization mechanisms and the way that those in the field talked about their work 

as green building professionals. Second, I participated in a LEED AP seminar, 

independently studied and took and passed the LEED AP exam to understand the 

socialization processes at work in this new professional certification. While I will discuss 

more of the details of this process in chapter four, the reasons for doing this were to gain 

a more detailed sense of how the rating system works and how individuals are able to use 

the rating system as a tool in their work.  

 

I also interviewed two populations of individuals in semi-structured interviews to 

supplement my participant observation research. The first population consisted of LEED 

APs in California from a variety of different subfields within the building industry such 

as architects, contractors, interior designers, lighting designers and engineers. These 

interviews are analyzed in chapter four. The second population was a group of green 

building organizational representatives who discussed the choice of their organization to 

build a green building and the process they went through to do so. Each person from 

these two populations was interviewed either in person or via the phone. Respondents 

were solicited using snowball sampling methods and key informants. In addition to the 

second population of interviews, I toured a number of green buildings both with and 

without tour guides and have used this data in my analysis in chapter four. 

 

I had an informal third group of respondents with whom I did semi-structured interviews.  

These study respondents did not neatly fit into either category referenced above, but were 
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very much a part of the green building industry and provided needed insight. Additional 

data includes a collection of green building case studies and promotional literature. I have 

also worked with other green building researchers and have been privy to data on the 

green buildings that the USGBC has made publically available on their website. I have 

relied on this data to better understand the field and the scope of green buildings 

generally.  

 

Plan for this Dissertation 

To understand more about how environmental ideals have been integrated into the 

marketplace, I proceed in several steps. In Chapter 2, I look at literature in the fields of 

organizational sociology, social movements and economic sociology to review previous 

research. This chapter provides the theoretical framework for my analysis.  In Chapter 3, 

I look back at the recent history of the environmental movement to examine why the 

leadership of the USGBC was successful at influencing the marketplace and was 

accepted by the environmental movement. As a deviant environmental organization, the 

USGBC had to navigate carefully through an existing field of environmental 

organizations to establish its own legitimacy.  Chapter 4 looks at how exactly green 

building ideals were integrated into professional practice by looking at how the LEED 

AP exam socializes professionals within the industry. I introduce the concept of hybrid 

professionalization to understand how green building ideals were able to be 

professionalized and diffused more rapidly. Chapter 5 examines why an organization 

chooses to build green and rationalizes the choice to its stakeholders. Ultimately, 
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buildings are green because companies, governments, and home owners decide that they 

should be green.  How cost conscious consumers rationalize a ‘green’ building is an 

important part of institutionalizing this new organizational form.  I conclude in Chapter 6 

with comments and future directions.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The central research question of this dissertation is how new social movement ideals are 

institutionalized into work and organizational practices. In this dissertation, I will trace 

how the movement for green and sustainable building practices came out of the 

environmental movement. Then I will analyze how these ideals became integrated into 

organizational practice and in turn how those practices sought to change the industry as a 

whole. The analysis of this dissertation will offer two avenues by which this shift 

occurred looking at both professionalizing practices and the role of organizational 

consumers. First, green and sustainable building practices were disseminated in part 

through the creation of a new method of professionalization which I call hybrid 

professionalization. Second, organizational consumers employed a variety of 

organizational logics to better fit green and sustainable ideals into needs of their 

stakeholders and to make sustainability palatable to a variety of different types of 

organizational stakeholders.  

 

In this chapter however, I will situate this research within the sociological literature. To 

do this, I will look at several questions that are addressed by a variety of subfields of 

sociology. First, I will ask about the relationship between social movements and 

organizations, specifically how social movements move their ideas into organizations. 

Second, I will ask how organizations integrate ideas into the work they do. Finally, I will 
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look at the institutional level and the role of the market in organizational and ideological 

change.  

 

My aim is to do a broad sweep over these questions to situate this dissertation in the 

sociological frameworks that I am addressing. As many have said about literature 

reviews, one either sacrifices depth or breadth in service of surveying the literature. This 

literature review will aim at a wider span of the literature while for-going an in-depth 

examination of any one particular literature. This is in part because the study in this 

dissertation is one which works within social movement theory, organizational theory and 

borrows from economic sociology. I hope to draw from each to inform my overall 

argument.  

 

Emergence of New Organizational Forms 

While this dissertation will examine the emergence of only one new organizational form, 

a voluntary certification program, it is worth looking at the research on the emergence of 

new organizational forms to discover the role that social movement organizations play in 

introducing and institutionalizing new organizational forms. Ecological organizational 

theory has been most adept at explaining the emergence of new organizations. In a 

discussion of entrepreneurs, Aldrich and Ruef (2006) distinguish between reproducer and 

innovator organizations. Innovator entrepreneurial organizations are “started by 

entrepreneurs whose routines and competencies vary significantly from those of existing 

organizations.” (Aldrich and Ruef 2006:67). The innovations they introduce may be 
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either competence-enhancing or competence destroying. Rather than simply being 

revolutionary, innovations that enhance competence build on existing organizational or 

industry models to become more easily adopted by organizations (Abernathy and Clark 

1985)10.  

 

Aldrich and Ruef (2006) also discuss two community level cognitive strategies, and by 

community level they are referring to industry level, which inform our discussion. First, 

is the role of higher education in the diffusion of new ideas by essentially solidifying and 

centralizing new ideas and technologies into curriculum in order to standardize 

information and pass it on. The second mechanism is through certifying institutions. 

Rao’s (1994) work on the emergence of the automobile clubs and the role that 

certification played in creating and sustaining legitimacy of organizations and by creating 

organizational reputations and standards (Rao 2009).   

 

Institutionalization 

How a new idea or process becomes a taken-for-granted part of an organization is 

addressed more clearly by neo-institutional theory which has long been interested in the 

process of institutionalization, or the process by which practices become legitimate and 

integrated into the workings of the organization within an organizational field (John W. 

Meyer and Rowan 1977; Tolbert and Zucker 1996; Zucker 1977, 1987, 1993; Scott 2007; 

                                                

10 See also (P. Anderson and Tushman 1990).  
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Fligstein 1997). Institutionalization holds a fascination for organizational theorists 

because as Zucker points out, in order for change to occur within the organization, the 

taken-for-granted must be challenged (1983). While green building clearly has not yet 

been adopted as a taken-for-granted part of most organizations within the building design 

and construction industry, there has been a clear challenge to the status quo and a 

movement towards the integration of new mechanisms. 

 

One example of institutionalization processes is Selznick’s (1966) discussion of the 

actions of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a governmental organization, in 

responding to the needs of those in the area where they were to distribute electricity and 

fertilizer. Selznick develops the idea of cooptation, both formal and informal as a 

mechanism for incorporating the needs of the grassroots groups and to better do their job. 

Cooptation is “the process of absorbing new elements into the leadership or policy 

determining structure of an organization as a means of averting threats to its stability or 

existence.” (Selznick 1966:13). This cooptation process describes the way that the TVA 

was able to integrate the needs of the grassroots organizations into their own 

organizational structure while retaining their own legitimacy.  

 

Another classic example of institutionalization is Tolbert and Zucker’s (1983) piece on 

the diffusion of civil service procedures into state and city policies. Their findings 

suggest that mandating adoption of reforms and internal organizational processes 

accounts for early adoption of these reforms, but later adoptions occurred due to the 
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legitimacy of the reforms. This suggests that the legitimacy of a reform comes from both 

legal authority as well as the adoption of the new form by other organizations.  

 

Seeking to understand the homogeneity of the organizational field, DiMaggio and 

Powell’s central theory on isomorphic forces looks at the three “pillars” of organizational 

homogeneity: coercive, mimetic and normative forces (Scott 2007; DiMaggio and Powell 

1983; John W. Meyer and Rowan 1977). Legitimization is clearly a key part of the 

institutionalization process and it is found in each of these isomorphic processes 

(Deephouse 1996). Coercive mechanisms, even the ceremonial are also ways to increase 

legitimacy (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). By integrating previously rationalized processes 

into the organization, the firm better displays their “confidence, satisfaction and good 

faith, internally and externally” (John W. Meyer and Rowan 1977:59). Mimetic 

mechanisms increase legitimacy by further refining what is considered a successful 

model for the organizational field and diffusing the attributes of this model throughout 

the field. Normative isomorphic mechanisms legitimize by integrating processes into the 

work of individuals and their social networks through professionalization. 

Professionalization enables the legitimating of a new form by integrating the new 

processes into the actual work of the professional, while networks mechanisms by which 

these forms can be reaffirmed and diffused. State involvement in normative isomorphism 

is done via professional regulation and enforcement.   
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Though the state can play a role in each of these isomorphic mechanisms, there are 

examples of each type of isomorphism where the state plays a minimal or no role in the 

shift within the organizational field. Research on giving networks within the 

Minneapolis-St. Paul area suggest that mimetic forces in the form of interorganizational 

networks affect organizational decision making (Galaskiewicz and Wasserman 1989). 

Mimetic isomorphism is explored in research in terms of organizational fads as they are 

diffused throughout the institutional field. Research in this area includes work on quality 

circle management (Abrahamson and Fairchild 1999), ISO 9000 (Guler, Guillen, and 

MacPherson 2002) and cycles of fads more generally (Strang and Macy 2001). Haveman 

looks at mimetic isomorphism in terms of the structure of the marketplace and firms entry 

into new markets (Haveman 1993). Other work in this area looks at interlocking 

directorates (Mizruchi and Stearns 1988). Mimetic isomorphism also seems to be the 

most heavily researched isomorphic mechanism (Mizruchi and Fein 1999). Network 

theories of normative isomorphism have explored the role of interorganizational networks 

in professionalization (Galaskiewicz and Burt 1991; Galaskiewicz 1985). While coercive 

mechanisms are most clearly tied to state level involvement, there are some examples 

from DiMaggio and Powell (1983) suggesting that the state is not the only form of 

coercion.  

 

One explanation of the stages of the institutionalization process comes from Tolbert and 

Zucker (1996) who discuss four stages of institutionalization: innovation, habitualization, 

objectification and sedimentation. Innovation they describe as the precursor to the 
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process where a new idea is created based on either technological change, legislation or 

market forces. Habitualization, a concept derived from Berger and Luckman’s (1967) 

early work on institutionalization, describes the process of “generating a new structural 

arrangement in response to a specific organizational problem or set of problems, and the 

formalization of such arrangements in the policies and procedures of a given 

organization, or a set of organizations that confront the same or similar problems.” 

(Tolbert and Zucker 1996:181). Habitualization is the codification of the innovation into 

organizational structure.  

 

The third stage, objectification, Tolbert and Zucker describe as the further diffusion of 

the codified system. One aspect of objectification is the creation of “champions” who are 

able to capitalize on the innovation by creating a market for themselves. They do this by 

defining the problem at hand and then providing the solution to that problem. In order to 

be successful at this task, the “champion” must also offer some evidence that the 

resolution to the problem has actually been successful (Tolbert and Zucker 1996:183). 

Finally, the last stage is sedimentation, or the “historical continuity of structure” which 

comes about over a long term (Tolbert and Zucker 1996:184). This form of 

institutionalization exists when the processes are firmly entrenched in the sediment of the 

organization. At this stage, the process has been fully institutionalized.  

 

The utility of this model is that it offers us a scale with which to see at what point in the 

process we are examining. It is relatively clear that the growth of the green movement 
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falls directly in the category of habitualization, moving towards objectification. The 

LEED system has codified what defines a green building, but the movement is still in the 

process of encouraging champions and reaching a wider audience with their description 

of the problems and solutions. It is worth noting that the model does suggest the initiating 

mechanisms of technological change, legislation or market shifts were not really in play 

at the beginning of the green building movement.  

 

Institutionalization has been described as a process of “infusing with value” (Selznick 

1984:17). And yet the research in this area does not seem to focus on the value that is 

infused but rather on the structural changes within the organization, particularly as those 

changes homogenize the population. While there are hints that institutionalization takes 

place at the field level, much of the attention has been at the organizational level. 

Researchers have been able to show that new practices are adopted across organizational 

boundaries there is little work on how new practices are ‘habitualized’ within the 

organization.  More seriously, neo-institutional theory has ignored new forms, practices, 

and innovations and where they come from.  

 

Diffusion of Innovations 

While organizations integrate a variety of new practices into their work, we need to ask 

how new ideals become integrated into the organizational field and spread among actors 

in the field. This dissertation looks at a particular social movement’s ideals and examines 

how they are enacted in organizational practices. The question is: how do new practices 
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become integrated into organizations? One area of research which approaches the 

question of how change happens across fields is the vast research on the diffusion, 

particularly research on the diffusion of innovations11. Strang and Soule (1998) comment 

that the utility of studying diffusion is not in noticing the rise in incidences of interest in a 

particular topic, but rather the process by which happens.  

 

Drawing from the three pillars, Scott (2007) gives an overview of the research on 

diffusion of new ideas, technologies or processes. He remarks that coercive processes 

“emphasize supply-side processes” because they focus on the “agent” spreading the 

innovation (Scott 2007:134). This market approach is drawn from others who look at the 

differences between supply side and demand side diffusion processes essentially arguing 

that the diffusion processes differ depending on focus on the diffusion process and agents 

of diffusion or the adopter (Lawrence A. Brown 1981). For obvious reasons, research in 

this area largely focuses on the diffusion of state reforms, but is also remarkable for its 

ability to cross sectors (Tolbert and Zucker 1983; Cole 1991; Jepperson and John W. 

Meyer 1991).  

 

Research on normative diffusion processes tend to look at the networks and connections 

between individuals as they carry the new ideas or innovations to others, or “relational 

structures as carriers” (Scott 2007). This kind of work can look at structural mechanisms 

                                                

11We could go off on a tangent here to discuss the creation and labeling of something as “new” or 
innovative. See Rogers (1995) chapter on the generation of innovations and Strang and Soule 
(1998). 
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of diffusion such as type of ties within networks (Granovetter 1973) or board interlocks   

as a diffusion mechanism (Davis 1991). Research also has looked at the influence of the 

professions in diffusion practices such as the role of accountants in responding to IRS 

regulations (Mezias 1990), human resources professionals working with the state (Sutton 

and Dobbin 1996).  

 

Dobbin and Sutton (1998) offer an interesting case in the diffusion of employment rights. 

They contend that the state’s role of regulation and coercive pressures was replaced by a 

market solution which “recast policy-inducted structures in the mold of efficiency” 

(Dobbin and Sutton 1998). They comment that there is strength to the weak state. 

Because of the ambiguity and uncertainty of state mandates, organizations invest 

considerable energy complying and devising rationales for compliance. This suggests that 

the relationship between the state and the firm is more complex in the diffusion of new 

standards and that the lack of state attention has a role to play in the creation and viability 

of new standards. If compliance to ambiguous mandates is a social construction of 

standards decided within the industry, it follows that this construction would be more 

easily diffused via normative pressures rather than other mechanisms since the distinction 

between the supply and demand-side would be the same (Scott 2007).  

 

Examining the diffusion of norms within Fortune 500 organizations in relationship to 

governance practices, one study looked at the compensation of CEO’s as related to firm 

performance (Zajac and Westphal 1994). This longitudinal study indicates that as more 
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and more Fortune 500 boards used incentivized compensation for their CEO’s, there was 

growing pressure to do so in the marketplace and a moral argument was formed. Zajac 

and Wesphal (1994) demonstrate that adopting such practices was well rewarded by the 

market.  

 

Mimetic or cultural mechanisms that account for diffusion are found in the research as 

well. Strang and Meyer (1993) postulate that diffusion depends on common 

characteristics among actors and strong cultural linkages. They argue that it is cultural 

linkages and similarity of assumptions within groups which allows diffusions to flow 

more easily within groups. They introduce the concept of theorizing or “the self-

conscious development and specification of abstract categories and the formulation of 

patterned relationships such as chains of cause and effect.” (Strang and John W. Meyer 

1993:492). This theorizing within groups is what allows diffusion to flow and to reinforce 

cultural linkages because it creates a common model and allows practices to be carried 

from person to person. Another cultural mechanism can be found in organizational fads 

and trends which has been studied extensively in terms of the diffusion of new ideas 

through and across industries (Strang and Macy 2001). Research has looked at fads such 

as quality circles (Abrahamson and Fairchild 1999), ISO 9000 certification of quality 

(Guler et al. 2002). One way to get at these cultural mechanisms is found in the social 

movements framing literature (Strang and Soule 1998). 
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The innovation literature offers some sense of the various ways that ideas are 

disseminated within a field or an industry as well as giving more attention to field level 

analyses (Hoffman 2001). The research is varied in the mechanisms, from supply-side to 

demand-side, structural, coercive or cultural. Haveman (2000) comments that while 

organizational theory has spent considerable energy trying to research these forces, a 

tighter theory would help to explain the impetus behind diffusion and isomorphism.  

 

Organizational Logics 

Organizational logics are another way to get at the question of how organizations enact 

ideology. Friedland and Alford (1991) make the point that organizational structure is not 

just dependent on competition or the environment, but that organizations use logics as a 

way to structure themselves and their actions. They contend that there are key 

institutional logics such as the capitalist market, the bureaucratic state, democracy, the 

family and Christianity. More recently this has been edited to six: market, corporation, 

professions, the state, family and religions (Thornton 2004).  

 

Clemens (1997) argues that a variety of different types of organizational forms which she 

refers to as “templates, scripts, recipes or models for social interaction” (49) become a 

part of an individual’s organizational repertoire. An organizational repertoire “refers to 

the set of distinctive forms of action employed by or known to members of a particular 

group or society” (59). For instance, Clemens (1993) discusses the alternative models of 
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organization employed by the women’s movement which were familiar forms, but had 

previously not been used to further social movement aims. These repertoires are portable 

to other organizations as multiple groups attempt to achieve aims which may not be 

congruent with existing organizational repertoires. Organizations then enact these new 

practices by either recreating the status quo (isomorphism) or by using alternate 

repertoires and organizational forms in order to create change.  

 

Much of the work on institutional logics focuses on how the organizational structure 

shifts in order to accommodate the shifting logics within the organizational field. For 

instance research has looked at shifts in the thrift industry (Haveman and Rao 1997), the 

adoption of the multidivisional form among higher education publishers (Thornton 2002, 

2004; Thornton and Ocasio 1999), the organizational structures to staff recycling 

programs in universities (Lounsbury 2001) and occupational prestige rankings (Zhou 

2005). What this research offers is a discussion of how changing logics and ideals 

become integrated into organizational structure.  

 

In a study of corporate governance, Zajac and Westphal (2004) mark a shift in logics and 

dominant ideologies about governance in the 1980s from “corporate logic” to “agency 

logic”. They find evidence that this shift in logics has a different effect on shareholders 

perceptions of the company and ultimately the stock price. Their findings indicate that the 

shifting of institutional logics has a widespread effect in the marketplace. Others have 
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looked at stock prices as an indication of the impact of social movement actions (King 

and Soule 2007).  

 

Research on logics is well suited to look at cultural shifts over time, yet it does not have a 

way to account for the potency of social movement ideology as it is integrated into the 

framework of organizations, in part because these ideals are not the focus of the research. 

Institutional logics scholarship examines logics as the causal mechanisms by which the 

institution changes form, but the changes are not driven by ideological or social 

movement aims. Yet what this work does suggest is that case study research and 

qualitative analysis is well suited for examining the ways in which the logics shift over 

time.  

 

Ideology and Social Movements 

If we define social movements as engaged in “ideologically structured action”, we focus 

on the ideology of the movement as being a central force (Zald 2000). This definition 

allows us to integrate ideas of identity, collective action with the organization of a 

movement which we might not otherwise be able to discuss if we look simply at 

organizational logics. Yet others have defined social movements in terms of their 

relationship or their opposition to the state (McAdam et al. 2001). After all, the study of 

contentious politics has at its core the idea that the social movements will organize in an 

effort to contend with the political structure (Tilly and Tarrow 2006). As many have 

noted, the central theories of resource mobilization and the political process model, while 
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generating exceptionally rich research, have clearly focused on the state as the main 

target for the aims of social movements (Zald 2000).  

 

One way of looking at how social movements mobilize, create and engage in strategies 

and tactics, create and sustain alliances, and influence policy, is that these are potentially 

both constrained by and enabled by the political structure in which the movement finds 

itself. The strength of this model, known as the political process model, is that it indicates 

that no movement is created in a vacuum. Movements are situated in the political, social 

and cultural environment and these actors must find opportunities to mobilize and engage 

in tactics to further their ideology (David S. Meyer and Minkoff 2004).  

 

There have been disagreements on how to operationalize the concept of political 

opportunity (David S. Meyer and Minkoff 2004) and some have suggested that it purports 

to explain too much (Goodwin and Jasper 1999). Tarrow (1998) comments that while 

political processes "do not on their own 'explain' social movements, they play the 

strongest role in triggering general episodes of contention in which elites reveal their 

vulnerability, new social actors and forms of conflict appear, alliances are struck, and 

repression becomes sluggish or inconsistent." (Tarrow 1998:199-200). This strain of 

social movement analysis relies upon the relationship between the social movement and 

the state to explain the actions of the movement and has difficulty if there is little state 

intervention at the forefront of the movement. However, it does make sense to take into 

account the context within which the movement is created.  
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For social movement scholars, there is a tendency to see the relationship between a 

movement and an organization as perilous because the social movement may "become 

imbued with their [institutional] logic and values." (Tarrow 1998:208). This underscores 

the antagonistic relationship between social movements and the institutions they are 

seeking to change – the concern from social movement activists is that the change will 

co-opt the social movement’s ideals. However this suggests that the relationship between 

movements and organizations is unidirectional and only flows from the institution to the 

social movement. Perhaps it is possible to see the movement as a socializing force whose 

ideals and ideologies can impact the organization.  

 

New Social Movements 

Scholars of new social movements have been more likely to approach ideological 

frameworks and cultural changes in part because that is the focus of the groups they 

study. Scholars researching new social movements (NSM) argued that resource 

mobilization and collective action theories do not pertain as clearly to NSMs because 

they are looking at post industrial social movements which are attempting to address 

issues of lifestyle, identity and expression of cultural meaning rather than responding to 

political structure. Examples of NSM groups include new age and deep ecology 

movements, gay rights or animal rights groups or peace movements or alternative 

medicine (Johnston, Larana, and Gusfield 1994). Central differences that the NSM 
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paradigm presents are their ability to be political in neither a private nor a public way but 

instead to combine the two realms, being noninstitutional or without overt organization, 

consisting of a loose collection of members and associated parties, and a lack of core 

ideological principles (Offe 1985).  

 

The looser organizational structure and a focus on individual identity within the 

movements indicate a different relationship between NSMs and the state versus more 

traditional movements12. Scholars suggest that NSMs “detach themselves from the 

traditional model of political organization, and they increasingly distance themselves 

from political systems” (Melucci 1994:103). Others suggest that these movements 

reframe grievances and attach these grievances to identity work rather than as a way of 

pushing against a system or countermovement (Johnston et al. 1994:24). Some research 

however does find a connection between new social movements and the state (Kriesi et 

al. 1992).  

 

Snow and Benford (1988) argue that NSM and resource mobilization perspectives have 

not taken into account the beliefs upon which the movements are founded and as a result 

think of social movements as simply carriers of meaning rather than as both carriers and 

producers of meaning. This echoes the difficulties that neo-institutional theory has with 

ideology. While there is an acceptance that new ideas are created and introduced into 

                                                

12 By using the term traditional movements, I am using the language of NSM scholars to indicate 
movements that have been central in forming social movement theory such as the US Civil Rights 
movement or the movement for Women’s Suffrage.  
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organizations, this assumption belies an understanding of the different ways in which 

innovations influence the organization. Organizational change is seen as the exception 

rather than the rule. Yet the transmission of new beliefs and ideas is part of what 

organizations do, even as there are isomorphic forces which recreate and sustain 

homogeneity and organizational stasis. Isomorphic forces may be strong in organizations 

in part because they help to push ideological innovations to the side, considering them 

radical or edgy. But these isomorphic forces can also be used to sustain and reproduce 

innovations and new ideologies once they have become more stable.  

 

Research on NSMs offers several theoretical contributions to this research. First, they 

offer a different way to look at movements that do not follow the trajectory of traditional 

social movements (generally seen as movements from the 1960s and 70s such as civil 

rights movements). For instance, NSMs offer models of loose relationships between 

organizations and the potential for the movements to be more diffused and decentralized 

(Johnston et al. 1994:8). Second, research on NSMs has moved from grievances in a 

social movement as a core part of their mobilization efforts to the grievances as a part of 

the individual’s (and perhaps organizational?) identity. Research in this area suggests that 

larger and more abstract goals benefit from being addressed via group identity to keep the 

goals salient and immediate (Johnston et al. 1994:24).  
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Framing 

Social movement framing is a tool for getting at ideologies and has been used extensively 

in social movement research (Benford and Snow 2000; Snow and Benford 1988; Snow et 

al. 1986; Snow 2004b). Frames are “an interpretive schemata that simplifies and 

condenses the ‘world out there’ by selectively punctuating and encoding objects, 

situations, events, experiences, and sequences of actions within one’s present or past 

environments.” (Snow and Benford 1992:137). Frames can function as a diagnostic, 

prognostic or motivational tool for the movement (Snow and Benford 1988). Hunt et al. 

(1994) elaborate to indicate that the diagnostic frame indicates who created the problem, 

while the prognostic frame suggests what action needs to be done to redress the problem. 

Motivational framing creates the rationale and motivation for taking action (Hunt et al. 

1994).  

 

Critiques of framing have made several points that are worth noting. To begin with, the 

application of framing has been inconsistent across research projects and the 

development of frames has a “descriptive bias” which creates little continuity across 

projects (Benford 1997). Some critics have pointed out that early projects did not 

distinguish between frames and ideology. Frames allow us to see the ideology, but the 

frames themselves are not the ideologies (Oliver and Johnston 2000). Furthermore, there 

is a tendency to see frames as static or “fixed” rather than emergent (Benford 1997; 

Oliver and Johnston 2000). Oliver and Johnston suggest that the misuse of concepts such 
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as frame resonance and master framing are largely to blame and they indicate that there 

needs to be a distinction between framing structures and framing processes (Oliver and 

Johnston 2000).  

 

One study that has important implications is Lounsbury, Ventresca and Hirsch’s (2003) 

work on the emergence of recycling. This work looks at the impetus given by the 

recycling social movement to create nonprofit and then for-profit recycling industries and 

eventually spur on a new industry. Their research question is about marginal practices 

that derive from a social movement founding a new industry. This work also draws from 

research between social movement and organizational theory as well as working with 

field frames to look at meanings as they help to formulate the emergence of a new 

industry.  

 

They discuss an initial state action in the form of legislation on recycling. But early 

nonprofits took on the role of creating recycling organizations that were viable and 

educating the public on the process of cleaning out recyclable materials. The work of 

these early nonprofits made the later introduction of for profit recycling firms possible. It 

was not just the nonprofits however, Lounsbury et al. convincingly suggest that the de-

institutionalization of a field frame, seen in industry publications and the increased 

promotion of recycling at the policy level which allowed for profit firms to enter the 

market.  
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Their use of “field frames” in analysis, or a framework that incorporates the larger 

institutional field, is a useful analytic tool. They comment “We define field frames as 

political constructions that provide order and meaning to fields of activity by creating a 

status ordering for practices that deem some practices more appropriate than others.” 

(Lounsbury et al. 2003:76-77). They suggest that these meanings can be derived from 

policy conversations, media, and trade associations as a way to determine the best 

practices and to create norms.  

 

My goal in this dissertation is slightly different than the traditional social movement 

framing research that seeks to examine how movements frame ideology in order to 

recruit or mobilize. Instead the task here is to see how frames developed from the 

movement are shifted as they become a part of the institutions they were seeking to 

change. By combining social movement framing research with organizational theory, we 

can trace ideology as it is integrated into the organization and see how social movement 

ideology become normalized into the work that these organizations do. Snow (2004) 

connects Goffman’s Frame Analysis (1972) to the sedimentation process from Berger 

and Luckman (1967) to indicate that frames can in fact serve this purpose of embedding 

meaning into systems.  

 

Frames also offer the ability fit movement choices to the environmental context within 

which the movement is embedded. This allows research on social movements to do more 

than just a structural analysis of the movement and gives a better understanding of the 
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larger “cultural resonance” of the frames (McAdam 1994:37). In particular these larger 

cultural resonances may be what allow social movement frames to become 

institutionalized.  

 

Social Movements and Organizations  

There is an increasing interest in work between organizational theory and social 

movements, and in particular a growing focus on the influence that social movements 

have had on organizational behavior (Davis et al. 2005)13. McAdam and Scott (2005) 

note that the distinction between social movement theory and organizational studies lies 

in part in the decision to look at structure versus process. While social movement theory 

tends to do research on emergent groups, organizations scholars primarily do work on 

institutionalized groups. They note additional differences between the fields in the area of 

power, politics and scope, but ultimately indicate that collaboration between these two 

fields may address the strengths and limits of each.  

 

Research on social movement impacts on organizations has looked at a variety of social 

movement tactics and ways of interacting with organizations. King and Soule (2007) look 

at the effect of protests on stock market price returns. They find that protests are one way 

in which secondary stakeholders can influence the organization, particularly if they focus 

on topics that are more likely to gain media attention. Other research looks at the 

                                                

13 There has also been work in the other direction, institutional theory as it affects social movements 

(Schneiberg and LOUNSBURY 2008).  
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competing logics which were able to influence the creation of recycling groups 

(Lounsbury 2005).  

 

Regulation is another way in which social movements have been influential in changing 

organizational practices and there is a rich body of research on this topic (Rao 1994; 

Bartley 2007, 2003; Schneiberg and Bartley 2001). Some have suggested that this is a 

new type of regulatory form which in a voluntary state allows institutions to address 

issues of corporate social responsibility (Schneiberg and Bartley 2008; Bartley 2003). 

Bartley (2003) has compared the case of forest product regulation and the apparel 

industry to address why there was a similarity in regulatory form that emerged. Bartley 

(2003) concludes that there were two common themes in the cases he studied. Social 

movements had been putting pressure on both industries through boycotts, protests and 

media campaigns. Second, Bartley found that neoliberal ideals in regard to free trade 

made private regulation an ideal mechanism for resolving the conflict and creating 

solutions in a global market. He details the government support which allowed the 

certification processes to become a central part of the international trade relations.  

 

Schneiberg and Bartley (2001) discuss several drivers of regulation in the fire insurance 

industry and compare corporate control theories of regulation with interest group theory 

and neoinstitutional theory. They indicate that regulation occurs in response to 

professional or court mandated intervention or state administration. They contend that it 

is through crises of legitimacy that firms are able to accept and allow regulation.   
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There are two studies which address the integration of social movement ideologies into 

the marketplace, organizations and professional practices and thus have some important 

theoretical and substantive contributions to this dissertation.  

 

Raeburn’s (2004) work on workplace rights for gay and lesbian employees is another 

study that looks at institutionalizing practices. Raeburn develops a model attempting to 

integrate social movements and neoinstitutional theory which she refers to as the 

“institutional opportunity framework”. This is an attempt to better understand the way in 

which internal and external environments can both help and/or limit changes within the 

institution. Her work looks at the external factors that created an environment which gave 

gay and lesbian activists more opportunities to integrate their ideals. From shareholder 

activism to lawsuits, these mechanisms create opportunities for isomorphic pressures. 

Raeburn also discusses internal shifts, noting that activists were able to frame these 

institutional shifts in an ideology of ethics and an ideology of profits which shifted the 

argument from a master frame of civil rights. Finally, she note that even if the state is not 

directly influential in mandating a change, there still may be a way in which the political 

process and political opportunity structures may create opportunities for an ideal to be 

more readily accepted by organizations.  

 

Hoffman’s (2002) work also addresses shifting organizational choices due to social 

movement work essentially outlining the birth of corporate environmentalism as it was 
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introduced into the oil and chemical industries14. He devotes a chapter to each of the four 

stages of this process of institutionalization. First, “industrial environmentalism” which 

employed technology in response to environmental issues. Second, “regulatory 

environmentalism” in the 1970s at which time there were an increasing number of 

environmental regulations and regulatory agencies in the United States. Third, 

“environmentalism as social responsibility” where organizations began to put themselves 

in the context of being responsible and responsive to environmental issues. Finally, 

“strategic environmentalism” emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s where 

environmentalism was seen as a part of a larger organizational strategy.  

 

In addition to providing an excellent historical reference for the introduction and 

institutionalization of corporate environmentalism, Hoffman’s work details the shifting 

organizational frames in each of these different stages. From an initial focus on 

technology as the answer, to a responsiveness to upholding the law, to a “good guy’’ 

mentality and finally the incorporation of these ideals as a way of doing their work each 

stage is presented in such a way that the frames can be seen as shifting due to both 

internal and external mechanisms. 

 

Others have studied organizations that employ social movement like tactics as a part of 

their capitalist endeavors.  Biggart (1990) looks at direct selling organizations and the 

way they integrate ideology into their organizational work. Biggart describes direct 

                                                

14 See also (Hoffman 2001).  
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selling organizations as “businesses run very much like social movements” (Biggart 

1990:9).  By this she means that these organizations have connected larger ideologies 

with the work that individuals do for the organization and use this ideology to motivate 

independent salespeople.  The direct selling organizations are able to integrate beliefs 

such as environmentalism or patriotism into the way that they train individuals to sell 

their items.  She writes “when products and entrepreneurialism are joined to a larger set 

of beliefs, commodities and selling take on meanings beyond their utilitarian values: they 

become affirmations of an orientation to the world and a means of expressing support for 

ideas.” (Biggart 1990:114). This she suggests is what has made these organizations so 

financially successful, their ability to tie belief to the individuals work so that they are 

able to further express that belief.  

 

The charismatic nature of direct selling organizations may be instructive for this study.  

Biggart discusses the mechanisms of social control and socialization that enable those in 

direct selling organizations to create and sustain the direct selling relationships.  She 

discusses the way that these organizations “obscure the economic in the social” by 

creating and sustaining relationships, reframing the activity of selling as “teaching” or 

“sharing” and integrating the sale of the product as a part of a larger vision (such as world 

peace or physical well-being) (Biggart 1990:117-8).  The charismatic nature of the direct 

selling organization’s leadership styles includes the rituals and ceremonies where they 

celebrate individuals who have attained status in the organizations and reaffirm the 

ideologies that are central to the organization.  
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The Shifting Market  

The question remains, how do markets shift and change?  In particular, what mechanisms 

could account for a changing marketplace without state level policy coercion? As 

discussed before, the green building industry made it clear at first that they would work 

within the marketplace instead of working to shift policy. As such, it is important to look 

at the role of the marketplace and look at research in economic sociology which has 

examined change in the marketplace, particularly as recent research has begun to 

examine the social construction of markets (Swedberg 1994).  

 

Fligstein sees the marketplace as a field, or as “social arenas that exist for the production 

and sale of some good or service, and they are characterized by structured exchange.” 

(2002:30). He aims to form a theory of the marketplace to explain how markets are 

created and shifted. In order to study these markets, he contends that one must look at the 

changing rules that govern the marketplace and the state is a key place in which these 

rules are created and sustained. By working within four social structures: property rights, 

governance structures, concepts of control and rules of exchange, the state has a role in 

the sustained well being of the marketplace.  

 

Yet while his theory makes sense in the abstract, he may not be accounting for the 

possibility of internal field shifts, or even the possibility that social movement forces 

could engage the field from the inside rather than from the outside. He does allow for 
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social movement like change in markets, and says that particularly in new markets and 

markets in crisis, there is the possibility of such change.  

 

There is also some research on market forces as effective places of social movement 

change. Rao (2009) writes about a variety of different places in which the movement was 

shifted by what he calls “market radicals” who display their activism by their choices in 

the marketplace. His examples range from shareholder activism, microbrewing, the rise 

of automobile clubs and the creation of car culture, anti chain laws (Ingram and Rao 

2004) and French nouvelle cuisine. He also theorizes that social movements “arise to 

reshape markets when normal incentives are inadequate and when actors are excluded 

from conventional channels of redress to address social costs.” (Rao 2009:7). He further 

suggests that movements do this by indicating a “hot causes” and working to create “cool 

mobilization”. By “hot causes” he means that these groups create mechanisms by which 

passions and emotions are aroused to connect the individuals to one another. “Cool 

mobilization” he suggests “also evokes emotion, but by engaging participants in new 

collective experiences that transform beliefs.” (Rao 2009:13). These two concepts offer 

us a way to look at emotion and identity as it is employed by social movements in the 

marketplace.  

 

Moral Markets 

One possibility that almost all social movement theorists reject is that perhaps there is a 

morality to the marketplace which might account for changes. A review article which is 
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helpful is Fourcade and Healy’s (2007) examination. They detail three ways of looking at 

the moralizing qualities of markets. The first they call “civilizing markets” or the “liberal 

dream”. In this view, the marketplace serves as a coordinating agent which promotes 

virtues, creates healthy competition, freedom and innovation. In this perspective, the 

argument is that the market itself is the avenue by which creativity and innovative ideas 

are allowed to emerge and be diffused. The second way of looking at morality in the 

marketplace is what Fourcade and Healy (2007) call “the commodified nightmare” or the 

idea descending from Marx’s concepts of alienation that the marketplace is a destructive 

force. In this perspective, consumption becomes a “morally corrosive” force by creating 

self-interest, coercion, market populism, and constraints of freedom through copyright 

(Lessig 2004). Finally, Fourcade and Healy (2007) discuss the idea of a “feeble 

marketplace” which indicates that perhaps the marketplace is not as influential a moral 

force as the other two perspectives suggest. They suggest three areas where this is seen, 

realism, voluntarism and differentiation.  

 

They conclude by indicating another way of discussing morality in the marketplace by 

bringing in culture and assuming “markets are explicitly moral projects, saturated with 

normativity” (Fourcade and Healy 2007:299-300). In this light, research goes in new 

directions to look at the way in which markets define what is moral, how market models 

are reflexively influential on the market they purport to study and finally global 

macroeconomic morality. It is the first of these new directions that most directly relate to 

the work in this dissertation. The research calls into question the idea of economic 
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interactions as simply monetary transactions and traces their social roots. Healy’s (2006) 

work looks at the institutional roots of altruism, particularly in relationship to blood and 

organ donations. He finds that the organizational opportunities for organ donation are 

what make the transactions possible rather than altruistic motivations or financial 

benefits.   

 

Zelizer (2007) looks at a variety of cases which look at moral issues in economic 

transactions. Her work on the legal valuing of intimate relationships, such as in divorces, 

estates, or households demonstrates how economic interactions endow certain gifts, 

relationships and transactions with differing rights and social rules than other 

transactions. For instance, the gift of a wedding ring designed to link a couple changes 

meaning and legal valuation during a divorce (Zelizer 2007). Zelizer also looks at the 

creation of the life insurance and the shifts which made the practice of life insurance 

legitimate and respectable (Zelizer 1983).  

 

This research allows us to see the marketplace as a site where morality is contested, 

determined and reinforced. As Healy (2006) notes, it is not enough to simply want to be 

altruistic and to give one’s organ or blood to another person. There must be logistic, 

organizational and cultural work done in order to make this donation possible and so the 

market restructures to accommodate this new moral order. Zelizer’s work looks at the 

complex ways in which intimate relationships are negotiated and renegotiated through the 
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legal system and indicates the many ways in which the moral decisions and economic 

decisions influence one another.  

 

Green building may be a case where we are able to see the shifting marketplace as it 

integrates a new ideology that has a moral component to it – drawing from a social 

movement background. Because environmental ideals have been so keenly studied as a 

social movement, we have a chance in this dissertation to look at the way in which these 

social movement ideologies become integrated into the marketplace and become a 

mechanism of morality.  

  

Contributions  

The question that drives this dissertation is how a relatively small set of innovations from 

the US Green Building Council was able to effectively shift the attention of the 

construction marketplace in what is a fairly short period of time. That the green building 

industry has managed to shift the actions of the industry without the typical model of 

state intervention, state mandates or other forms of overt state coercion.  This is unusual 

and creates an interesting puzzle. To look at this question, I have drawn from theory on 

organizational, social movements and economic sociology.  

 

I began with an examination of institutional emergence and organizational diffusion and 

change to look at the isomorphic and emergent mechanisms that may be at play in this 

change. Several key isomorphic and emerging organizational processes such as 
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professionalization and the creation of certification programs have significance as we 

examine the growth of the LEED and LEED AP certification programs. Research 

suggests that certification has an important role to play in legitimating and 

institutionalizing new processes in organizations.  

 

Clearly the emergence of green building ideals has a social movement component. While 

I consider it an open question if the green building movement could or should be 

considered a new social movement, I turn to this research to gain some perspective on 

how modern movements are changing their tactics, moving differently within the larger 

fields and bringing identity into their work in new ways. In attempting to understand how 

a movement has sought to integrate its ideological values into the marketplace and into 

the work of those who build, construct and design buildings that are both defined as green 

and not defined as green, I turn to framing analysis. These methods allow a way to look 

at how the movement ideals are institutionalized and professionalized. To better get at the 

mechanisms by which the ideology has been integrated and professionalized into the 

marketplace, I employ qualitative methods. This is congruent with scholarship in the area 

of framing research (Snow 2004a:385).  

   

A contribution of this dissertation is to look at a case where there is little attention paid to 

the state at the outset, and where the role of the state has largely been on the supply side 

rather than a coercive force. The site for this change has been in the marketplace and I 

seek to extend from the new literatures on moral markets by discussing the way that the 
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green building movement has worked within the marketplace to change the way that 

actors such as professionals and organizational consumers think about their choices. 

Further, I will add a wider lens to organizational research by adding in the industry or 

field level and asking questions to address the rationale and the tactics used by this social 

movement in targeting the industry and marketplace rather than targeting the state.  

 

This dissertation will also contribute to the literature by studying relatively unstudied 

phenomena: commercial green building design and construction. While there are many 

researchers who have addressed building professionals and practices in the past (Eccles 

1981c, 1981a; Stinchcombe 1959; Frank Orr 1982; Manseau and Seaden 2001; Seaden 

and Manseau 2001; Applebaum 1999; Boyle 1977; Cuff 1992, 1989; Corroto 2005), 

research from the sociological viewpoint has rarely addressed green building practices. 

Previous research on the topic has addressed why buildings have not been built in a 

sustainable manner, rather than why they have (Lutzenhiser et al. 2001).   
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CHAPTER 3: GREEN BUILDING AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT 

 

This dissertation looks at how environmental ideals have become a part of the building 

and construction industry through the creation of a new form, a voluntary market-based 

standard. Rao (1998) indicates that in both ecological and neo-institutional theory there is 

a consensus that new organizational forms cannot come from nothing. But where did this 

form come from, and what was the setting from which this form could be derived from 

previous organizational models and tactics? In order to trace how the ideals of 

environmentalism could become a part of the construction industry, we need to first look 

at context within which this form emerged and the innovations that the USGBC and 

LEED system brought to the industry.  

 

In this chapter, I seek to do two things. First, I will briefly explain the emergence of the 

USGBC and the LEED building certification system. Then, I will look at the historical 

context which allowed the USGBC to combine three disparate forms into one 

organization. I argue that the ability of the USGBC to draw from environmental ideals, 

voluntary standards and liberal economic ideals allowed the organization to bypass the 

state and engage in a market level model of social change.  

 

There are several aspects of this topic which are beyond the scope of this chapter. While I 

draw from publically available documentation, books and literature on the USGBC and 

the LEED system, as well as interviews with some actors in the movement, there are 
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some regrettable gaps in my data. Because I do not have access to internal documents or 

knowledge about internal processes within the USGBC, I am working with clear 

limitations. Because I am relying on publically available documents, I am certain that the 

picture I present omits many of the challenges and conflicts that occurred as the 

movement unfolded. I readily admit that this may not reflect the attitudes of those within 

the industry, the green building movement or the USGBC. Finally, it may be helpful 

while reading this chapter to reference Appendix A with a list of commonly used 

acronyms and Appendix B which has a timeline of key events.    

 

Birth of the USGBC 

David Gottfried's first-hand narrative in Greed to Green describes the process he went 

through to bring early parties to the table and join with Rick Fedrizzi and Mike Italiano to 

start the USGBC in 1993. As a real estate developer in the 1980s, Gottfried was very 

successful in developing large properties and real estate, but he became dissatisfied with 

his work. In 1992, he began to do environmental consulting and with the encouragement 

of Mike Italiano, an environmental lawyer and the chair of the Environmental 

Assessment and Risk Management Committee at ASTM15, Gottfried became the chair for 

the green building subcommittee at ASTM. There were several attributes of the ASTM 

process of setting standards for green building which seem to have impacted Gottfried. 

He writes about the process of "inventing" green building standards while chairing the 

                                                

15 ASTM is now ASTM International and was formerly the American Society for Testing and Materials. 

This organization set voluntary technical standards for products and services within a variety of sectors. 
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ASTM committee where they used an involved consensus based process. Facing 

challengers to his standards, Gottfried found that they asked for data that "simply didn't 

exist" (Gottfried 2004:66-7). Additionally, Gottfried remarks that he worked with a 

variety of people. He writes: 

"They represented all sectors of the industry: building owners, manufacturers, 

environmental consulting firms, insurance companies, government, architects, 

engineers and contractors. The talks we had at meetings, and afterward over 

drinks and a meal, positively sizzled. Although we didn't know it at the time, we 

were inventing a new way of approaching the design, construction and operation 

of buildings. By looking at the building holistically, as a collection of individual 

disciplines, we could identify and lend strength to the interconnected areas." 

(Gottfried 2004:68) 

It was this holistic thinking that would later lead to his decisions to form the USGBC 

using a consensus model. In addition, Italiano and Gottfried began attending the 

American Institute of Architects Committee on the Environment (AIA-COTE) meetings 

to better understand the impact of construction on the environment (McLennan 2004:31). 

While the ASTM committee struggled with getting the standard completed, Italiano 

suggested that Gottfried work to form a nonprofit in order to help create five 

congressional demonstration green building projects. Envisioning that the organization 

would be a group of building product manufacturers who paid dues, they at first saw the 

nonprofit as a way to find green building products for these demonstration buildings 

(Gottfried 2004:88-9). 
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As the congressional project fell by the wayside, they broadened their vision of the 

organization and worked to "build a more vibrant and integrated membership, one that 

represented the entire building industry. From my experience as chair of the ASTM's 

Green Building Subcommittee, I'd learned the importance of having all parties at the 

table." (Gottfried 2004:99). Gottfried explains attracting the first members of the USGBC 

starting with the green manufacturers Milliken & Company, a textile and chemical 

manufacturer, Herman Miller, a furniture company and the Carrier Corporation, which 

makes HVAC systems. By the inaugural USGBC meeting in April of 1993, a few months 

later, Gottfried had about sixty firms in attendance. Among these inaugural members of 

the USGBC were utilities such as Pacific Gas & Electric, design professionals, 

engineering groups as well as environmental groups such as the Rocky Mountain Institute 

(RMI) and the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) (2004:99-101).  

 

In forming the council Gottfried commented on the challenge of getting building owners 

to be interested in greening their buildings. Early on he realized that "They were, 

understandably, more immediately interested in the bottom line than in saving the 

planet." (Gottfried 2004:104-5). So he says he worked to "green their greed" and learned 

to use economic incentives to change their behavior. He writes: "The underlying ethic of 

all business is profit. This is the entity's responsibility to partners and shareholders. ... 

That's America. Trying to fight this is impossible, like trying to move a mountain with a 

shovel." (Gottfried 2004:105). Gottfried sought to make his new organization responsive 
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to thoughtful consideration of the bottom line by building up evidence and data to support 

the idea that green buildings were a financially beneficial choice. 

 

Shortly before the first USGBC meeting in 1993, Gottfried and Italiano hired Rick 

Fedrizzi who had been the head of Environmental Marketing at Carrier Corporation, a 

company that produces HVAC systems and Carrier had recently begun working on 

lowering CFC emissions and improving indoor air quality with their systems. Fedrizzi 

became the USGBC's Founding Chairman and is currently the President and CEO of the 

USGBC.  

 

While forming the organization in 1993, the three founders chose deliberately to take 

some unusual steps. To begin with, they gave each member organization, regardless of 

the type of organization or the amount they had paid in dues, a single vote. Nonprofits 

such as the NRDC had the same one vote as did a manufacturing group such as Carrier. 

The three founders also sought to make the membership of their board reflect the 

diversity of representatives in the building sector (Gottfried 2004:122). The choice to be 

responsive to the breadth of the industry was part of the organization’s future success. 

McLennan writes, “Their vision was of a volunteer committee led by representatives of 

all aspects of the profession, including engineers, builders, landscape architects, interior 

designers, academics, industry representatives and architects. This inclusive approach 

proved to be one of the most significant moves in advancing the building industry 

towards sustainability.” (McLennan 2004:31). The USGBC also instituted consensus 
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based voting processes in part based on Gottfried and Italiano’s experience with ASTM 

(Gottfried 2004).  

 

The founding mission of the organization was “to transform building design, construction 

and operation from conventional practices to sustainable ones that optimize profit for 

both business and the environment.”(Gottfried 2004:115). To be able to transform the 

industry, the three founders were clear that they were not a lobbying organization and 

would not work to change policy, but instead to work towards more green and sustainable 

buildings. One of the first tasks to achieve this aim was to work to refine the ASTM 

green building standards so that they could be adopted globally.  

 

They created a committee to create and develop the LEED system and asked Robert K. 

Watson to head it as the founding chairman. Watson had worked as a scientist with the 

NRDC and had helped to build the early RMI building with Amory Lovins and the 

NRDC headquarters building in New York City (Law 2008). It took several years, but in 

1998, the USGBC released the pilot program for Leadership in Energy and 

Environmental Design or LEED building certification. The USGBC took into account 

other green building programs in the creation of their standard (Yudelson and Popeck 

2007) and some have suggested that they referenced BREEAM the rating system from 

the United Kingdom in early versions.  
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As discussed in the introduction, the LEED building program expanded quickly after it 

was piloted with and there are 2,614 certified LEED buildings as of April 2009. 

Considering that most buildings require several years to complete and building 

certification does not take place until the building is completed, the expansion of 

buildings has proceeded rapidly. Figure 1.1 shows the increase in the number of 

buildings. In addition, the LEED building rating system has been influential in defining 

what green buildings look like  

 

The USBGC created the LEED AP program to train individuals as accredited 

professionals and there is record of LEED APs starting in 2002. There is very little 

information available about the process of creating the LEED AP program. Gottfried’s 

memoir does not address the issue except to indicate that the LEED AP program was 

created. Nor is there a history that we can draw from to better understand how this came 

about or what the process was to create this program.16 We do know that the LEED AP 

system expanded fairly rapidly and along with attendance at conferences such as 

GreenBuild and other local regional meetings as well as the USGBC’s regional chapters, 

the demand for professionalization of the field has grown rapidly.  

 

                                                

16 Repeated attempts to talk to individuals at the USGBC and the GBCI went unanswered.  
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LEED in the Context of the Environmental Movement 

Environmental groups also took these standards seriously and many of the more 

innovative LEED buildings were built by environmental nonprofits. The NRDC built 

buildings in Santa Monica and San Francisco, the Environmental Defense Fund piloted 

one of the LEED CI projects in San Francisco. Audubon has built several buildings such 

as one in Los Angeles and another in Charlotte, North Carolina. The Chesapeake Bay 

Foundation built the first Platinum LEED NC building in the country in Norfolk, 

Virginia. National Geographic built a LEED EB pilot in Washington DC and the 

Conservation Law Foundation built a building in Boston. Foundations with sustainable 

goals also built LEED buildings including the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. 

These environmental groups clearly embraced the standards and were in line to be the 

early adopters of the new form.  Some of these of these groups were early members of the 

USGBC and likely had an impact on creating the LEED standard.  

 

Yet the question remains, why did these groups accept LEED as a voluntary standard and 

adopt that standard for themselves instead of pushing for more comprehensive shifts in 

legislation? As we have discussed, previous research suggests that the drivers of 

voluntary regulation are market monopolies, legitimacy crises (Schneiberg and Bartley 

2001), boycotts or governmental resolution of trade negotiations (Bartley 2003). Yet we 

see no examples of these legitimacy crises in the path to create a green building standard. 
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To answer this, we need to examine the relationship between green building and the 

environmental movement as it led to that the emergence of this form. I argue that this 

new form was created by bringing together three preexisting institutional forms. The 

USGBC combined the ideals of the environmental movement, the creation of standards 

based certification systems and neoliberal ideals and introduced these to the building 

industry. The recombination of these three previously disparate elements where what 

created a new form, a voluntary, market-based standard called LEED.  

 

Environmental Movement Organizations 

In order to understand the place of the USGBC in relationship to the environmental 

movement, we need to first take a tour of the types of environmental movements and how 

environmentalism functions as a social movement. Organizations within the 

environmental movement approach problems between human society and the natural 

environment in very different ways. A fine grained approach to the types of 

environmental organizations in the field comes from Brulle (2008) who notes eleven 

different discursive frames within environmental organizations which are instructive in 

denoting the range of beliefs within the movement. 1) Wildlife management focuses on 

issues of wildlife and game management. 2) Conservation groups are concerned with the 

conservation of nature and most notably advocated for the creation of national forests. 3) 

Preservation groups include organizations such as the Sierra Club or the Nature 

Conservancy who are interested in the preservation of the wilderness. 4) Reform 

Environmentalism includes organizations such as the National Resources Defense Fund 
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(NRDC) and Greenpeace who focus on protection of the environment and the prevention 

of degradation of the natural world. 5) Deep Ecology stems from the belief that life on 

earth of all kind deserves respect and that humans are threatening the life of other beings 

on the planet. Organizations such as Earth First! embrace this ideology. 6) Environmental 

Justice groups are often smaller and more locally focused on environmental justice issues 

within their own environment and the creation of a better life for their community in 

relationship to their environment. 7) Environmental Health movements are often related 

to environmental justice communities by looking at the relationship between health and 

the environment. 8) Ecofeminism groups are somewhat rare, but the discourse of these 

groups relates to the domination of a patriarchal society over their environment instead of 

working with the natural world. 9) Ecospiritualism groups consider the natural world as 

spiritual and are often religious groups which expand their interest into environmental 

affairs. 10) Animal Rights groups such as People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 

(PETA) believe that humans do not have the right to harm animals. 11) Finally, Anti-

globalization/Greens are still developing but they focus on the relationship between 

globalization, capitalism and the destruction of the environment. (Brulle 2008) 

 

As is clear from these eleven discursive frames, there is a great deal of variety in 

environmental discourse, types of environmental organizations and issues that groups 

within the social movement focus on. Castells divides environmental groups into only 

five types: Conservation of nature, defense of own space, counterculture/deep ecology, 

save the planet and green politics. Yet he explains, each of these have differences in the 
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identity of the movement participants (from love of nature to being eco-warriors), 

differences in who they perceive of as adversaries (from global development to polluters) 

and finally differing organizational goals (from "ecotopia" to quality of health/life) 

(Castells 2004:171) 

 

Mainstream Environmental Groups 

Early environmental groups were primarily conservation or preservation of nature and 

wildlife management groups who primarily focused on protecting nature and managing 

the wildlife for recreational activities such as hunting and tourism (Gottlieb 2005). These 

early 1920s and 1930s groups were anti-urban and appealed to the upper class of 

sportsmen and leisure seekers (Rothman 1998:17). There was a sense from these groups 

that the technology of the time and ideas of efficiency and appropriate game management 

would allow for a better relationship between man and society (Rothman 1998). Yet by 

the 1940s the role of conservation and management of wildlife had passed into the hands 

of bureaucratic authorities within the federal government and out of the hands of these 

groups, thus lessening their power.   

 

Central figures of these early environmental groups such as Robert Marshall, who later 

founded the Wilderness Society, and Aldo Leopold, a writer and environmental thinker 

offered a different type of environmentalism. Both Marshall and Leopold offered a new 

vision of land management by offering an alternative to simply conserving and managing 

the resources. Leopold “believed that a new ethic would bring about a better and more 
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sustainable relationship between human beings and the world they inhabit."(Rothman 

1998:22). Leopold’s ideas about the relationship between technology and the moral 

values of environmentalism are seen as “the commonplace working principles at the heart 

of the environmental movement." (Shabecoff 2003:84). These ideas mark the transition 

from conservation environmentalism to the start of reform environmentalism and the 

birth of the modern era where the environmental movement converses with policymaking 

organizations. 

 

As the environmental movement grew into the modern era, a clear distinction formed 

between preservationist groups and the more technical/expertise oriented organizations 

[or reform environmental groups as Brulle (2008) would categorize them]. The 

preservationist/conservationist organizations such as the Sierra Club or the Wilderness 

Society are typically membership organizations with a focus on preserving lands, plants, 

diversity of resources and habitats and responding to their constituencies which join them 

in the care of those resources. By contrast, the expertise-oriented organizations such as 

the EDF or the NRDC took on a role of professionalizing the field. They introduced 

environmental lawyers, economists and others to lobby for widespread environmental 

protection issues (Bryner 2001; Gottlieb 2005; Shabecoff 2001). This difference came to 

mark the difference between modern environmental organizations (Bryner 2001). 
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Grassroots Environmental Groups 

The smaller environmental organizations which focus on local level, grassroots 

environmental justice and health issues have also had an important impact. The presence 

of these smaller local groups can be traced to efforts at addressing health concerns for 

workers in cities with appalling environmental conditions around the turn of the 

century17. These groups effectively tied local health issues to the activities of industry and 

environmentally unsound city practices and pioneered locally focused, small movements 

that are often tenacious in resolving a single issue that affects the well being of their 

community (Brulle 2008; Shabecoff 2001).   

 

In the late 1970s and 1980s there were several large and highly influential environmental 

disasters which brought the role of these small local environmental movements to light in 

the United States. In 1978, President Carter declared a disaster at Love Canal. In 1979, 

Three Mile Island’s nuclear power plant partially melted down. The Bhopal disaster 

killed 2,000 in India in 1984 and injured many more. In 1986 the reactor at Chernobyl 

exploded and in 1989 the Exxon Valdez oil spill put 11 million gallons of oil into Prince 

William Sound (see Appendix B for a timeline). These large scale disasters had a huge 

impact on not only the environment and those that were tragically involved in the 

                                                

17 Early examples of these activists are the work of Alice Hamilton, Florence Kelley and Jane Addams at 

Hull House in Chicago. These women raised issues such as the dangers of exposing workers to lead, 

industrial solvents and other air contamination,  as well as city issues such as sewage and sanitation, water 

quality and the spread of infectious disease (Gottlieb 2005:83-105). Their role as grassroots activists have 

helped defined the work of environmental justice and environmental health groups. 
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disasters but also the role of the small grassroots groups on the national environmental 

movement.  

 

The case of the Love Canal Homeowners’ Association is particularly emblematic of 

grassroots environmental groups and their tactics. The Love Canal disaster involved the 

dumping of toxic chemicals by Hooker Chemical which contaminated the community 

causing health problems. The leader of the group, Lois Gibbs “emerged as a kind of 

Everywoman in her appearance and style, belied the traditional profile of environmental 

organization and advocacy.”(Gottlieb 2005:246). The group’s tactics included a Mother’s 

Day Die-In which illuminated the issue of their community’s toxic exposure and the 

harm that it did in a very personal and emotional way (Gottlieb 2005:278). While the 

Love Canal Homeowners’ Association did use expert researchers in their efforts, they 

used their status as a nonprofessional organization to further their impact. The choice to 

be less professional, but more emotionally evocative is one of the key differences 

between the smaller environmental groups and their larger counterparts.  

 

The distinctions between their work and the larger environmental organizations were 

clearly felt by grassroots leaders. A leader of a local effort against an Ohio incinerator, 

Terri Swearingen explains the relationship with the national groups: 

“They could have done more for us… I don’t want to discount the achievements 

of the national groups, but they are not very effective. They operate more on 

theory than on passion. To achieve really meaningful change requires passion. 
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Real energy for change is coming from the grass roots. When a person and their 

family is threatened, there is passion – they go out and fight like tigers” 

(Shabecoff 2001:45)   

Shabecoff (2001) compares these smaller groups to decentralized “guerilla units” that do 

their work with very little influence or conversation with larger groups. However, the 

difficulties of doing this kind of decentralized environmental work is the lack of attention 

paid to the details of environmental issues. Even when larger groups pay attention to 

local issues, members of grassroots movements complain that the professional 

environmental groups do not value grassroots leadership.18   

 

Fringe Environmental Groups 

Finally, within the larger umbrella of environmentalism, there are groups which are seen 

as radical or fringe groups and which engage with the ideology of deep 

ecology/ecospirituality, ecofeminism. Castells comments that these ideologies stem from 

the countercultures of the 1960s and 1970s which encouraged living in opposition to the 

status quo and resisting dominant ideologies in favor of alternative belief structures 

(Castells 2004:174). The basic principles of deep ecology according to Naess and 

Sessions are:  

                                                

18 The larger groups also seem not to be focused on issues of environmental justice. Attempting to open a 

conversation about environmental justice issues with the larger environmental groups, a group of 

organizations representing marginalized groups in 1990 sent a letter to the mainstream groups to discuss 

issues of environmental racism and the disparate targeting of minority populations for environmental waste 

sites, they received virtually no response from the national groups (Shabecoff 2001:47-8)  
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"1) The well-being and flourishing of human and non-human Life on Earth have 

value in themselves (synonyms: intrinsic value, inherent value). These values are 

independent of the usefulness of the non-human world for human purposes. 2) 

Richness and diversity of life forms contribute to the realization of these values 

and are also values in themselves. 3) Humans have no right to reduce this richness 

and diversity except to satisfy vital needs. 4) The flourishing of human life and 

cultures is compatible with a substantial decrease of the human population. The 

flourishing of nonhuman life requires such a decrease. 5) Present human 

interference with the nonhuman world is excessive, and the situation is rapidly 

worsening. 6) Policies must therefore be changed. These policies affect basic 

economic, technological, and ideological structures. The resulting state of affairs 

will be deeply different from the present. 7) The ideological change is mainly that 

of appreciating life quality (dwelling in situations of inherent value) rather than 

adhering to an increasingly higher standard of living. There will be a profound 

awareness of the difference between big and great. 8) Those who subscribe to the 

foregoing points have an obligation directly or indirectly to try to implement 

necessary changes." (Naess and Sessions 1995:49-50) 

Deep ecology equates the rights of humanity to the rights of nonhuman life and calls for 

action against those policies that would harm nonhuman life. Stemming from these deep 

ecology movements are organizations such as Earth First! and the Earth Liberation Front. 

Tactics from these organizations include engaging in civil disobedience such as chaining 

themselves to trees or engaging in “ecotage” to prevent dams, development or other 
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projects which they believe would harm the environment (Castells 2004). These groups 

engage in a “no compromise” approach to environmentalism. The Earth Liberation Front 

has been connected to the destruction of buildings in Colorado in 1998 which was named 

as “perhaps the single most expensive act of environmental sabotage in U.S. history.” 

(Bryner 2001:35-6). Animal Rights groups such as People for the Ethical Treatment of 

Animals (PETA) can be seen as an outgrowth of this kind of thinking by expressly 

focusing on animal rights.  

 

Ecofeminist organizations generally do not engage in these same tactics, but they do draw 

from deep ecology and ecospiritual ideals. These groups call for a cooperative 

relationship with earth and integrating female leadership in the environmental movement 

(Brulle 2008). Castells writes that ecofeminists “share the principle of absolute respect 

for nature as the foundation of liberation from both patriarchalism and industrialism.” 

(2004:175). There is also a relationship between the ecospiritual groups in that 

ecofeminists sometimes have ties to neo-paganism and worship of the goddess which has 

a focus on the natural world (Castells 2004).  

 

While some have drawn ties between ecofeminism, ecospirituality and deep ecology, this 

is not to say that all ecospirituality is connected in the same way. Sarah McFarland 

Taylor (2007) presents a fascinating account of “green sisters” who are Catholic nuns 

with an environmentally activist calling who bring deep ecological principles and 

ecospirituality into their work. Taylor discusses the connection these sisters develop 
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between their faith and environmentalism as a meaningful religious experience. From 

recycling, building construction, farming and agricultural practices the sisters bring 

together a deep commitment to the environment with their spiritual beliefs. In this way, 

they enact some of the deep ecology principles of treating the earth as sacred in a 

different manner as more radical countercultural groups (Sarah McFarland Taylor 2007).  

 

A Decentralized Movement 

The environmental movement can be characterized by the diversity in types of 

organizations, tactics and ideologies which make up the movement. From the deep 

ecology principles of the earth as having deep intrinsic value to the more professionalized 

legalistic approach of the reform environmentalists, there are a wide variety of ways that 

the movement has explained and enacted their ideologies. Castells accurately 

characterizes the environmental movement as "decentralized, multiform, network-

oriented and pervasive." (Castells 2004:170). The wide diversity of opinions and ideas 

about what is best for the environment means that there are almost as many organizations 

as agendas to furthering those ideas. Accounts of the environmental movement 

characterize it as difficult to categorize, decentralized and a "network of organizations" 

(Hawken 2007:20). The various strands of origin for these environmental ideologies are 

many.  

 

As a decentralized movement, there is a tendency towards individuated organizational 

action, differing tactics and a loose connection between organizations. Each subset of 
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environmental groups had developed their own core tactical competencies. Mainstream 

groups worked on a professional level and worked to respond to their membership 

groups. Grassroots groups had been able to engage on an emotional and personal level 

and used professional tactics when necessary to bolster arguments. Fringe environmental 

groups employed both eco-sabotage and personal growth choices for spiritual growth. 

Mainstream groups tried to distance themselves from the eco-sabotage groups and the 

grassroots groups tried to get the mainstream groups to care about their issues. And while 

there have been some cross organizational conversations such as the Group of Ten, the 

cross-fertilization of tactics among subgroups within the environmental movement does 

not appear to be the norm.  

 

Bosso suggests that while these varieties of environmental thought are many, they have in 

common a “core belief in the importance of the environment, but differ in priorities, 

strategies, and tactics.” (Bosso 2005:73-4). Ultimately, each group has different means 

for achieving the goal of a better environment and a different ideology that is referenced.  

For some organizations, this ideology extends to a personal or spiritual place such as for 

the deep ecologists, but for others groups such as the conservation groups, the ethics of 

land management and the desire to be a careful steward of the earth formed the 

ideological background.  

 

The success of the USGBC in appealing to the mainstream environmental movement can 

be attributed to this decentralization of the movement in part. Without appealing to the 
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specific ideologies of each separate movement, the USGBC appealed to the central ideals 

instead. For instance, each LEED point is listed with an intention such as WE Credit 2 

”Reduce generation of wastewater and potable water demand, while increasing the local 

aquifer recharge.” (USGBC 2006:127).  For most environmentalists, this ideal is a 

reasonable one.  The ideology for why this type of change is needed might be different 

depending on the movement group, and there might be differing tactics behind why this 

kind of change is necessary. But most groups within the environmental movement will 

agree with the central ideal that the USGBC espouses and in the creation of a building 

they will be able and willing to integrate low flow toilets to address the intention. Given 

an ideological reason, they might not all be willing to agree.    

 

Additionally, because the USGBC addresses issues within the built environment, an 

important issue but one not fully addressed by others in the field, there were few toes to 

step on. Groups that had done previous work such as the Rocky Mountain Institute were 

quickly invited to become charter members and offer their expertise to the USGBC. Early 

key players such as board members and employees of the USGBC were drawn from the 

environmental organizations and encouraged to share their expertise. By welcoming these 

groups to the table and inviting them to sit with others in the industry to create new 

voluntary standards among members, the USGBC essentially coopted existing knowledge 

and integrated environmental ideals and set aside ideology (Selznick 1966). Yet it is not 

clear why it flourished at this particular time. To understand this better, it is important to 
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understand the political fortunes of the environmental movement in the 1980s, 1990s, and 

the early twenty-first century. 

 

Frustration with Government Regulations  

I have argued so far that the US environmental movement was decentralized and this 

allowed the movement to decouple ideals from a variety of ideologies.  By appealing to 

the central ideals rather than individual ideologies, the USGBC was able to win over a 

variety of actors within the movement and integrate their knowledge into the nonprofit.  

However several questions still remain. Why did the USGBC encourage voluntary 

regulation?  Why did they promote a market model? And why did this form emerge at 

this time?  Looking at the history of the movement and the political issues at hand during 

the 1990s, I suggest that there was a growing frustration with environmental regulation.  

Because there was a lack of political capacity, the choice to create a voluntary standard 

was a more attractive and viable option than to push for regulatory changes.   

 

By all accounts, the 1970s was an era of regulatory success for the environmental 

movement, with the passage of the Clean Air Act in 1970, the OSHA act in 1970, the 

Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control 

Act (even with President Nixon’s veto) in 1972, the Endangered Species act in 1973, the 

Safe Water Drinking Act in 1974, the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) and the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act in 1976, the Clean Water Act in 1977 

(Merchant 181). In addition, the 1977 Supreme Court decision upholding the Endangered 
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Species Act put a halt to the construction of the Tellico Dam. These victories for the 

movement, as well as the founding of the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) in 1967 

and the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) in 1970 further solidified the role 

of environmental professionals. Culturally, the 1970s also saw the first Earth Day on 

April 22, 1970 which some have called the birthday of the modern environmental 

movement (Merchant 2002). Some have called the seventies the “golden age” or the 

“second wave” of environmentalism beginning with Rachel Carson’s highly influential 

work Silent Spring (1962) and Earth Day 1970 continuing through the decade19 

(Shabecoff 2001).  

 

However this era did not last. By the 1980s, there were growing political challenges to 

the regulatory decisions of the previous decade. President Ronald Regan rescinded 

regulation, cut EPA funding and moved much of the environmental regulatory control to 

the state level (Shabecoff 2001; Merchant 2002). The Republican Party brought an anti-

environmental and anti-regulatory rhetoric to Congress and the congressional agenda. 

Shabecoff comments that environmental movement’s reliance on policy change to bring 

about the environmental change in the seventies meant that they were effectively 

displaced from the discussion when the democratic process in the Reagan era did not aid 

them in achieving their aims (2001:24).  

 

                                                

19 The “first wave” relates to the time period from the transcendentalists until the conservationist movement 

(Shabecoff 2001).  
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For many in the environmental movement, the 1990's signified what Kline (2007) calls 

"government retrenchment and public apathy". The start of the George H.W. Bush 

administration heralded the enactment of the Clean Air Acts Amendments of 1990 and 

the Energy Policy Act of 1992. However, these were “no signal that a new era of 

cooperative and bipartisanship was about to begin” (Kraft 2006:133). While the Clinton 

administration was seen as in favor of positive environmental regulations, the 

conservative resurgence in Congress and the lack of political capital in the Clinton 

administration put the environmental agenda to the side.  

 

Outside the United States, however, the 1990’s did mark an increasing interest in global 

environmentalism with the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 and the Kyoto 

Climate-Change Conference in 1997. The efforts to reduce global greenhouse emissions 

were seen by many as a necessary first step to addressing the issues of global climate 

change (Merchant 2002). The Kyoto Protocol sought to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

to their 1990 levels by 2012 and was seen as a barely adequate step by most 

environmentalists but a “top priority” to put the issue of greenhouse gas emission and 

global climate change at the forefront of public policy (Shabecoff 2001). While the 

United States signed the treaty in 1997, to this day, Congress has yet to ratify the treaty 

and it has gone into effect without US involvement. While environmental policy had 

gone global, the United States was far behind in regulatory efforts.  
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There was also a change in public opinion. While the environmental movement had long 

enjoyed strong public support, there was a reluctance to take action within the 

environmental movement during the 1990s. Gallup polls indicated a change from 14 

percent in 1992 to 21 percent in 2000 of individuals surveyed who said that the 

environmental movement had done “more harm than good”(Bryner 2001:54).  

This change may in part be attributed to an upswing in NIMBY (Not In My BackYard) 

attitudes among communities as well the wise-use and property rights countermovement 

which resisted any regulation of property. These two forces "indicated a very real belief 

that human needs were subordinated to the cause of nature." (Kline 2007:131). These 

beliefs that environmentalism would preempt the needs of humans in favor of the natural 

world began to take hold in public consciousness as Americans believed that 

environmental regulations would affect their own property and communities in a negative 

way (Shabecoff 2001).  

 

Bryner comments that these shifts in the early1990s occurred not only because of 

countermovement groups such as the wise-use movement or property rights, but the 

increasing impact of industry groups. Industry lobbyists made it difficult to create 

environmental laws with teeth: "environmental laws like the Clean Air Act often contain 

ambitious mandates and expansive goals, but their implementation is limited and 

narrowed in response to industry concerns."(Bryner 2001:40). While environmental 

groups were able to defeat bills brought forward by the Republican-controlled House 

during late 1990s, they did not have the political force to put forward bills. The 
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momentum against environmentally friendly bills was clearly the result of an industry-

hostile political atmosphere.  

 

Frustrations stemming from the inability to achieve significant policy changes during 

these two decades were a bitter pill for environmentalists, but environmental groups were 

not sitting idle. During this time period, the major national environmental groups formed 

what was called the Group of Ten20 and later referred to as the Green Group. Brought 

together by funders21 in 1981, it was a meeting of the CEOs of the ten largest 

environmental groups which met regularly throughout the 1980s. They published An 

Environmental Agenda for the Future in 1985 (Cahn 1985) which stated the 

environmental position in opposition to the Reagan agenda. Gottlieb comments that the 

presence of this new group strengthened the professionalization of the movement by 

working to create a “common frame of reference for the mainstream environmental 

organizations” and further cementing the role of these organizations in policy (2005:174). 

While the group formally ended by the end of the 1980s, the connections between these 

                                                

20 The Group of Ten was composed of the following organizations: National Wildlife Federation, the Izaak 

Walton League, The National Audubon Society, the Sierra Club, The Wilderness Society, the National 

Resources Defense Council (NRDC), the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), The Environmental Policy 

Center (EPC) and the Friends of the Earth (FOE) in the first meeting. They were later joined by the 

National Parks and Conservation Association (Gottlieb 2005:168-71).  
21 The funders responsible for the Group of Ten meetings were: the Henry P. Kendall Foundation, the Stern 

Foundation, the Levinson Foundation and the Rockefeller Family Fund (Gottlieb 2005:169-70).  

Foundations incidentally have played a fascinating role in the creation and direction of the environmental 
movement even beyond their involvement in the creation of the Group of Ten. They were influential in the 

formation of environmental groups that would become big players in environmental policy. For instance, 

the NRDC was created from funding by the Ford Foundation while the World Resources Institute was 

backed by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. Conservative foundations have also funded 

much of the backlash against environmentalism (Shabecoff 2001:38-40) 
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major organizations had been established22. Interestingly, these large national 

environmental groups also saw a growth in their membership during this period even 

though they were not as successful as they would have liked in creating policy change. 

Both the NRDC and the Sierra Club saw their membership ranks swell, and the National 

Wildlife Federation (NWF) was able to build a new building while adding members 

(Merchant 2002).  

 

Some have suggested that it was because of the central role of the mainstream 

environmental groups as well as their choice to institutionalize instead of taking overt 

political action that weakened the movement’s political power and hindered their ability 

to create policy change (Dowie 1996). But others have remarked that it was this that 

created what some have called the “third wave” of environmentalism (Toffler 1984). 

Shabecoff remarks that this third wave is “in large part a shift away from reliance on 

governmental enforcement to an increased reliance on market mechanisms and incentives 

to persuade corporations and other institutions to do the right thing in their own self-

interest.” (2001:88). Rather than working against the existing political and economic 

forces, the third wave movement sought to work within these market structures to more 

pragmatically address environmental problems (Shabecoff 2003).  

 

                                                

22 Others have argued that though the presence of the Group of Ten on the national stage shifted attention 

away from local issues and may have resulted in the growth of grassroots movements in the 1980s to 

respond to local environmental issues (2002). 
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The USGBC emerged at a time when there was a lack of political opportunity to create 

environmental regulatory changes on the national level and rather than focusing on those 

lacks, they proposed a voluntary standard. Instead of pushing for an increasingly less 

likely political opportunity, the USGBC worked to create a market opportunity.  

 

A Craft Industry 

But there is another reason why a voluntary standard would have made sense to the 

building industry. The question of how to design and implement a green building 

standard is a complex one that requires a great deal of knowledge about the way building 

systems work. The LEED system focuses on five different aspects of the built 

environment: sustainable sites, water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, materials and 

resources and indoor air quality. Very few building and design professionals are familiar 

with all of these areas and most specialize in only one or two.  

 

Because the building design and construction industry is a craft industry with a relatively 

decentralized administrative system (Stinchcombe 1959; Eccles 1981b), the task of 

creating a standard that is universally acceptable is a challenging one. To appeal to the 

wide range of building types and design types seems virtually impossible and in fact, the 

LEED NC system has been said to apply only to 25% of the new construction buildings 

that are started (Law 2008; Cheatham 2009). This meant that the LEED system must be 

flexible and able to respond to the difficulties that face a wide range of buildings if it was 

to succeed. One way to be flexible is to make the standard voluntary.  
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As the USGBC has determined over the course of establishing the LEED system, the 

process of creating a green building standard is a contested one. There is a difficulty 

striking a balance.  On the one hand the USGBC must appeal to environmental members 

and make the standards rigorous to attain but on the other hand if the standard is too 

rigorous, the standard will be unusable. One way that the LEED certification system has 

walked this tightrope is to steadily adapt the system through iterations as they learn what 

works and what does not as far as points. For LEED NC, the USGBC used a consensus 

process to develop the standard, piloted the program (called LEED 1.0) and then 

followed that standard with LEED 2.0, LEED 2.1, LEED 2.2 and LEED 2009. Each 

update improved upon the last by reworking points and responding to critiques.  By 

consistently refining and altering the system through additional iterations, the LEED 

system has been able to more effectively balance being a rigorous standard and an 

accessible one.  

 
Within a decentralized and craft based system, there is a great deal of respect within the 

industry for the choices that the design team must make to respond to the myriad of 

issues that a project faces.  For this reason, a voluntary standard is much more enticing to 

design teams than a mandate, particularly since the USGBC was open to continuing to 

refine and reevaluate credits through the updating of the LEED certification system. With 

a lack of political capital for creating a mandate and a industry culture that respected the 

craft nature of the industry, there was very little reason to push for state mandates for 

green buildings and rather the USGB sought to focus on changing the market for green 
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buildings. But market change requires corporate support which invites the question, how 

did the USGBC find corporate support?  

 

Strategic Corporate Environmentalism and the Third Wave 

As we have said, the environmental movement began to move towards a “third wave” of 

environmentalism which invited a market level approach. Hoff man describes the 

mechanisms by which the “third wave” took hold in the corporate world in his work on 

the history of corporate environmentalism and the chemical and oil industries (2002). 

With the formation of the EPA in 1970, the government began to define the parameters of 

environmental responsibility for industry. While the oil and chemical industries may not 

have liked this change of events, Hoffman writes that “industry increasingly looked to the 

EPA for guidance and definition of its environmental responsibilities.” (2002:68-70). The 

organizations then shifted their structure and culture around regulatory compliance and 

turned to the newly formed EPA for leadership. Throughout the seventies, as federal 

environmental regulation was becoming the norm, Hoffman (2002) shows firms 

increasing their environmental departments, restructuring and generally accepting the 

need for oversight.  

 

During the Reagan era, Hoffman (2002) argues deregulation actually served to encourage 

firms to form their own internal environmental regulations and focus on social 

responsibility. Because regulatory compliance no longer implied socially responsible 

organizational activity, firms were now responsible for defining what socially responsible 
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behavior looked like. He suggests that in the mid to late eighties and early nineties firms 

moved away from the top down approach of the early seventies and began to adopt 

“voluntary and market-incentive schemes that attempted to cooperatively initiate 

corporate change.” (Hoffman 2002:107). This “strategic environmentalism” was in part 

responding to the new pressures in the organizational field. Reacting to the environmental 

disasters of the 1980s, the public outcry and the growing lawsuits against industry, the 

organizational field had to be restructured so that firms could portray themselves as 

proactive in their environmental management. In both the chemical and oil industries, 

articles in trade magazines emerged making the case for more environmentally friendly 

ideals (Hoffman 2002).  

 

An example of how industry was able to put regulation into the hands of the market was 

the air pollution permits included in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The EDF 

suggested tradable permits, which was accepted by the George H.W. Bush administration 

and integrated into the amendments. The recognition of the conservative political setting 

and the willingness to work within neoliberal economic ideals for environmental 

regulation was a divisive choice among environmentalists (Shabecoff 2001). However by 

working with the administration and industry groups, environmentalists had an impact on 

the outcomes. Ultimately, some environmental groups chose to change their tactics by 

working with industry and the conservative political powers to use market forces “as a 

tool for protecting environmentalism”(Shabecoff 2001:8-9). While it is clear that this is 

not a favorable resolution for all environmental groups, this kind of concession suggests 
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that at the time, working with industry was seen as something that could be accomplished 

within a regulatory framework where otherwise change would not have been made.  

 

From Ecological Modernization Theory to Business Literature 

The ideological basis for this “strategic environmentalism” can be found not only in the 

ideals from the ”third wave” of environmentalism. Environmentalism as pragmatic and 

responsive to the marketplace had adherents among environmental sociology theorists as 

well. Ecological modernization theory in particular responds to the Marxist ecological 

critiques of capitalism by suggesting that the system of capitalism is capable of adapting 

and forming a more sustainable capitalism (Barbosa 2008). These thinkers argue that 

rather than doing away with modernity we should seek to shift society towards 

“ecologically sound patterns of production and consumption.”(Spaargaren and Mol 

1992:323). Furthermore, global efforts to reform environmental policy should be focused 

on practically reforming global efforts and policy (Mol 2003).  

 

Interestingly not only have these ideas become a new theoretical contribution in academic 

environments, but there was a growth of such conversations in popular business literature 

in the early 2000s. The best example of this trend is found in the book Natural 

Capitalism by Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins and L. Hunter Lovins (2000)23 which argues 

for creating the “next industrial revolution” by “investing in natural capital”. The authors 

                                                

23 Amory Lovins is Cofounder, Chairman and Chief Scientist at the Rocky Mountain Institute, an 

environmental think tank in Colorado and L. Hunter Lovins is his partner.  
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suggest several strategies to accomplish this. Their first principle is to increase resource 

productivity so that the resources we have are used in a more sustainably efficient 

manner. Second, they advocate biomimicry, which is the use of natural systems as 

models for effective, efficient ways of building and working in the world. They reference 

trees, spiders and abalones as evidence of chemical transformations in nature that are far 

superior to our own chemical processes. By turning to nature as inspiration for more 

sustainable manufacturing processes, they argue we may actually become more efficient 

in the use of our resources. Third, they argue for a better relationship in the marketplace 

between the consumer and the client. In this way, what is produced better meets the needs 

of the consumer to more effectively use resources. Finally, they advocate for investment 

in natural capital, or working to prevent environmental degradation and promote 

sustainable industry as a strategy for the continuing well being of humanity (Hawken et 

al. 2000). Many of the early versions of these ideas are found in other works as well 

(Hawken 1988, 1994, 2007).  

 
Another influential thinker in translating ideals of ecological modernization for the 

building industry and manufacturing sector is the architect William McDonough. He 

details his ideas about shifting the way that we think about manufacturing processes in 

his book Cradle to Cradle (Mcdonough and Braungart 2002). He discusses several core 

concepts, among them is the idea that “waste equals food”. Designing items in such a 

manner that we dispose of them when they are “unnecessary” disrupts the natural 

principle of waste as nourishing feedback to the system. He advocates taking into account 

the full range of possibilities of use for what we consider waste to see how these 
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byproducts can be effectively used to fertilize the system from cradle-to-cradle instead of 

seeing waste products as something to dispose of (Mcdonough and Braungart 2002)24.  

 

One example of how the cradle-to-cradle processes have been implemented in industry is 

the case of Ray Anderson and Interface Carpeting (Ray Anderson 1998). By shifting his 

production processes, Anderson worked to “close the loop” in his manufacturing 

processes and to rethink the idea of waste. He writes:  

“Redesigning commerce probably hinges, more than anything else, on the 

acceptance of entirely new notions of economics, especially prices that reflect full 

costs. To us, it means shifting emphasis from simply selling products to providing 

services… As a result, we further break the undesirable linkages to the lithosphere 

and the biosphere, those that deplete or damage. Another highly desired result is 

increasing market share at the expense of inefficient competitors. But full cost 

pricing is necessary if those salvaged molecules are to be, financially, worth 

salvaging to replace virgin petrochemicals.” (Ray Anderson 1998:124) 

Essentially the Cradle-to-Cradle ideals shift the company into more holistic thinking 

about their relationships to the earth, to their materials and to the client they are working 

with. This changes the way that the materials and end product are priced. The argument is 

that with knowledge of the full cost of an item to be produced, including the cost of 

                                                

24 There are some who have recently criticized McDonough’s work and the position he takes within the 

industry. While few environmentalists overtly disagree with McDonough’s ideas, some suggest that his ego 

and the tendency to tightly control the marketing of his intellectual property has been detrimental to the 

dissemination of these ideas and the furthering of more sustainable approaches to manufacturing and 

building (Sacks 2008).  
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product disposal (and cost in this sense includes cost to the environment and to future 

society) an organization is able to reconfigure their production process to reduce 

unnecessary costs to the environment as well as themselves.  

 

Coming into the marketplace at the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s, 

these authors integrated ideals of environmentalism and profit in such a way that the third 

wave ideals of environmentalism were seen as congruent with ideals in the marketplace. 

In this way, these authors became influential because they allowed principles of 

ecological modernization to be available to business. In turn, environmental ideals 

became palatable to the marketplace. As we will see in later chapters, these authors have 

had a clear influence on the green building industry.  

 

The Marketplace and Green Consumption 

The integration of “third wave” ideals of environmentalism into the popular and business 

culture through the writings of individuals such as McDonough, Lovins, Lovins, Hawken 

and Anderson is instrumental to understanding the way in which ecological 

modernization principles have become accessible to the mainstream. However, 

consumption has also played a role in bringing sustainable principles to the marketplace. 

The use of the marketplace as a site in which environmental ideals have been both 

debated and explored can be seen in the rapid increase in green and eco friendly products. 

From green cleaning materials to organic clothing, organic food, products made from 

recycled materials and more efficient light bulbs, consumption becomes a place where 
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the consumer can individualize the environmental ideology and take action in a way that 

does not involve the government as regulator.  

 

Maniates remarks that these ideas can be traced to Reagan era neoliberal ideals of a self 

regulating marketplace (Maniates 2002). He suggested it was during the 1980s that 

responsibility for environmental issues shifted from the state to the individual. 

“Within this context, responsibility for creating and fixing environmental 

problems was radically reassigned, from government, corporations, and the 

environmentally shortsighted policies they were thought to have together fostered, 

to individual consumers and their decisions in the marketplace." (Maniates 

2002:53)  

The reassignment of responsibility away from the government and towards the individual 

moved the task of creating a sustainable environment out of the hands of the government 

and into the hands of consumer choice. Maniates suggests that technology as the solution 

or the “better mousetrap theory of social change” leads individuals to believe that simply 

by consuming correctly using “appropriate technologies” the consumption itself will 

instigate a social change (Maniates 2002:55). The problem, he contends, with only 

changing small consumptive patterns such as riding a bike, or eating Rainforest crunch 

ice cream is that it insulates the consumer from the role of the larger political process in 

creating social change and allows them to believe that small scale actions will be 

adequate in creating social change (Maniates 2002).  
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Yet Princen argues that to look at consumption as a social process is to look at our 

environmental impact in a different way which may put the responsibility back into the 

hands of those who overproduce. He writes:  

“The consumption angle not only allows for consideration of ‘full world,’ 

ecologically constrained conditions, but places ecosystem functioning up front 

and central. It does so by generating questions that asks what is consumed, what is 

put at risk and what is lost. … [It also] lends itself to explicit assignment of 

responsibility for excess throughput. This stands in marked contrast to the 

production angle, where actors routinely escape responsibility via distanced 

commerce and the black box of consumer sovereignty.” (Princen 2002:41-2) 

This relates to the ideas of natural capitalism and cradle-to-cradle manufacturing, where 

the organization begins to take account of the places in which they are overproducing and 

finds a tighter connection between what they produce and the demands of the 

marketplace. In essence this would argue for the evaluation of consumptive practices by 

firms as a way of becoming more eco friendly.  

 

The idea that green consumption has moved responsibility for a better environment into 

the hands of the market rather than the state is not appealing to some environmentalists. 

Schnaiberg and Gould (2000) argue that using industrial logic to solve the problems of 

the environment will only further exacerbate the problems that industrial logic has 

created. They contend that our current patterns of consumption have put us on a 

“treadmill of production” where institutions play the role of lubricating the treadmill by 
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creating state policy that is to their advantage and will further enable their exploitation of 

the natural world (Schnaiberg and Gould 2000). These theorists argue that encouraging 

green consumption allows the consumer to believe they are being helpful and making a 

difference when the activity that they are engaging in is exactly what creates and sustains 

the problem (Barbosa 2008). Yet even in these works, the reduction and shifting of 

consumption and choices about consumption is exactly what these authors advocate 

(Schnaiberg and Gould 2000:119-133). It is clear that the question of consumption and 

sustainability is not going to go away.  

 

There is another point that Maniates alludes to, which is the idea of green consumption as 

“cleanly apolitical” (Maniates 2002:55). While this is a small point in the argument that 

he makes, I suggest that this image of green and environmentally friendly choices as 

without political reference and “clean” has taken on prominence in the 2000s as green has 

become more mainstream. I would suggest that in recent years there has been a shift from 

environmentalism as a politicized left wing issue into a more austerely non political 

choice. It is this shift of green consumption into a less political, more centrally accepted 

ideal that may have helped to make green building and other forms of green consumption 

more mainstream. In this sense, green building can be seen as a site for consumptive 

practices to be conveyed and enacted through design, construction practices and 

inhabitation.   
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In addition, the creation of a green building standard allowed consumption practices to 

integrate both the ideals of environmentalism with capitalist motives and to provide a site 

(the building) in which the display of these three attributes was possible in an apolitical 

way. 

 

Not a Hippie Building  

The consumption and display of green buildings has become more acceptable as the 

green building movement has taken hold, but this was not always the case. By looking at 

the changing perceptions we may gain a greater understanding of the reasons for the 

strategies the USGBC took. Some have suggested that “third wave” environmentalism 

and popular ecological modernization theory may have become a part of the mainstream 

in part because of a reaction to the more radical elements of the environmental 

movement. In the early 1990s there was a reaction to the tactics of some of the more 

radical parts of the environmental movement, in particular Earth First!. During this time, 

Earth First! had some challenges with the communities where they were doing their 

activism. 

“In June [1993] somebody put sand in a D-8 Caterpillar tractor’s fuel tank, 

smashed it's gauges and cut its fuel and hydraulic lines. Trees were 'spiked' by 

driving metal rods or nails into their trunks so that a saw blade might explode like 

a hand grenade when it hit the hidden metal. There were also signs that the locals 

were taking out their frustrations in more hostile ways. One afternoon a gang of 
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drunken men ambushed one activist on a lonely road and beat him bloody.” 

(Kline 2007:124)  

Tactics such as tree spiking and sabotage were employed because Earth First! members 

believed that mainstream environmentalism was not doing enough to respond to the harm 

being done to the earth and were engaging in “’shallow ecology’ that engages in 

piecemeal efforts to protect only those elements of nature that are seen as of service to 

humans." (Shabecoff 2003:114). However these tactics did not endear them to the 

communities they were involved with and gave these groups a reputation as eco-

terrorists.  

 

Groups in the mainstream environmental movement were conflicted about these tactics. 

The radical ways of engaging in environmental action helped to make more mainstream 

environmentalists “seem moderate” (Shabecoff 2003:115). But others argued that these 

tactics threaten the main goal of protecting the environment. Lewis (1994) asks if the 

core assumptions of radical environmentalism is a utopian society where man lives in 

harmony with nature, it presupposes that there was a time or place where this was the 

case. Placing the blame on modern western society, he suggests, does not seek an answer 

to environmental issues but instead weakens arguments of mainstream environmentalism 

and gives opportunities to anti-environmentalists in a way that discredits the movement 

(Martin Lewis 1994).  
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This tension between more radical members of the environmental movement and the 

mainstream groups characterizes the larger environmental movement’s shift away from 

the counterculture idealism and towards more practical tactics. There is no question that 

these countercultural ideals needed to be addressed in the green building industry. 

McLennan remarks about the early years of green building:  

“A public perception formed regarding what energy conservation design looked 

like and how it functioned. Unlike the previous developments, this perception was 

not positive. For many the green architecture of the seventies was an eyesore at 

best and an uncomfortable fad at worst. The perceptions formed during this 

decade would hurt the movement for the next twenty years. The experimental 

nature of systems and materials kept the movement at the fringe.” (McLennan 

2004:28)  

There were some important contributions that “fringe” members of the green building 

movement made, but the public perception of these buildings was something that green 

builders have had to contend with.  

 

Environmental building pioneers as Michael Reynolds and his “earthships” were a mixed 

blessing for green builders. On the one hand, Reynolds and his group pioneered building 

innovations, such as the reuse of materials such as bottles, cans and jars for wall material 

and discarded tires which he rammed with earth and used to make earth berms, or thick 

walls to retain temperature. Reynolds and his group of builders were one of the earliest to 

design buildings that integrated multiple sustainable building systems such as passive 
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solar, photovoltaics, wind turbines and water catchment systems into building design. But 

on the other hand, some of the buildings were aesthetically very odd with circular domes 

and homemade wind turbines. They looked very experimental25. There were also 

challenges with the buildings themselves. Internal temperatures could vary widely within 

earthships because of the experimental nature of the passive solar and building siting 

choices in different climates. In one account, an occupant in a building designed by 

Reynolds reported that the plastic parts of his typewriter melted because the building was 

so hot. Reynolds also faced challenges with local zoning and ordinances to the point 

where his license as an architect was revoked and building permits were rescinded 

(Hodge 2007). Experimental buildings such as “earthships” were important for the green 

building and environmental movement because they integrated multiple sustainable 

systems and paved the way for new techniques in passive solar and multiple building 

systems. However, these projects marked green buildings as “weird” and “experimental” 

and likely to be inhabited by “hippies”.  

 

Many green builders have harkened back to traditional methods of green building that 

come from Native Nations because these groups have pioneered thoughtful integration of 

their natural environment into architectural designs. For instance, some architects and 

engineers reference the designs of the Mesa-Verde cliff dwellings in Colorado where the 

materials kept the dwellings cool in the summer and warm in the winter (Yudelson 

                                                

25 Some green architects make comparisons to earthships in terms such as: ‘[this building] does not look 

like an earthship’ as a way of suggesting that the building does not give off an overtly experimental green 

aesthetic (Janda and von Meier 2005).  
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2007a:121). A Bedouin tent is another example, with the ability to block out the sun but 

also allow the breeze to go through the tent’s fabric (David W. Orr 2008). Some discuss 

the teepees of the Plains Indians which were designed to respond to a variety of 

temperatures by either allowing breezes to cool the space or using the heat of a fire in the 

center to warm the teepee (McLennan 2004). Clearly architects and builders were right to 

point out that the idea of green building and finding a connection to the earth in building 

methods is not something that was begun in the modern era. However, regardless of how 

intelligently designed and well thought out native methods for building within the natural 

environment are, public perception of modern green buildings as equivalent to a cliff 

dwelling or a teepee was likely off-putting to early commercial endeavors.  

 
Counteracting these public conceptions of green buildings as “hippie” or “experimental” 

were a challenge for the green building movement but in large part the creation of a 

standard was instrumental to making this shift.  By defining the building’s greenness in 

terms of measurable and quantitative standards, the USGBC was able to counteract these 

perceptions within industry.   

 

Changing Perceptions 

But within building clients, the change of perception had to happen through more than 

just a better standard. Clients had to be comfortable that their choice to build green was 

not going to make them a radical. One of the ways in which the change in perception of 

green buildings as modern and comfortable rather than radical or experimental occurred 
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in part because of a number of well designed and ecologically friendly commercial 

buildings which combined green attributes with aesthetically pleasing modern looking 

facades and interiors26. The case study approach is an enormously influential way in 

which design professionals disseminate new ideas and innovations and early buildings 

inevitably received heavy press coverage and were toured extensively. I will discuss 

several of these buildings and their impact on making different areas of commercial 

building accessible to green principles.  

 

Completed in 1995, the Herman Miller Simple Quality Affordable (SQA) Building in 

Zeeland, Michigan was an early green building which had multiple uses, but was mainly 

a production facility for the reupholstering of office furniture. Designed by William 

McDonough + Partners27, the building was designed to blend into the natural 

environment with slightly curving roof and a design that fit it into the site topography 

(RMI et al. 1998:138). The architects and design team were “focused on ‘practical 

realism’ instead of theoretical design or what might work.” (RMI et al. 1998:182). 

McDonough talks about the building as being designed “as if a cherry tree produced it” 

(Mcdonough and Braungart 2002:73) and explains that they chose to give all of the 

                                                

26 Many of the early adopters of green buildings make the case for their building as the first which are 

beautiful and sustainable. I am aware that demarking a building in this way is a highly contested, in part 

because of the notoriety and distinction that comes from being able to combine these two previously 

divergent agendas. In the text, I will highlight what I understand to be some early commercial green 

building successes and which put green “on the map”. I fully expect that some in the industry would take 

issue with my choices. I do not seek to take issue with or define what is or is not an aesthetically pleasing 

building,. Instead, I am choosing buildings which I understand have changed the perception that green 

buildings are necessarily ugly, experimental or unusual.  
27 This is the same William McDonough who wrote Cradle to Cradle.  
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workers in the building, even the dock workers a view so they could participate in the 

natural world during their work day (2002:75). Workers responded well to the ability to 

work in daylit environments and this building was the site of early productivity studies 

(Mcdonough and Braungart 2002). As an early building, the Herman Miller plant 

suggested the possibility of both a place of remanufacturing work and a beautiful 

environment that fit into the natural space it was in. Until this date, a majority of the 

buildings that had been green or environmentally focused were single home dwellings or 

non-commercial buildings. The fact that this building was a manufacturing site was a key 

difference. Another building by William McDonough + Partners was the Gap Corporate 

Campus (901 Cherry Offices) which was one of the early and most striking examples of a 

green or living roof and was completed in 1997. With a waving vegetated roof, the 

building was beautiful and architecturally interesting (McDonough 2009).  

 

The Adam Joseph Lewis Center for Environmental Studies at Oberlin College was 

completed in January of 2000 and was the brainchild of David Orr. His experiences 

brought green building into the academic world by using the building as a learning 

environment for his students. To begin the process of creating the building, he formed a 

class and brought in a number of prominent green building professionals. He remarks: 

“The format students chose was rather like that of a grand jury that subpoenaed leading 

green architects in order to grill them without mercy.”(David W. Orr 2008:65). From 

these discussions with students the team designed a building with several green attributes 

including a greywater system which is called the “Living Machine,” which utilizes plants 
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and living systems to purify waste water. The building is constructed with a bermed wall 

to moderate temperatures and has an experimental photovoltaics system to see how cost 

effective solar panels can be in an environment like Ohio. The large central atrium for 

lighting/daylighting can host receptions and other campus events.C reating an 

experimental building to test out new systems (such as the Living Machine and 

photovoltaics) was one way of integrating students and the environmental education in 

both building design as well as ongoing facility maintenance. Orr demonstrated that a 

green building could be a teaching tool and could be created in such a way that it was 

beautiful visually as well (Janda and von Meier 2005).  

 

The NAVFAC Building 33 was completed in July of 1998 and was a renovation of an 

existing historic building that had previously been a manufacturing space and a 

brownfield. The project was selected as a test case to try out green building design within 

the Navy and examine the impact of energy efficiency on the lifetime costs of the 

building while making a “modern, high quality level of office appearance and function” 

(WBDG 2009). This building demonstrated that a government building could complete a 

green project without excess cost to taxpayers while also providing an updated office 

environment in a historic renovation. Given the budget constraints in government bids 

and design, this building overcame these issues at an early time in the growth of green 

building. The success of this renovation was likely instrumental in paving the way for 

future buildings in the Navy and other departments in the federal government.  
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Four Times Square, built in Manhattan, New York, was the first green high-rise building 

with 48 stories and 1.6 million square feet of space. While construction was not 

completed until 2000, the building was in development for five years as a commercial 

venture. As a multi-tenanted development, this was one of the first endeavors that made a 

case for green buildings as commercially viable beyond the owner occupied buildings 

that were generally perceived of as the only viable options for building green. Green 

features include photovoltaic and fuel cells for on-site energy production as well as an 

energy efficient building envelope. Each tenant has control over their own air units in 

order to better address the comfort of individual tenants (Cosentini 2009). This building 

was a commercial venture in a central commercial area with some of the highest valued 

real estate in the country making the case for green as a viable option for high value 

properties.  

 

There were also a number of awards that were given to green and sustainable projects for 

their architectural merit and the AIA-COTE introduced their Top Ten awards to indicate 

both high quality design and sustainability (McLennan 2004:33)28. Clearly, there are 

many more buildings which opened the doors for green design to become mainstream.  In 

particular, many have cited early environmental groups that built early commercial office 

spaces such as the Audubon Society and the NRDC buildings (Audubon Society 1994) as 

well as the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI et al. 1998). While these buildings were 

                                                

28 McLennan (2004) refers to the Deramus Pavilion (1995), the Wildflower Center (1998) and the 

Chesapeake Bay Foundation (1998) buildings as additional examples of green architecture that are seen as 

having architectural merits while being green.  
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clearly important in the development of a new way of doing commercial buildings, 

McDonough’s buildings, the Oberlin College center, NAVFAC Building 33 and Four 

Times Square were early commercial adopters which made the case in some of the main 

commercial building sectors: manufacturing, higher education, government and 

commercial. The presence of these buildings suggested that green design was compatible 

with cost effectiveness and good design. While some have suggested that green buildings 

and good design are not synonymous (Capps 2009), these buildings were compelling 

early cases that conveyed the possibility that the two are compatible.  

 

The industry uses buildings such as these as case studies to explain the virtues of green 

building, but in this case, I suggest that these buildings are examples of green 

consumption that made tangible the congruity between ideals and profit. As the early 

adopters in the market, these buildings simultaneously  

 

Larger Cultural Environment  

Finally, there are larger cultural reasons for the success and interest in green and 

sustainable buildings and the focus on LEED and the USGBC. While this dissertation is 

not looking primarily at the cultural change, the influence of these larger shifts cannot be 

discounted. The events in the early 2000's may have created a "perfect storm" for a 

continued interest in green and sustainability which took the environmental themes of the 

1990s and continued them. Among the many large issues which brought environmental 

issues to the forefront are the huge disasters such as the Indian Ocean Earthquake and 
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Tsunami in 2004 and the Hurricane Katrina in the gulf coast in 2005. These natural 

disasters highlighted the importance of natural systems and called attention to the issues 

of climate change and environmental justice. The increase in gas prices in 2005 and 2006 

as well as the global recession beginning in 2007 has made energy issues and their impact 

on households very personal. These changes highlighted the importance of energy 

consumption and the growing costs associated with it.  

 

Former Vice President Al Gore added his voice to the urgency of climate change in his 

movie, An Inconvenient Truth which played all over the US in mainstream theaters in 

2006. When the movie won two Academy Awards in 2007, his comments were “My 

fellow Americans, people all over the world, we need to solve the climate crisis. It’s not a 

political issues, it’s a moral issue.” These efforts were acknowledged on an international 

stage when Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change won the Nobel 

Peace Prize in 2007. The impact of Al Gore’s presence has been in broadening the 

conversation on the topic and recontextualizing the issues as a moral one.  

 

In addition, the mainstream media has picked up on the issues of climate change and 

there is a growing interest in a myriad of green issues. Magazines have focused on 

“Green” topics from green politics to green cosmetics. Clearly the cultural environment 

has impacted the growth in interest in green and sustainable practices, though it will be 

up to other research to suggest exactly how and in what way these cultural influences 

have made a difference. The USGBC has clearly been able to “ride the wave” of interest 
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in green and the cultural influences have only helped encourage a broader group of 

individuals to pay attention to LEED buildings.  

 

Green Building within the Context of Environmentalism 

In this chapter, I have sought to show that the USGBC was an entrepreneurial 

organization that brought together three previously disparate elements of environmental 

ideals, standards and a neoliberal motive in order to create a new institutional form of 

voluntary regulation as a market change mechanism. While this form is not a new one, 

the innovation of the USGBC was to make these shifts without precipitating state 

pressures (Bartley 2003; Delmas and Terlaak 2002).  

 

The USGBC drew from the ideals of the environmental movement without embracing a 

particular ideology. Using the ideals as a starting point for the LEED system made the 

points based system applicable for a variety building teams and allowed teams and clients 

to infuse the building with ideology as needed. The USGBC could harness the passions 

of the environmental movement while also appealing to private commercial building 

projects. The USGBC was able to coopt the knowledge and skills of the environmental 

movement and integrate the skills and knowledge into the organization.  

 

The development of a standard was useful because it was a practical way to 

commensurate a difficult to define concept and. LEED as a voluntary standard functioned 

as a way to appeal to the craft based building industry, appeal to the profit motives of the 
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business community and respond to critiques that green building was “too hippie”. For 

firms, LEED was appealing because they could demark themselves as green through their 

consumption. The environmental movement’s lack of regulatory success in the 1990s, the 

growth of strategic corporate environmentalism, a lessening stigma on green buildings 

due to a number of influential green commercial ventures as well as a more accepting 

cultural environment created a market opportunity that allowed green practices to become 

depoliticized and more palatable to industry. These inroads were possible in the market 

and in industry at a time when the political structure was antagonistic towards 

environmental regulation. Rather than relying on the state as a regulatory force, the 

creation of a voluntary standard shifted the state role to consuming green buildings 

instead of producing standards. 

  

In this context the USGBC was founded. The entrepreneurial genius of the USGBC was 

to recognize the context in which they were embedded and to piece together the elements 

of the a new organizational form from existing forms.  Borrowing from the ASTM the 

USGBC recognized the usefulness of a check list of standards for green buildings.  They 

recognized that the frame of government regulation was not viable and that the efforts by 

companies to self-regulate could be used to create a voluntary standard with 

environmental backing. At the same time, it was necessary to reconcile the idealism 

which gives the environmental movement its appeal with the realities of working within a 

capitalist system which they did by integrating the central ideals of sustainability into the 

LEED standard.    
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CHAPTER 4: INSTITUTIONALIZING GREEN: PROFESSIONALIZING 

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES  

 

As noted in Chapter 3, in April of 1993, the US Green Building Council (USGBC) was 

formally founded as a broad based coalition of environmental nonprofits, manufacturers, 

architecture firms, builders, contractors, engineers, utilities and other interested parties in 

order to green the construction industry. In reflecting on the choices they made, one of 

the founders of the USGBC, David Gottfried said that they chose specifically to draw 

together actors from across the industry and use a consensus model to prevent 

overrepresentation from one interest group. The organization also resisted becoming a 

lobbying organization. Gottfried writes:  

"The mere definition of lobbying meant trying to influence legislators in favor 

of special interests, whether or not they were good for the environment. Our 

vision, in contrast, was to build an organization of leaders who demonstrate 

through constructive action through bricks-and-mortar methods: by constructing 

buildings that optimize environmental performance and are healthy for 

occupants and the planet." (Gottfried 2004: 108) 

 

In order to work at the industry level, the USGBC chose to forgo the practice of initially 

pushing for reforms on the legislative level and instead worked to build more green 

buildings. To accomplish this, the USGBC created a building certification system called 

LEED or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design to certify buildings that met 
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their standards and worked to disseminate this standard. They also created a professional 

accreditation called LEED AP (accredited professional) which created training 

opportunities for building professionals in green building practices. By all accounts, the 

LEED building certification and professional accreditation has become the dominant 

standard for green design within the building industry in less than fifteen years.  

 

Traditionally, scholars have defined social movements in terms of their contestation with 

the state (McAdam et al. 2001). Recently, a new group of scholars have suggested that 

social movements are multifaceted and target more than just the state (Raeburn 2004; 

Snow 2004b; van Dyke et al. 2004). In light of this conversation, the USGBC's method of 

disseminating green building ideals within an industry provides us with a unique case 

study where the industry and the marketplace itself is the target of the social movement. 

Bypassing state involvement in favor of shifting the way that professionals do their work 

invites the question: without state coercion, how does a social movement ideal become 

integrated into professional work?  

 

Literature 

Understanding how new ideas and practices become incorporated into the daily 

activities of institutions so that they become “taken for granted” has been a central focus 

of organizational theorists, particularly neo-institutionalists. (Tolbert and Zucker 1996; 

Scott 2002; DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Selznick 1966). Professionalization as a part of 
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normative isomorphism is a hallmark of neoinstitutional theories of organizational 

change (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Scholars have looked at the professionalizing 

nature of interpersonal relationships (Galaskiewicz 1985; Galaskiewicz and Burt 1991; 

Guler et al. 2002), interorganizational networks (Burns et al. 1992) or the normative 

nature of professional associations (Greenwood, Suddaby, and Hinings 2002; Mezias and 

Scarselletta 1994). Yet work on normative isomorphism has a minimal connection to the 

literature on professions. Neoinstitutionalists have modeled change across fields, but 

given little attention to how change within a field affects or even involves the input of 

multiple professional groups.  

 

There is a need to bring work back into organizational theory as we look at how industry 

or field-level shifts are integrated into work practices (Barley and Kunda 2001; Leicht 

and Fennell 1997; Simpson 1989). Without industry-level and work-level analyses, 

scholars lose the connection between research on work practices and industry change 

(Abbott 1988). A notable exception is Hoffman’s (2002) groundbreaking industry-level 

analyses on institutional change and corporate environmentalism, which offers a view of 

the rise of the corporate environmental manager and the role they play within the 

changing organizational field.  

 

Yet research on professional labor also neglects the industry level focus in favor of more 

in depth examination of professional groupings. Research on craft industries, for instance, 

discusses the dependence of professional groups on another profession’s successful 
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completion of their work. These researchers tend to focus on craft administration (Silver 

1990; Eccles 1981a; Stinchcombe 1959), changes in organizational form within a craft 

industry (Thornton 2002) and changes in skill levels over time (Wallace and Kalleberg 

1982; Tanner 1984).  

 

Scholarly work on professional labor often pays close attention to one profession, such as 

studies looking at doctors (Becker et al. 1977), lawyers (Galanter and Palay 1991; 

Landon 1990; Abel and Philip S. C. Lewis 1988), architects (Cuff 1992) or engineers 

(Crawford 1989). Often when research extends to additional professions, it examines 

subordinate professional groups and power relationships (Meyers 1976; Boyle 1977). 

Examining one professional group allows the researcher to delve deeply into the case and 

bring forward the role of that professional group in terms of one or more variables of 

interest while controlling for differences between professions.  

 

However, the disadvantage of studying the role of the individual profession is that it 

ignores relationships between professions, cross-disciplinary collaborations within the 

industry and the relationship between industry change and professionalization. Studying 

professions as their own entity encourages scholars to focus attention on the disputes and 

boundaries between professions, rather than noting the ways professionals work with one 

another. Without this, there is a lack of knowledge about how ideals could be integrated 

into professional work on a larger scale. What little work there is on collaboration 

between professionals quite often focuses on cross-disciplinary academic collaborative 
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ventures (for instance, (Cottrell and Sheldon 1963; Amabile et al. 2001; Luukkonen, 

Persson, and Sivertsen 1992).  

 

Scholars have looked at many ways in which social movements influence organizations 

such as through organizational policies (Zald, Morrill, and Rao 2005), careers (Verta 

Taylor and Raeburn 1995), the marketplace (Rao 2009) and stock returns (King and 

Soule 2007). Clemens has developed a way to look at the influence of social movements 

on organizations through the use of "organizational repertoires"(1993). Organizational 

repertoires allow the researcher to examine the influence of identity work in 

institutionalizing social movement ideals without relying on a disruptive event to indicate 

change. Repertoires allow for the possibility that organizational change can occur through 

the search for a collective identity seen in either affiliation networks or the creation of 

new "cultural logics" (Clemens 1993:759). Others have looked at the shifting of 

institutional logics and their importance to social movement groups efforts to create 

organizational change (Haveman and Rao 1997; Lounsbury 2005; Ruef and Scott 1998). 

Though some have addressed issues of identity politics within the workplace s (Raeburn 

2004; Verta Taylor and Raeburn 1995), there has yet to be research examining a social 

movement influencing professionalization as a process and the institutional logics and 

frames used in that process.  

 

This paper aims to contribute to the literature by examining how multiple professional 

groups respond to an industry shift and incorporate new ideologies into the work they do. 
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In this paper, I draw from Abbott’s work (1988) on professional labor and extend his 

discussion of the relationships between professions to explore not just the jurisdictional 

differences between professions but the way in which professions work together within 

an industry to incorporate changing ideological frames into work practices. I draw from 

social movement concepts of framing in order to understand how ideology becomes 

integrated into the workplace (Snow and Benford 1988; Snow et al. 1986; Benford and 

Snow 2000). I use, as a case study, the widespread adoption in the building industry of 

green and sustainable practices as defined by the United States Green Building Council’s 

LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) building rating system and 

professional accreditation to illustrate one way in which this happens.  

 

LEED accredited professionals are called on to integrate their learning about green into 

projects they are working on, as well as to engage with other professionals and 

individuals who may not know much about the topic. This dual effort of integrating 

practices into their work and educating other professionals, in addition to the relatively 

recent and rapid adoption of these practices, provides us with a case that will help us to 

understand both the changes in an industry as well as how ideology can become 

institutionalized into professional practice.  

 

Data and Methods 

The initial data for this study are comprised of 37 in-person and telephone interviews 

with LEED AP accredited professionals who primarily practice in the State of 
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California.29 This paper will focus on these interviews; however, the paper is influenced 

by an additional 26 interviews with building owners and organizational consumers of 

green buildings.30 Following a constructionist approach to interviewing, I asked 

interviewees open-ended questions and encouraged them to talk about their work, how 

they got interested in green building and some of the buildings they had worked on 

(Silverman 2001). I worked to put the respondents at ease and create rapport during the 

interview before asking more in-depth questions about the limitations of green building 

and the changes in professional practice.31 Interviews were conducted between April 

2007 and March 2008, with the majority of interviews conducted between June and 

August 2007.  

 

Some in-person interviews were conducted either before or after touring a building or 

multiple buildings that the individual had worked on. Other interviews took place in a 

setting chosen by the respondent, from public settings to home or office environments. I 

conducted phone interviews as needed. There are twenty-six in-person interviews and 

nine phone interviews. All except three of the interviewees were LEED APs, and these 

three individuals had extensive experience in green building. The interviews were, on 

                                                

29 Some pretests were conducted with individuals outside of the State of California.  
30 This paper focuses on the process of professionalization within the building industry which involves both 

the individual's choice to become a green professional as well as an organization’s choice to employ 

someone with this title. For this reason, while most interviews referenced in this paper were with 

individuals and green professionals, I also reference interviews with organizations in which these 

professionals work as well as some archival evidence. Additionally, some interviewees fit both populations 
of LEED APs and building owners/managers/ consumers.  
31 While most interviews consisted of the respondent and the interviewer, there were two sets of interviews 

that occurred in group settings by request of the respondents. In both cases the requests were made because 

the respondents wanted to add another person with expertise to the study. One group interview involved six 

individuals and the other involved two.  
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average, forty-one minutes long and ranged from fourteen minutes to seventy-three 

minutes. Phone interviews were shorter than in-person interviews; on average, phone 

interviews lasted thirty-four minutes, while in-person interviews averaged forty-three 

minutes. 

 

Initial contacts for the snowball sample were made with local area USGBC chapters, 

Emerging Green Builders (EGB) groups and email lists, as well as informal contacts 

made at green building conferences. Among the LEED AP respondents in the sample are 

architects, various types of engineers, contractors, green consultants, city employees, 

urban planners, and someone in finance. A variety of buildings types are represented32 

within the commercial building market, as well as both younger and more-experienced 

professionals.  

 

I used participant observation methods to become a peripheral member of the green 

building community where I could be “with” but not “like” those in the field (Patricia A. 

Adler and Peter Adler 1987). 33 I became a LEED Accredited Professional by studying 

the workbooks, taking practice tests, attending study seminars and finally taking the 

LEED AP exam and passing it. My goal was to become well-versed in the LEED rating 

                                                

32 Research suggests that there is some specialization of role, particularly in architectural practice. For 

instance, a firm might specialize in doing health care buildings and be much less inclined to work on 

religious buildings (Barley and Kunda 2001; Leicht and Fennell 1997).  
33 Because the culture of green building is so focused on educating others about what they do, access to the 

population was relatively easy when I indicated that I was a student. I passed as an architecture or 

engineering student until someone asked me what field I was in. Inquiring what field I was in seemed to be 

a way of gauging what “side” I was on in the professional world. Most seemed confused when I told them I 

was in a sociology department.  
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system and to attend in the workshops and events as a participant. I engaged in more than 

50 hours of participant observation during a variety of workshops for green professionals 

and as an invited observer to meetings and events where professionals and organizational 

consumers discussed their work.34  

 

There were several reasons for doing the exam and participating in the seminars. First, by 

my being socialized and certified as a “green” professional, the data reflect an 

individual’s reasonable efforts to understand sustainability in the building industry in the 

same way that an interested individual might learn. Attending conferences, reading green 

building literature and taking the LEED AP exam are common ways that this is 

accomplished. Taking the exam was also important to understand the circumstances of a 

professional in the field and someone who had something “at stake.”35 Considering the 

difficulty of the exam, it was important to learn the material with the same sense of 

urgency as these professionals. Finally, my goal was also to gain the credentials needed 

in order to gain entrée for interviews.36 I sought to build on ethnographic work already 

done in the building industry, from ethnographies on construction workers (Applebaum 

1999) to architects (Cuff 1992) and engineers (Baird, C. J. Moore, and Jagodzinski 2000). 

                                                

34 The meetings attended were both national and local conferences.  
35 While I consider my experience in learning the LEED material to be relatively similar to those in the 

field, I am not a building professional and have no training in architecture, engineering, design or 
commercial real estate.  
36 It turned out that respondents did not notice or seem to care that I had a LEED AP and simply talked to 

me as a person interested in the field, and often as someone who needed to be taught more than others. 

Most respondents were willing to talk to me simply because I told them I was a student. The emphasis on 

education of professionals in this subsection of the building industry is hard to overstate.  
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It should be noted that I am not trained as a building professional and do not claim to 

have any expertise beyond what I have learned in my fieldwork.  

  

Finally, through participant observation, I have been privy to a wide range of green 

building case studies. Sources for these case studies vary from newspaper articles, trade 

magazines, USGBC materials, websites and books. Interviews sometimes included case 

studies, particularly where respondents discussed projects they had worked on. At 

meetings and seminars, case studies would be presented and participants discussed the 

ups and downs of green building design and construction and “lessons learned.” The 

range of case studies37 are a reasonable sample of what an interested and somewhat new 

green building professional would read or listen to in order to understand more about 

green building. I use these data to supplement my discussion of how and in what way 

individuals learn about the field.  

 

Analysis 

While formulating a checklist of green building attributes is formidable enough, the real 

issue is integrating the ideals of sustainability into the work that professionals within the 

building industry do. This was the challenge facing the USGBC and what we explore in 

                                                

37 The case study approach is widely used in this industry and helps the professional relate the concepts to a 
real project. Architects are at times accused (in particular, by engineers and contractors) of being too 

esoteric or too abstract. The case study brings the ideals of sustainability into concrete form and allows the 

form to be examined critically. The narrative form gives a sense of the timeline and scope of the decisions 

as they were made and expresses the challenges that were overcome, generally through some form of 

innovation.  
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this chapter. I start with the assumption that the LEED rating system and the LEED AP 

accreditation program have been a dominant force in defining green commercial 

buildings in the United States.38 LEED not only dominates the marketplace of rating 

systems but has also become the most widely distributed and publicly well-known 

system.  

 

I analyzed the data to understand how the LEED exam and accreditation process socialize 

and influence building professionals to do their work in a more sustainable manner. 

Drawing from the social movement framing literature (Snow and Benford 1988; Snow et 

al. 1986), I uncovered several frames which have served to integrate ideologies of 

sustainability into the work that green professionals do.  

 

Framing analysis is well suited to this analysis because it begins with the assumption that 

social movements are involved in the task of creating meaning for their 

stakeholders(Snow 2004b; Snow and Benford 1988; Benford and Snow 2000). I build on 

research that has looked at how ideologies become used to further social movement 

motives within organizations (Lounsbury 2005; Raeburn 2004). 

   

                                                

38 None of the alternative rating systems, such as Green Globes, has yet achieved the level of popularity, 

professional use or even public knowledge as LEED has. LEED has been adopted by cities, government 

agencies and a wide list of organizations, and this list changes daily. In combination with the growing 

public awareness, it is reasonable to assume that at this time LEED is the dominant measure in the 

marketplace.  
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I will begin with LEED itself as a frame that green professionals use to think about 

sustainability, and then explore two additional frames that are subsumed within the 

LEED system. These frames of integrated design and high-efficiency buildings are the 

mechanisms by which building professionals integrate sustainable concepts into their 

work by connecting disciplines and creating a new language to discuss sustainability. 

Finally, I conclude by proposing and elucidating a theory of hybrid professionalism.  

 

LEED as a Checklist  

At its most basic level, the LEED program is a checklist of prerequisites and optional 

features that a building team may choose from in order to meet the threshold level of 

points for certification. A building can be awarded Certified, Silver, Gold or ultimately 

Platinum status, depending on the number of prerequisites or features it has; i.e., the 

number of points it earns. Platinum buildings meet at least 52 of the possible 69 points.39 

Some points are computed in relation to a “baseline” case of a typical non-green building 

in terms of water or energy efficiency, while other points consist of meeting a 

requirement such as the existence of showers or carpool parking spots or the presence of 

outside views for 90% of the employees. Some points require outside verification of the 

action taken, such as submitting to the USGBC receipts for recycling construction waste, 

while other points do not require verification (USGBC 2006).   

                                                

39 Achieving 69 points may not be possible given that there are some points that simply do not apply to a 

particular project or site. For instance, LEED NC SS 3 – Brownfield Redevelopment is a point awarded for 

redeveloping land that has been environmentally contaminated. If the project is not on such a site, it would 

not be eligible for the point (USGBC, 2006). 
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Sustainability as a checklist is encouraged by the LEED system. At an activity at the 

LEED preparation seminar, participants were given hypothetical building site 

requirements and told to pretend they were in a design team and determine how to 

achieve the most number of points using the checklist. Participants worked through a 

checklist by computing point thresholds and looking at design requirements to determine 

which points were possible, which were not and which would be a “maybe.” This 

mirrored the work of a consulting firm where I observed employees editing spreadsheets 

that listed the status for each possible LEED point. Consultants discussed the possibility 

of meeting each point and the best strategy to accomplish the “maybe” points. At its core, 

LEED is a checklist system.  

 

In this light, the LEED rating system is a relatively straightforward commensuration tool 

(Espeland and Stevens 1998) that can be implemented by anyone.40 The function of a 

closed-ended standard is that there is a clear delineation of what does and does not meet 

the requirement. This in turn defines what is and is not a green building. As this 

certification has increased in legitimacy, there is a growing codification of the LEED 

system into media and cultural reports of buildings, as well as the use of this system as a 

standard for building codes. With increased legitimization, the difference between a 

green building and a LEED-certified building has lessened, and in some circles these 

terms have become interchangeable.  

                                                

40 Checklists are available free on the USGBC website www.usgbc.org  
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Some LEED AP respondents discussed green buildings in this light, commenting that 

they had experience meeting building-code requirements and local building standards and 

so LEED was simply another set of regulations to learn and to include in their work. 

“You know, LEED’s essentially a convolution of a bunch of different, some like best 

practices out there, a bunch of different standards.”  

Others referred to LEED as a “tool,” commenting that it was just something that would 

help the project be more sustainable. One experienced architect put it this way: 

“There’s no description needed. Everybody knows what it is. For better or 

worse, they know what it is. And it leads the subject of sustainability into 

something that you can grasp so that when you’re saying I don’t even know 

what you mean by sustainability, then you can look at this rating system and it 

says, you know, well, one of the issues is water. And within water, here’s what 

you need to learn. And not only here are the issues, but here’s what you can do 

within your building. Here’s how you would measure success.”  

This comment implies that the checklist is an easy-to-read map detailing how the 

professional can address sustainability issues in a building project.  

 

Given the field of building generally, this approach to green is not surprising. As codes 

and requirements change from year to year, those involved in the design and building 

process are accustomed to evolving regulations and changes from project to project. 

Construction sites in particular often have a variety of individuals with differing expertise 
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adding their craft to contribute to the whole project. Each trade contributes their 

specialized craft, and individuals are valued based on their experience and knowledge of 

that particular craft (Applebaum 1999; Eccles 1981a, 1981c). A green building consultant 

made a comparison between the building industry and the movie-making industry. In 

each case, a craftsperson brings their skills to add to a unique, one-time project while 

simultaneously updating their skills to fit the project. This explains how green 

components can be seen as simply an additional craft that can be learned in the same 

manner as other crafts, as other research has shown (Lutzenhiser et al. 2001).  

 

The checklist approach allows a concrete implementation of green ideals where perhaps 

these ideals might not be popular or even accepted. Previous scholarship suggests that 

regulations have an important impact on organizational choices (Bartley 2003). For a 

checklist to be in circulation among the building community and for this list to be taken 

seriously as a tool to create green buildings is in itself a mechanism of institutionalization 

within the organizational field.  

 

However, it is worth noting that not all respondents had this clear connection between 

green and LEED and that there were some who took pains to underscore that LEED was 

not necessarily congruent with a sustainable building. One respondent said: 

“It’s been very successful, LEED has. But there’s a danger that people build and 

design to kind of the LEED system, to kind of chase points, which is not what 
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it’s about. … people need to bear in mind that LEED is not in and of itself. It’s 

just a metric. It’s just a tool.” 

The idea of “point chasing” was a common theme among respondents, in particular more-

established professionals who were disenchanted with LEED as the equivalent of a 

sustainable building. Experienced professionals who had worked on sustainability 

without the LEED rating system, sometimes expressed a defensiveness about LEED 

buildings as a necessarily sustainable. For those who are concerned about green ideals, 

the checklist is simply not enough.  

 

LEED AP as a Person Who Can Apply the Checklist 

Simply having achieved the LEED AP accreditation was important for many respondents, 

in particular for professionals starting their careers and trying to develop their own 

professional identities. The exam is considered challenging and has a reported pass rate 

of between 55 and 60% (Yudelson and Popeck 2007). Many questions on the exam are 

multiple-select questions, and getting one of the selections wrong will fail the respondent 

on the question. Questions require that the applicant apply knowledge and compute point 

thresholds in a hypothetical situation as well as demonstrate knowledge about referenced 

standards (i.e., ASHRAE 52.2-2004 vs. ASHRAE 62.1-2004) and their application in the 
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appropriate LEED point. Respondents commented that the exam was “difficult” and that 

they had been nervous about passing it.41  

 

Because of the challenge of passing the exam, the accreditation has become a symbol that 

the individual is serious about the topic and interested in integrating green into their 

professional work. One typical young professional LEED AP who works at an 

architecture firm put it this way: 

“... I think it’s seen as a really good indicator of people just, at least sort of, 

putting their money where their mouth is, dedicating the time and really taking 

the exam. If you come in with LEED AP, that can spark a conversation. If you 

come in and you say, ‘Oh, I’m interested in sustainability and blah, blah, blah,’ 

and you haven’t done it. … Right now, what else do we have as a real sort of 

quantitative tool to say I’m really sustainable? I mean, I’m not just telling you. I 

really am. [Without it] you just have no proof.”  

For young professionals, LEED compensated for experience and signaled their serious 

interest in the field of green and sustainability. 

 

                                                

41 One respondent very kindly expressed surprise that I had even passed the exam saying that it was hard 

for her and she went through four years of architecture school.  
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Becoming “The Green Person” in the Firm 

Several respondents commented that as a result of their accreditation as a LEED AP, they 

were considered the “green person” in their firm or the one to whom others would turn 

with questions on the topic. This role was particularly important for younger green 

professionals who found that it distinguished them and gave them credibility. A young 

LEED AP who has not yet completed their architecture exams explains the value of 

LEED:  

“Just because of my experience, all of a sudden I’m in these conversations that I 

don’t know if I necessarily would be in if I didn’t have that experience outside 

because basically it’s board members, a few key people, that are interested in the 

environment, which includes me. I’m definitely the youngest person in the 

room.” 

By becoming the one that others turned to for assistance on green matters, these 

professionals were able to influence the direction of their firms as well as being seen as 

valuable by their superiors. A fellow conference participant at the LEED AP study 

session remarked that his employer had encouraged him to take the exam and paid for his 

training. He said that it was worth it for him, not just because it would be good for his 

career but also because it would allow him to be the one who brought that knowledge into 

his firm.  

 

Firms employ LEED APs to demonstrate their commitment to sustainability. Several 

respondents within larger firms proudly told me how many LEED APs they had and how 
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many more they planned on having. Some firms created initiatives to encourage more 

people to take the LEED AP exam, from top-level decrees that a certain percentage of 

employees would be certified by a particular date, to public acknowledgment for those 

who had passed the exam. One respondent remarked that his firm had set up study groups 

for their employees so that they would be more prepared and thus more likely to pass the 

exam. Respondents mentioned that firms use the person with the LEED AP to indicate to 

their clients that they are green and should be trusted with a contract. Some firms 

highlighted either the number of or the presence of a LEED AP in their bids so that they 

would look more appealing to prospective clients. This firm-level involvement indicates 

that the individual LEED AP has something concrete to offer the firm in terms of 

specialized knowledge that might not otherwise be available.  

 

LEED as a Framework for Talking about Green 

In addition to becoming the person to turn to for information on this topic, respondents 

used LEED as a framework for discussing sustainability generally. When I asked 

respondents “What is a green building?” several professionals echoed the framework of 

LEED, using the five basic areas of evaluation used by the rating system in their 

description. An interior designer who was doing some consulting told me how she went 

about consulting:  

“And then once you really understand the mission and the goals and who the 

building’s going to serve, then we can start talking about some really big ideas 

of what we might do or what sustainability is all about. And then we can have 
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this group of people begin to make some decisions as to what they would like to 

try to do, because you can be sustainable in so many different ways. And do you 

really want to focus on the site and energy? Which, you know, would make a 

whole lot of sense when we’re trying to look at reducing our carbon footprint 

with our buildings. And buildings impact the carbon footprint in this world 

hugely. And then we look at water savings, and energy is really huge, but water 

is also very, very huge. ... And then looking at the materials and the resources 

that go into designing these buildings and the environmental quality. Whether 

it’s the environmental quality or the space around the building or the interior 

where the occupants are going to be, we look at those aspects.” (emphasis 

added) 

 

In this narrative, the speaker uses each of the LEED categories—sustainable sites, water 

efficiency, materials and resources, indoor environmental quality and energy—to explain 

her work. She draws on her knowledge of each area to explain the way to green the 

building. It is important to remember that as a professional interior designer, this 

respondent would traditionally not be included in design conversations about building 

energy use or indoor air quality. The domain of her profession resides primarily in the 

area of materials and resources in the LEED system. Yet because she is interested in 

sustainable design, she expands her discussion to include these areas that are outside of 

the traditional domain of her profession.  
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This use of the LEED framework as talking points indicates a codification of the LEED 

system into the lexicon of what it means to be green. While the LEED system is complex 

in its details, the five overarching categories are easy stepping stones to discuss a variety 

of components of sustainability within the industry. The burgeoning green professional 

can call on this framework, and the structure allows them to converse comfortably 

outside of the traditional topics of their profession.  

 

The ability to advocate and to speak intelligently about sustainability is one of the 

outcomes of the LEED socialization. Knowledge of the LEED system becomes an 

avenue to developing as a public advocate and to speaking intelligently about 

sustainability in buildings generally. Many respondents commented on the necessity of 

convincing local code officials, clients and other colleagues of the merits of green and 

sustainable building practices. It makes sense therefore that the LEED AP system would 

better prepare the professionals who take the exams to advocate for sustainable practices 

within their communities.  

 

Experience vs. Practice 

While the creation of the LEED AP accreditation for individuals has been a key way in 

which knowledge about green has quickly become part of or integrated into the 

organizational field, there are challenges, in part because of the tension between book 

knowledge and experience within this craft industry. 
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Most respondents were initially positive when talking about the LEED AP exam 

indicating that it educates more professionals and makes more people aware of the topic. 

But after some discussion many respondents conveyed skepticism. This can be best 

illustrated in a conversation I overheard at a green-building event. Two older male 

participants were discussing finding new talent for their firms. One said to the other, 

“There are a lot of LEED APs out there, but not everyone knows what they’re doing.” 

This is typical of the more experienced respondents I interviewed who believed that the 

LEED AP exam was useful in determining that someone was interested in the topic but 

did not indicate whether they were good at it. One respondent put it this way:  

“Yeah, I think the designation, it does say something. I don’t know, I think that 

there can be a misconception that the LEED AP designation is indicative of 

expertise, and I don’t think that’s the case. The exam is getting more rigorous 

where I think it is weeding out some people. But I don’t think it’s - it’s a nice 

little thing to have at the end of my name, but as far as what I know about LEED 

and the green building rating system, it’s not because I have that designation at 

the end of my name. It’s because of what I do. Because I’m in it day to day, 

which I guess is maybe why I do it. And maybe why I passed the test.”  

 

More-experienced professionals believed that the exam was simply a tool to know that an 

individual had some knowledge, but did not represent expertise. A contractor emphasized 

the use of the LEED AP accreditation for those in his company who took the exam as a 

beginning step to being able to get experience.  
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“All it [LEED AP] shows is a minimal - not minimal, but a base, a standard 

proficiency with the LEED rating system. That you understand the system. 

You’re familiar with it. You learnt it. And just passing the exam doesn’t prepare 

you to run a LEED project or construction project successfully. … Basically it 

forces people to sit down and look at this and learn it and maybe sort of digest it. 

So it’s a good yardstick. It’s not perfect by any means but your hope is once we 

have APs, we can then also farm them out to LEED jobs and they can get the 

real, first-hand experience, and that’s when you really get to learn about the 

challenges and the advantages and what-have-you about the system. But the first 

step is to familiarize yourself with it.” 

 

This respondent saw the LEED AP exam both as a tool to help individuals “familiarize” 

themselves with the rating system and that doing the exam would then mean that they 

could be eligible to get more on-the-job experience. This tension between knowledge and 

practice is something that is consistent with previous notions of skill-building in craft 

industries (Applebaum 1999; Stinchcombe 1959) and highlights the importance of the 

craft nature of the work.  

 

In a craft industry such as building, where knowledge is typically conveyed through years 

of apprenticeship, a rapidly changing marketplace raises doubts about human capital and 

introduces uncertainty. Only a small number of projects are willing and able to take on 

the cost of early adoption, which then allows the design team to acquire the experiential 
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human capital. However, because the acquisition of green building skills is so slow 

(building projects regularly take multiple years to complete), and “experts” with 

experience in building green buildings are scarce, there is a void where demand exceeds 

supply. The LEED AP exam fills this gap in part by giving the person who passes the 

exam a legitimate basic level of knowledge. In an industry that prefers the experience of 

designing or constructing a building over the book knowledge required to do that work, 

the tension is enacted as young LEED APs look for work with their new credentials, and 

older professionals with or without the credentials claim there is no expertise available.  

 

LEED Connecting Disciplines 

A unique quality of the LEED certification process is that it takes into account both the 

process of designing and constructing a building as well as the professional roles which 

need to interact in order to achieve a particular point. Exam materials and preparatory 

seminars make this clear by listing each point and naming the professional responsible 

and the timeframe in the design process when the point should be considered. This 

defines for each professional group their role in creating a sustainable building, which 

other professionals they need to work with in regard to those points, and when they need 

to be involved.  

 

There is also variation in the level of collaboration needed for each point. For instance, a 

point such as the use of water efficient landscaping (WE 1.1) is clearly within the 

professional jurisdiction of the landscape architect. To get this LEED point, the design 
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team informs the landscape architect during the design phase to meet the requirements 

that LEED sets forth. The professional designs the landscaping accordingly and the team 

achieves a point. Other points involve significantly more collaboration. An example is the 

reuse of materials point, which is designated as a task for both the architect and the 

contractor (MR 3.1). First the architect must design the building, taking into account what 

materials could be reused either from the building site or acquired elsewhere. Then the 

contractor must find or otherwise process the materials for use on the building site and 

use those materials as specified. Depending on the use of the material, a structural 

engineer may also be required to take into account the specifications of the material and 

to consult on the design elements. The process of building is a complex, interconnected 

web of such conversations (Applebaum 1999; Frank Orr 1982). The overlap and 

complexity is something that most building professionals have significant experience 

with; however, it does require a capacity to converse between professions (Frank Orr 

1982).  

 

This experience of moving between disciplines means that professionals know their role 

and have it clearly delineated. Upon hearing that I was interviewing a range of different 

members of the building team, some respondents would make a point of commenting that 

their work differed from another profession's work. This was done at times through 

humor, often at the expense of another profession. One engineer, for instance, joked that 

interior designers were "architects who couldn't pass their exams." An architect joked that 

engineers were the ones who "only think about numbers." This humor at the expense of 
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other professions implies knowledge of the differing tasks that each does, but also 

reinforces the jurisdictional differences between the professions.  

 

The delineation of the roles that different professions play in part suggests that the 

defense of one's own profession is paramount. Abbott (1988) contends that the reason 

that some professions are able to hold onto their power and authority while others do not 

is because some professions are in control over the "machinery of jurisdiction." As a 

result, each profession maintains control over the tasks and the knowledge that they have 

designated as their own.  

 

Abbott's (1988) idea that there is a jurisdictional defensiveness in the professional world 

is clearly seen in the building industry. However, this defensiveness begs the question 

when applied to green building: Why one exam? What is the purpose of offering one 

LEED AP exam for any professional (or nonprofessional) interested in taking it, rather 

than creating specific professional certifications for each profession, such as LEED AP 

for contractors, LEED AP for architects or LEED AP for engineers? DiMaggio and 

Powell's (1983) work implies that to offer individually professionalized certification 

would lead to its eventual inclusion in an academic curriculum within each professional 

grouping, and thus become more legitimated and more institutionalized42. This would 

                                                

42 Future directions for the LEED AP exam underscore this point. Emerging LEED AP exams will be 

designed along the LEED certification products (LEED CI, CS, EB) rather than professional distinctions. In 

2009 and beyond, green professional accreditations will be expanded to include a LEED AP for Operations 

and Maintenance, Homes, Building Design and Construction, Interior Design and Construction and 

Neighborhood and Development. There has also been a new accreditation which is called a Green 
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seem to further institutionalize each person's role in the tasks required to build green, and 

better integrate the concepts into the long-term vision of each profession.  

 

Instead of segmented professionalization, the LEED AP exam introduces professionals to 

the roles that other professionals play in creating a green building. This results in a more 

complete understanding of how each profession fits into the building process and how 

each individual role could help in the design and building of a sustainable structure. This 

means that the individual professional becomes more adept in areas they would not have 

been required to learn about in their own professional education (i.e., a lighting designer 

learning about the job of a civil engineer).  

 

In addition, the LEED AP socialization makes the individual professional's own role 

more apparent in the larger framework of sustainability (i.e., how lighting design is 

important for reducing light pollution). The LEED study guide materials take pains to 

define all terms used so that the potential LEED AP can become adept at terms they 

might not otherwise have encountered (USGBC 2006). At the LEED preparation 

seminar, presenters alluded to this by indicating that if someone were a lighting designer, 

certain points would make intuitive sense to them, while for others those points may be 

the most difficult to learn (Yudelson and Popeck 2007).  

 

                                                                                                                                            

Associate indicating a more rigorous interest in the topic and requiring work on a LEED project (see 

http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=2011 and  

http://www.gbci.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=84& accessed May 27, 2009). 
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The LEED system has worked at changing the way professionals do their work by 

framing it in the light of the existing jurisdiction of work done by that professional. In 

Abbott's terms, the LEED system does not threaten existing tasks within the profession, 

but instead reifies existing tasks that the professional has already been trained to do 

(1988). Professionals talked with me about how sustainability relates to the core concepts 

within their professions.  

"You know, architects and the nature of architecture and state buildings, think 

you’ve got the whole project, the whole site. And even beyond the site, how it 

integrates in the larger scale, the master plan. So architects are already much 

tuned into thinking that way. … We want to get in as early as possible to 

influence the architecture from -- let’s say the aesthetic or program standpoint, 

but making sure that we are building elements in there naturally that work to 

make a more sustainable project."  

– Architect  

 

…my degree’s in civil engineering - and we do things for society. We always 

have. … if you look at the big-ticket [LEED] items, they’re all engineering-type 

issues. And it’s just the specifications that the engineers do."  

- Engineer 

 

In this way LEED offers a framework for green which addresses core concepts that all 

the disciplines can mobilize around. In essence, LEED has created a new profession 
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without disrupting existing professional boundaries, which I call hybrid 

professionalization.  

 

Hybrid Professionalization 

In hybrid professionalization, an individual adds an ideological identity to their existing 

professional identity. This new ideology maps onto the existing professional identity to 

create a hybrid professional identity. Yet the framework (in this case, the LEED rating 

system) is focused on the industry rather than the profession, and thus is not specific to 

the profession itself. This enables the individual professional to integrate the new identity 

into existing work with relative ease because it does not change the way they do their 

professional work, it simply adds to it. A LEED AP architect would still be bound by the 

same regulations and professional standards as a regular architect but would have more 

choices in what they could do as a professional.  

 

The introduction of a hybrid professional identity does several things. First, it reifies the 

professional's existing identity by making their role within the industry even more 

apparent through the lens of the ideology. Second, the creation of an ideological identity 

that is not profession-specific allows the knowledge to be portable to other professions 

and allows for conversations among professionals within multiple professions with an 

ideological perspective. Finally, the creation of a hybrid professional identity creates a 

new identity without disrupting existing professional boundaries. Because this new 
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identity simply adds to existing professional identifications, it does not disrupt either the 

professions themselves or create challenges to state professional standards.  

 

But how does this hybrid professional identity become integrated into the workplace? I 

suggest that in green building, there are three frames within the LEED system at play that 

allow different hybrid professionals to discuss sustainability with one another and 

integrate the ideological innovations into the work that they do. These logics are 

integrated design and high-performance or high-efficiency buildings and exist within the 

larger frame of the LEED system as a checklist.   

 

Integrated Design  

There are two additional frames that can be seen both within the LEED system and in the 

professional identities that green building professionals espouse. It is by utilizing these 

two frames that hybrid professionals make connections between the ideals of 

sustainability and the work itself.  

 

The first of these two frames is integrated design. In integrated design, the design team 

seeks to create a high level of collaboration and exchange of ideas in order to design the 

most sustainable building possible, given the budget and goals of the client. Often this is 

accomplished through what are called "charrettes" or "eco-charrettes," which are 

meetings of key players at regular intervals during the design and construction process. 

At these meetings the design team discusses ideas as well as issues that may arise. 
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Ideally, this is done in such a way that each building system (such as the lighting system 

or Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning system) is designed while taking into account 

the building occupants, the larger environment and other building systems (Yudelson 

2007a).  

 

Starting with the LEED checklist and moving toward integrated design was typical of the 

way that respondents who were passionate about greening the world would get clients, 

team members or other key individuals to work toward sustainable practices. In 

particular, green building consultants talked about starting small with clients, perhaps 

only suggesting that they go for basic LEED certification. After they got the group "on 

board" they might then begin to explore additional ways in which the group could add a 

point or two. Here is an example of a consultant explaining what integrated design looks 

like. As a green building consultant, this individual would be responsible for cultivating 

integrated design in the projects he or she works on.  

"Basically the traditional method was there’s a kick-off meeting. The architect 

sort of stands up, says here’s what we’re doing, hands out information and 

everybody leaves. And they do their thing. What we try to do is get people 

talking more and try to get more check-point meetings where everybody has to 

come together and we go back through the project goals and say here’s what 

we’re looking at, sustainability-wise. Here’s items that if you go through the 

score card, you put yes and maybes and nos. … And then also try to explain, and 

LEED actually kind of helped this discussion, that different systems, even 
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though people can design them in a vacuum, they all impact one another. And if 

you think about it, you can actually have really huge impact on the project. 

Lighting systems… Well, depending on how you do it, if you can lower your 

lighting levels, you increase daylights and now you’re cutting energy for 

lighting. By reducing your lighting levels, you’re cutting the cost that you’re 

putting in less light. You’re also cutting some of the heat gain because the lights 

generate heat. So if you’re doing that, now it affects the mechanical system and 

the mechanical system might be downsized. But ordinarily, they wouldn’t 

necessarily be talking… So it all kind of spirals together and that’s getting 

people to understand that integrated approach versus I’m a mechanical engineer 

and I’m going to design my system and here’s the assumptions on the load and 

I’m going to oversize it by 10% because I’m an engineer and that’s what I do."  

 

In this narrative, the consultant begins by speaking of LEED as a checklist, but explains 

how to use the checklist to ease the individuals in the meeting into an integrated design 

perspective where they become aware of how their design decisions will affect 

sustainable aspects of the project. The structure of this narrative trains the person who 

listens to it (in this case, the author/interviewer) both in the "typical" way of doing design 

and the advantages of doing integrated design. In addition, by giving examples of the 

connections between building systems, the listener is encouraged to think more about 

what kinds of connections could be made in other projects. This is typical of the case-

study approach.  
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Integrated design functions as a transition between the checklist qualities of LEED and 

the higher ideals of sustainability by encouraging professionals to see the larger picture of 

the building. In Abbott's (1988) typology, working in a team to solve complex, integrated 

problems of sustainable design and construction actually shifts the ownership of 

professional inference from the individual professional to a group of professionals 

(Abbott 1988).  

 

Through the integrated design process, each individual professional maintains their 

domain in the service of solving complex problems. By defining these as collective 

problems, one might expect that this would infringe on the individual’s professional 

identity. However, there was evidence to suggest that the integrated design process 

actually reifies the identity of the individual professional. For instance, one respondent 

said: 

"We love architecture, that’s why we’re here. But now the conversation, you 

know, when I sit around the table, it’s got the environmental analyst and I’ve got 

the mechanical engineer and I’ve got students sitting around the table and not 

only just having these conversations. And yeah, we still give each other a hard 

time. And the mechanical engineer, we’re like, oh you’re good with numbers, 

why don’t you do the math? You know what I mean. We still have those 

conversations. It’s just the idea of our relationship is changing. "  
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The individual professional roles are reinforced through the integrated design process, 

even in humor. But at the same time, there is a different relationship between 

professionals because of their integrated working environment. The individual now has a 

different relationship to other professionals because of the integrated design process.  

 

The function of the LEED AP exam and the case-study approach is clearer in light of the 

integrated design frame. There is a hidden curriculum in the LEED AP exam to 

encourage individuals to integrate not only the LEED rating system into their work, but 

also to have a comprehensive understanding of the function of others who work on 

buildings. Consider the following practice exam question from the USGBC Colorado 

Chapter LEED Professional Accreditation Study Guide and Practice Exam: 

32) The owner of a two-story office project has suggested that he is very 

interested in the possibility of a vegetated roof system and would like the design 

team to evaluate it as an option. Which set of team members best represents all 

of those that might offer meaningful input to this evaluation? 

  

a) architect, landscape architect, and civil engineer 

b) architect, contractor, and structural engineer 

c) landscape architect, contractor, civil engineer, and structural engineer 

d) architect, structural engineer, landscape architect, and civil engineer  

e) architect, structural engineer, landscape architect, civil engineer and energy 

consultant 
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f) architect, structural engineer, landscape architect, civil engineer, energy 

consultant and contractor (Timothy Moore 2007)  

 

To answer the question correctly, the individual must know not only what a vegetated 

roof system is (a relatively new and innovative type of roofing), but also the implications 

of that particular system for a variety of professionals. Regardless of what type of 

professional the individual is when they begin this exam, they will come away with 

additional technical knowledge about green-building systems. They will know when they 

need to consult colleagues from other disciplines as well as what each of those 

professionals might be able to offer as they consider these systems. 

 

There are certainly difficulties associated with the team approach of integrated design. At 

green building conferences and meetings, professionals discussed ways to encourage 

collaboration on the building team and to involve each professional given difficult 

personalities and design issues. But even with the challenges of getting individual teams 

to work together, the use of an integrated design framework was touted by many as a way 

to more cost effectively do sustainable design and to better integrate the ideals of 

sustainability into more buildings.  

  

High-Efficiency and High-Performance Buildings  

Virtually all respondents from every discipline mentioned that the financial bottom line 

of a building is one of the biggest limitations and challenges that a design team faces. 
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Many of my respondents commented that while integrated design sounds like it will 

make the process seamless and integrated, when it comes down to it – it’s all about the 

money. Respondents reported that anything that is perceived to be more costly will often 

be scrapped simply for that reason. Much of the work of green building professionals, 

including the USGBC, has been to dispel the widely held belief that green building costs 

more43 and to claim the opposite, that a green building will be more cost-effective.  

 

The basic argument for the cost-effectiveness of a green building is simply to refer to it as 

a high-performance building or as highly efficient which indicates the second frame. 

While it may sound semantic, this relabeling and reframing of a green or sustainable 

building as efficient or high-performance is important in casting green as both a way to 

save money as well as a viable alternative to building as usual. There was not one tour I 

took of a green building where the tour guide did not emphasize the energy and water that 

the building was able to save over a similar building and the subsequent cost savings for 

the owner.  

 

There are a number of additional ways in which proponents argue that green buildings are 

more cost-effective. By focusing on lifecycle costs, proponents can encourage the use of 

materials which might otherwise not be thought of but which are more cost-effective in 

the long run. For instance, the use of metal roofing is more expensive initially but rarely 

                                                

43 The evidence is not clear on LEED building costs versus a "regular" building. Estimates range widely but 

most accounts suggest that LEED buildings cost between 3 and 10% more than similar buildings that are 

not green (Yudelson and Popeck 2007).  
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needs replacing over the life of the building. Proponents suggest that this is a much more 

frugal use of not only resources but also of the client’s money.  

 

The case for cost effectiveness can also be made more specific depending on the type of 

client. Arguments have been made about green buildings’ improving teacher retention 

and student success in schools (Kats 2006; National Research Council 2007; Heschong 

2003a). Increased daylighting, which is often a component of green buildings, has been 

linked to improving the on-the-job performance, retention and productivity of workers 

(Heschong 2003b). Though the building may be more expensive in some cases, 

proponents argue that there are bottom-line benefits to having a green building through 

personnel retention and productivity (Yudelson 2007b).  

 

The frame of high-efficiency or high-performance building helps the client make the 

cognitive shift from a more capitalistic approach toward sustainable ideals. Ecological 

modernization theory is the genesis of thinking about how to integrate environmental 

movement ideals with more mainstream capitalist motives (Mol and Spaargaren 2000; 

Spaargaren and Mol 1992). This theorizing can then be integrated with models of 

economic development (Gibbs 2000) and environmental policy (Blowers 1997). These 

ideas have found their way into popular literature through concepts such as "natural 

capitalism" which several respondents brought up in their interviews. This view implies a 

progression from the exploitation of resources to a post-industrial management of 

available resources in order to better sustain long-term growth and profit (Hawken et al. 
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2000). These writers encourage consumers to see long-term cost savings rather than 

focusing on the generally higher up-front costs of building green. By framing the 

argument in terms of long-term savings in the form of lowered operating costs, energy 

savings and building maintenance, clients see the benefit to themselves and to their 

bottom line.  

 

The efficiency and high-performance frame allows the client to see that the goals of 

sustainability are not in opposition to their underlying goal of not spending more than 

budgeted. A respondent put it this way: 

“If a building’s around for 50 years, your first two years of performance data are 

sort of, well, it’s still anybody’s guess as to what’s really going to happen. I 

think now that there have been buildings out five years or so and they’re doing 

very well, the word is out and I think the people who are getting that realize that 

these are - I mean, green is a nice, sort of catch phrase for it, but they’re really 

high-performance buildings. LEED buildings perform better than regular 

buildings.”  

For engineers and consultants in particular, this language is not semantic but more clearly 

represents their job in creating a green building. While an architect might focus on 

integrative design, engineers tended to focus on the energy systems and how those can 

perform better in a sustainable building. A consultant explained: 

“I guess the way we kind of started was more involved in energy analysis and 

the kind of high performance that are associated with energy savings. And then 
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with the advent of USGBC and LEED, the founder of the company was 

involved with the USGBC at its inception and sort of worked with that premise 

and then we rolled that into the core philosophy of the company. To work with 

companies to try to do more sustainable design. Everything from site planning 

all the way through building operations. There’s still some focus on energy 

because it’s a huge component but we’re getting people to look at a more 

integrated approach.”  

Integrative design derives from the initial focus on energy efficiency and high 

performance.  

 

Respondents expressed some difficulty in keeping green components during the value-

engineering phase of projects. In this phase, key members of the building team sit down 

to discuss how a building can meet the budget, often through cutting aspects of the design 

that are costly or extraneous. One respondent mentioned that she would sometimes know 

that a part of the design would get “value engineered out,” particularly if it was not 

central to the original design. It is during this process that respondents report that the 

“rubber met the road.” The client would have to determine their willingness to build 

green, often by deciding which building components were most important to them. Some 

respondents mentioned that they were asked to determine how much each point “cost” 

and what its added benefit would be for the building occupants and for the long-term 

fiscal solvability of the building. When building owners had an ideological need to build 
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with certain components, the professionals would be required to fit in the intent of the 

work while still meeting cost requirements.  

“We’ll have customers come in here and they’ll make it pretty clear that they 

want a plaque. It’s a check-the-box thing. But the people that made that choice, 

we have asked them to implement it, may have made it for a higher-minded 

reason. But we’re stuck with that person that says. ‘Look, I don’t care how much 

the point cost, if that point’s cheaper, I want the cheaper point.’ Now that point 

cost $2,000, that point cost $500, but the $2,000 point is worth ten times as 

much to the job in terms of adding value to the job. They don’t care. They want 

the cheap point. And fortunately, we don’t have too many people like that, but 

I’m sure people have to deal with that and sometimes people do act that way 

with us. And so that’s a challenge. But we also realize, and I counsel our project 

staff and I say, ‘Look, we’re not in the business of greening that person’s 

building. We’re in the business of transforming this industry.’”  

Though it is not true of all LEED points, some points are structured in such a way that it 

makes them relatively easy to determine the cost of the “add on”; for instance, points 

such as SS 4.2 requires bicycle storage and changing rooms to be provided for a 

percentage of the building occupants and the cost can be easily determined by the cost of 

the added facilities (New Construction and Major Renovation 2006). Previous research 

indicates that contractors believe that most or all green components fall into this category 

of an “add on” (Lutzenhiser et al. 2001). However, not all of the points fit into this 

category. For instance, EA 1 which optimizes energy use in the building would greatly 
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affect the greenhouse gas emissions of a building, but given the standards in California 

would likely not be an added cost burden (New Construction and Major Renovation 

2006).  

 

Integration of Three Frames 

These three frames of LEED as a checklist, integrated design and high efficiency 

buildings coexisted in the interviews. They often were conveyed in narratives that 

encouraged the listener to think of projects from more than one perspective.  

“It wasn’t just the design team off in a closet. And everybody started talking and 

then they were talking about energy. What can we do here? So people would 

start brainstorming different things. And you’d get the civil engineer talking 

about energy issues … from what I saw, it made for a much more integrated 

team where there were less us-versus-them discussions. It was a little more team 

spirit, and that could be the owner. The fact that they were in there and saying, 

“You know, yeah, we know some of this stuff costs more. We want to do this.” 

And they were encouraging versus an owner that’s sitting there just looking at 

all of the pennies going out on the project. But it could be just the 

communication that these people realized they’re all pushing for the same goal. 

And toward the middle or end of the project, as they started seeing the points 

rolling up, they realized, ‘Oh, hey, we can get gold.’ And so they pushed for 

gold. And then it almost got to be a little scary toward the end because there 

were some folks that were starting to get platinum fever. ‘Back off, now we’re 
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going to start making stupid decisions.’ And fortunately, everybody realized 

that. The other thing that happened on that project were discussions among team 

members on certain credits that should have been kind of in a LEED vacuum. 

‘Yeah, you’re going to go for this point, no problem. We’ll check the box.’ But 

they looked at points and consciously said, ‘This doesn’t make sense for the 

project. It’s something we can buy and we can add the point, but there’s no real 

benefit to this. We’re not seeing either a payback financially or an 

environmental payback.’ And that was something that was very different and 

unique to that project.”  

In this narrative, the individual walks us through an integrated design process, explaining 

the excitement of working for an owner who is more flexible about the bottom line and 

where the discussion of cost is less constraining. The narrative refutes the LEED as a 

“checkmark” method, saying that there is a cost to using it. The narrative indicates that 

the process of integrated design may point out ways in which the LEED system does not 

serve the greater benefit of sustainability because going for a point may not have an 

“environmental payback.” This payback is as important and a part of the dual or triple 

bottom line for those involved in green building.  

 

The three mechanisms of LEED—as a certification system, integrated design and high-

performance building design—work together interchangeably as a structure in which 

meaning is contained and conveyed both among professionals and between professionals 

and the public. The LEED rating system is designed in such a way that it is both a simple 
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checklist as well as groundwork for a different type of professional practice. The LEED 

AP teaches the professional to advocate for green and designates them as a green 

professional with the LEED system. Integrated design encourages professionals both to 

be green professionals and to work with other professionals in the aim of creating the 

building. High-performance building design creates a new language that the professional 

can use to discuss sustainability with a cost-conscious client.  

 

Conclusion  

In the case of green and sustainable building professionals, I contend that we are seeing 

the rise of a hybrid professional identity which reaffirms and sustains the existing 

identities of the individual professionals. Using the structure of LEED and integrated 

design and high-performance building frames, professionals integrate sustainable ideals 

into their professional work. Becoming a LEED AP reaffirms the individual’s 

professional identity and affirms that they offer a particular skill set and role to the 

building team. In addition to the existing professional identity, the LEED accreditation 

offers an extended or hybrid identity as a green professional.  

 

Hybrid professionalization offers us a shift from the traditional top-down approach to 

social change within craft industries. Social movement models typically focus on 

mobilization of resources among social movements to change or create policy (McAdam, 

Tarrow and Tilly, 2001). If the movement is successful at changing policy, these shifts 

create the capacity for change within the professions and firms which employ those 
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professionals. Examples of firms in this industry would include architectural firms, 

construction companies, design/build firms or interior design firms. Figure 4.1 

demonstrates this model. The social movement influences the state which then enacts 

policies which affect professionals either through regulation of firms or the regulation of 

the professions they are in. In the model there three paths are indicated via the arrows.  

The state may regulate the profession, the state may regulate the profession which 

influences the firm or the state regulates firm activities.  

 

The existing model supposes that change occurs at the state level because of the influence 

of the social movement. Change filters into the firms and professionals via regulation. 

Figure 4.1 shows the existing social-change model. Professions create professionals who 

are placed within firms.  This is indicated in the figure by the dots within firms.   Change 

comes from state’s influence on professions and the firms rather than being influenced by 

individual professionals.  
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Figure 4.1 – Traditional Social Change Model 

 

 

 

My research suggests that a new model needs to be developed which addresses the 

professionalization processes instead of simply firm-level or state-level change. What the 

green building movement has done is to shift the mechanism of change to the professions 

instead of the firm or the state. I call this model the Hybrid Professionalization Change 

Model, and it is shown in Figure 4.2.  
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In the hybrid professionalization model, the social movement targets a broad section of 

professions and their work instead of addressing the state. As individuals are influenced 

by these ideals which are drawn from the industry rather than their profession, these 

individuals take on a hybrid professional identity and add new ideas to projects. The 

ability to cross professional boundaries with new ideals at the project level influences 

their peers within multiple professions. Through this influence at the project level, these 

professionals bring the ideals back to their firms. The dissemination of new ideals can 

occur independent of a project’s explicit focus on the social movement ideals because the 

influence of one individual will bring these ideals into the project.  
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Figure 4.2 – Hybrid Change Model  

 

 

This hybrid professional identity is introduced to the firm level at the individual level. 

When the firm identifies the individual professional as a hybrid professional (in this case 

a “green” professional), the firm can now claim expertise in this area and add it to their 

repertoire as they look for projects. Hybrid professionals give firms additional capacity 

for specialization, both in terms of introducing concepts that clients may not yet be aware 

of but also in the capacity to respond to clients with an interest in these social-movement 

ideals.  
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Additionally in this model, I include the influence of the client and the state in a different 

manner and at the level of the project. The client may be the instigator of new ideals, and 

so the social movement also targets the client. The role of the state becomes to impact the 

project level and by providing incentives for projects or by becoming a client themselves. 

Certification of the buildings and the existence of measurable standards become the ways 

in which the new ideology is better appropriated by the state. These standards create a 

meter by which the state and clients can better understand how to implement the ideals in 

a concrete way.  

 

While this is a limited examination of one industry, I believe this work has ramifications 

for the study of normative change among professions within other industries as well as 

providing a new model for how social movements can influence professional work 

creating what Katzenstein has called “unobtrusive activists” whose presence changes the 

industry from within (1990). This work indicates that more needs to be done to 

understand the collaborative relationships between professions, particularly as it may 

make an excellent vehicle by which social change can be institutionalized.  
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CHAPTER 5: NOT A BIRKENSTOCK BUILDING: LEGITIMATING GREEN 

BUILDINGS ACROSS SECTORS  

 

The process of institutionalization of new ideals involves not only the professionals 

within the industry on the supply side but also the building clients on the demand side. 

By asking how ideals become integrated into the industry, we are able to look at both 

sides of the market. In this chapter, we turn to the rationalizations that organizational 

consumers use to make the case to stakeholders. I ask how organizations legitimate their 

decision to use an innovative certification form and on particular, how they appeal to 

stakeholders to legitimate the early adoption of an untried green building certification 

program.  

 

How organizations legitimize what they do indicates how they integrate new concepts 

and ideals into what is taken for granted. In other words, a legitimated organizational 

action indicates that the action has been institutionalized. Determining how organizations 

from different sectors are able to legitimate what is essentially the same standard to a 

variety of stakeholders should further allow us to understand a more universal legitimacy 

within organizations regardless of sector. Further, the examination of how this occurs 

within a variety of types of organizations may allow us to be able to determine what types 

of legitimacy are most compelling to which type of organization.  
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Suchman (1995) defines legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that the 

actions of an entity are desirable, proper or appropriate within some socially constructed 

system of norms, values, beliefs and definitions” (574). He discusses three forms of 

legitimacy: pragmatic, moral and cognitive. Pragmatic legitimacy looks at the costs and 

benefits of the action to the organization. Moral legitimacy appeals to a higher moral 

sense of what the organization “should” be doing or what is “the right thing to do”. 

Finally, cognitive legitimacy looks at how a particular action is taken for granted.  

 

I argue in this chapter that as organizations legitimate their choice to be an early adopter 

of a new building form to their stakeholders, they draw on existing relationships with 

stakeholders and alter them to fit into the sustainability framework. By analyzing the 

strategies of organizations which have successfully built green buildings, this research 

will explore the arguments that have succeeded in convincing stakeholders of the merits 

of this new form. Additionally, we will examine what organizations did not do, meaning 

what they defined themselves in opposition to. Finally we will conclude with an 

exploration of how organizations enacted this greenness in the buildings themselves as a 

way of bringing the rationales into physical reality.  

 

Data 

The data for this chapter focuses on twenty seven interviews with representatives of 

organizational consumers who have built a LEED certified building. My goal when 

contacting the organizations listed as owning a LEED certified building was to talk with 
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the person who could tell me the most about the process of constructing the building and 

who was employed by or volunteered for the organization. The individuals who could 

discuss the building process ranged widely from facility managers, building owners to 

individuals who through their job were familiar with the process of constructing the 

building. To be clear, this means that they were employed by, volunteered for or were 

somehow affiliated with the organization which paid for, owns and/or occupies the 

structure. In some cases, I interviewed individuals who had once been a part of the design 

team but who had since moved on to a new position.  

 

This is a convenience sample and the individuals I talked with discussed 24 buildings 

total.44 Soliciting these interviews proved difficult in part because organizations often did 

not respond to inquiries. When the organization did not have an individual whose job was 

to engage on topics of sustainability, reaching someone who would respond was 

challenging. In some cases, I was able to surmount these difficulties by making some 

inroads through alternative means. I engaged networks I had developed through my 

fieldwork and asked key informants for individuals who might help me gain access. 

Ultimately these were the individuals that responded. I make no claims that these 

interviews are representative of the approximately fifty buildings that were LEED-NC 

                                                

44 Some individuals discussed multiple buildings and other times I interviewed multiple individuals about 

the same building.  
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certified at the time the interviews began45. This sample of interviews is skewed towards 

southern California, though there are respondents from northern California.  

 

The data is made more complex because the nature of the green building field is such that 

owners, developers, facilities managers and professionals tend to move from place to 

place and may have varying degrees of connection to projects. Some individuals that I 

talked with were both LEED AP’s and a part of the organization that owned the building 

and fit into both the population I analyzed in chapter four as well as the population in this 

chapter. Other respondents I talked with did not fit into either population LEED AP’s or 

working with an organizational consumer, yet clearly were involved in the industry. 

There are nine additional interviews in this catchall category which were formal 

interviews, where the individual did not fit into either category of a LEED AP, green 

professional or an organizational representative. I draw on some of those interviews in 

this chapter.  

 

The importance of these interviews was to gain a sample of the types of rationales used in 

the explanation of green buildings and to understand the ways that these organizations 

explained their choice to build green. Because these organizations would be considered 

by most as early adopters, they are more likely to have worked to solidify their rationales 

to explain their organization’s choice and the utility of a green building. Thus I expect 

                                                

45 The number of buildings steadily increased as my data collection continued. I focused on the earliest 

buildings, but there were some cases in which later buildings were a part of the interviews.  
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that these organizations developed among the more compelling, complete and well-told 

of the explanations on green building because the individuals creating them have likely 

had more resistance to overcome in creating the buildings.  

 

In addition to formal interviews, I was offered tours of many of the green buildings I 

visited. The person offering the tour varied from volunteers to architects to building 

owners. Some were formally organized by the organization, while in other cases the tour 

guide was much more informal or even self-guided. In each case, I walked through the 

building and was shown the green attributes. Often I heard how the building was 

conceived of, the process of building it, challenges that were overcome and the choices 

that the organization made throughout the process. Tours occurred before, after or during 

interviews. There are some cases where I toured the building without interviewing 

anyone associated with the building. The majority of buildings were certified under 

LEED-NC, though there are a few certified under LEED-CI. I toured a total of twenty-

two buildings.  

 

I augment these interviews with data from chapter four. This data includes both fieldwork 

at several green building conferences and meetings as well as the narratives by green 

building professionals. In some cases I refer to the interviews with professionals when 

they illuminate why an organizational consumer acts in a certain way while building 

green. As members of green design teams, the professional LEED AP often has 

perspective on motivation of organizational consumers which is helpful in understanding 
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the rationales for building green. These professionals were often actively a part of the 

legitimation process, working with the organization to make the case for green building 

and in convincing stakeholders of the validity of the choice to build green.  

 

Finally, a word about confidentiality. I offered all of my respondents the option to be 

anonymous so that they could feel comfortable talking with me about the difficulties and 

challenges they faced without fear of discovery by their employers. I was surprised 

during the course of my interviewing to find that several of my respondents were 

adamant that they did not wish to be anonymous. They expressed pride in what they had 

done and wanted their buildings to be known about and studied so that more green 

buildings could be built. I will note those cases unless there is a conflict.46 Because most 

interviews were confidential, I take pains to be general in how I refer both to the 

individual’s job and the type of organization they worked with even when details might 

further develop the argument. I opt for thoroughness in my protection of subjects over the 

analytic utility of personal details. Perhaps future work will be able to address these 

issues in a more fine-grained manner.  

 

Analysis 

My qualitative analysis followed the grounded theory approach drawing directly from the 

data I gathered. After transcribing the interviews, I coded the narratives with open coding 

                                                

46 When revealing one individual has the potential to reveal another individual inadvertently, I default to 

confidentiality. This is particularly likely when there were multiple interviews about one building.  
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using the software package Atlas.ti (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and then used these open 

codes to look at themes in the interviews. Themes ranged widely depending on the topics 

brought up in the interview. I then looked more closely at how organizational respondents 

justified their choice to build green and distilled the core themes in this area by reading 

and rereading the data. I also used the same process with my field notes to uncover core 

principles and to engage in a dialog with the data. The interview schedule and consent 

form is listed in Appendix D  

 

As I have mentioned previously in chapter four, not all respondents or members of this 

industry see LEED and sustainability as synonymous. This point forms an underlying 

question throughout this dissertation. How does this standard function as a sustainability 

measure? For the purposes of this chapter, I seek to understand what the relationship is 

between LEED as a standard and the choices that an organization makes when choosing 

how to build. In what ways does a LEED building indicate being green? How do 

organizations seek to express this greenness to others and in what ways do they couch 

being green for their stakeholders?   

 

I begin this chapter by discussing the organizational commitment to stakeholders from 

respondents. Then I examine several themes in the rationales I saw for building green: 

profit, practicality, spirituality or deep commitment to ecological principles, and 

innovation. Then, I examine the question: What are some respondents organizing in 
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opposition to when they build green buildings? Finally, I look at how these rationales are 

enacted and conveyed through the physical space of the green building itself.  

 

Spirituality Rationale 

For some organizations, the choice to be green came from a very personal, spiritual place. 

These respondents saw themselves as more than just building owners, but as stewards of 

a world that they were deeply connected to. They saw the construction of a green 

building as an expression of their desire to be a part of nature rather than being a 

detriment to it. Sometimes they would refer to ideas of oneness of all creatures, their 

spiritual traditions or a pantheistic relationship to the earth.  

 

One respondent discussed her desire to create a building that was “feminine” and 

connected to the ecology of the site. Throughout the design and the building process, she 

explained how committed she was to LEED and to creating a building that was 

environmentally sustainable because she believed that it fit into her core religious beliefs. 

She said: 

"It was about in the year 2000 that I really became an environmental activist 

because I think that was the first time I saw my first clear cut forest, and to me 

that was like killing my God because I firmly believe in nature as my higher 

power and all it is. And when I saw it, it was like ‘Whoa’. It was just too much 

to bear."  
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This way of thinking about their organizational role made choices in the building process 

incredibly personal and meaningful. 

 

Architects and engineers who worked with some of these organizations said that working 

with spiritually or committed ecologically minded clients was unique because these 

clients would place a premium on the green attributes over original plans if they felt that 

the green attributes were a core part of reducing their impact on the environment. For 

instance, in one building, the organization decided to cut the size of the building, reduce 

the number of bathrooms and even the size of the rooms from the original plans in order 

to pay for some of the more costly green attributes that the organization believed were the 

right choice for the building. The architects expressed surprise at the willingness to forgo 

comfort in favor of a reduced impact on the environment.  

 

Organizational owners and often the users themselves would put these decisions in light 

of their spiritual commitments and suggest that the choices were made to better care for 

the earth. One organization I interviewed was adamant that I refer to them by their name 

and use their organizational information in my dissertation. A group of six including 

Catholic Sisters and an employee at the Presentation Center in Los Gatos, California 

talked with me about their reasons for building a straw bale and green roof welcome 

center at their retreat center47. One sister remarked: 

                                                

47 I spoke with Sister Patricia Mulpeters, Sister Rosemary McKean, Sister Joan Riordan, Sister 
Rosemary Campi, Sister Jacqueline Graham and Cynthia Blain.  
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“So what we’re trying to do… as I say it’s a retreat and conference center, and a 

variety of people come here for their own purposes. Spiritual purposes, 

community building purposes, social purposes. All of these different reasons… 

We want them to leave here thinking, ‘say maybe I start to rethink some of my 

values’. To understand the connectiveness for example… We’re all one, we’re 

all connected… This isn’t just words on a piece of paper. It’s like trying to go 

being to live simply. To work with less, to have gentle footprints on Planet 

Earth…” 

The choice to build green for these sisters was not really a choice. They saw their 

decision as a way to enact and express their spiritual beliefs and had a deep commitment 

to this goal. The sisters took time to explain the decisions they made in the building, from 

solar panels to the choice to build a straw bale building. They had carefully and 

consciously thought about how to connect the building to the earth in an effort to inspire 

others to do the same.  

 

The spiritual rationale is most clearly seen in religious organizations, but the impact of 

this rationale is important because it shows that deep ecological principles still have an 

impact on the decisions that organizations make. These organizations were conscious of 

how the use of resources from building and using their building would fit into their 

ideology as an organization, but also how the building could fit into their deeper spiritual 

beliefs as individuals. This type of rationale may be seen also in some of the nonprofit 

organizations for whom the choice to build green was simply a part of their mission as an 
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organization.  Again here the choice to build green was not really a choice, but a part of 

the organizations work.  

 

Innovator Rationale 

The innovator rationale is where the organization showcases their uniqueness and 

capacity to be innovate by choosing to build green. Building owners who used this 

rationale often had buildings with newer or experimental systems such as reclaimed water 

systems or thermal heating. In these organizations, respondents would discuss setting an 

example for others, breaking new ground and demonstrating what can be done in a 

building. Respondents talked about their buildings as places where something new was 

tried and where their ability to use experimental systems might be useful for other 

organizations. Respondents shared a sense of pride at being able to be on the cutting edge 

of the field.  

 

A very common trope in this rationale was when the respondent commented that the 

building was the first of something. This can be seen clearly in literature about buildings, 

in press releases or media reports. Generally these firsts would be in reference to the 

LEED rating, though at times it was in reference to a building system such as a green roof 

or a wind turbine that was innovative. For instance, an organization might indicate that 

their building was the first LEED Platinum in California or the first LEED building with 

a reclaimed water system. This was an attempt to differentiate the building and 

demonstrate their innovativeness as an organization.  
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Often the rationale on innovation conveyed the use of the building as a laboratory where 

the other organizations could learn about new ways of doing things. For some 

organizations, the reason for having the buildings was that it served as a “teaching tool” 

for individuals who would access the building. From my field notes about a conversation 

with one of the respondents from the Presentation Center: 

"She talked about the outside walkways and driveways as a "terra pane" product 

where there was reflection rather than absorption. She said it didn't make THAT 

much difference "out here" but as a teaching tool it was good because it allows 

for people to know they can use these kinds of materials in other places. And the 

existence of the product brings up the idea of a heat island effect to teach about. 

They put the product in during the winter, and they had never done that before. 

She said that the practical reality was that it was a mud pit and they couldn't use 

it for the entire pavement."  

Several organizations such as this one seemed to want to showcase what was possible to 

the public through the presence of certain materials or unique systems. There were 

difficulties as early adopters, particularly in terms of materials such as the “terra pane” 

product above. Because institutional knowledge wasn’t always available for new 

materials, they ran into challenges and had to adapt their construction practices. In the 

building field, this is generally known to be what makes green building a costly endeavor.  
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At one building I toured which was built as a “demonstration” building, the tour guide 

discussed various systems they had been installed. As we went along, it was clear that 

several of the systems were not working. The respondent explained one system which 

was a bar extending from the floor to the ceiling which purportedly had temperature 

gauges at intervals to see the temperatures at various heights in the building. This was 

designed to model the efficiency of the HVAC and air flow systems. When I expressed 

interest, the respondent said “it’s great stuff but we haven’t done anything with it yet.”  

Later in the tour, as we were looking at another building system that wasn’t functioning, 

he responded that the system had been running a few months earlier when they had an 

international guest visit. However now it was out of order. Even these difficulties 

associated with new or innovative systems did not deter respondents and even seemed to 

be a part of the process.  

“But that would be - you know, there’s a lot of - the [building] is thought of as 

kind of a living laboratory. There are systems that were used, ideas that were 

done and some of it works great, some of it does not. And some people are like, 

oh [the building] does this or that. They might be negative but at least those 

people walk away knowing that that system is maybe not the best or still utilize 

that system, but enhance it some way. So you call it the living laboratory.” 

Those who used this rationale seemed to expect that not all the systems would work 

perfectly or function as expected. In fact, I was impressed by the self-reflectivity several 

of these respondents had when talking about these issues. These respondents seemed very 

aware of their choice to innovate.  
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"So the values are held by those people, those early adopters. And the next wave 

includes a bunch of people that have values that are similar to the early adopters 

but they were just slower to hear about it. And then the second wave also 

includes people that are getting involved not purely out of values. Now, but 

that’s really talking about those people who are being attracted and who are 

becoming involved in the organization"  

This ability to see the larger picture and how their organizational choices fit into the 

larger scale of green buildings suggests to me a comfort with the organization’s role as 

social change agents. The organizations willingly took on the role of early adopter in 

order to be seen as innovative and bore the costs associated with that choice. These 

organizations were willing to accept what Stinchcombe calls the “liability of newness” 

(Stinchcombe 1965). 

 

There were clear downsides to the use of new technologies and building methods. Being 

the early adopter meant that innovative systems might fail or be difficult to use. There 

was a higher learning curve for facilities management with new systems. Individuals who 

installed and maintained the new systems may not have had much practice using the 

system or diagnosing problems. Even small malfunctions could create bigger challenges. 

One organization reported difficulties with small motors that were designed to open 

windows at the ceiling so that the warm air could escape. Because the building’s heating 

and cooling systems were designed with the assumption that hot air could be vented it 
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was difficult to keep the building at a reasonable temperature. These difficulties seemed 

to be par for the course to get a cutting edge building.  

 

Some respondents suggested that the marketplace itself was changing and that they 

wanted to be on the cutting edge of the marketplace. The benefits seemed to outweigh the 

costs because the market was embracing the concept. Participants indicated that what are 

now new ideas will soon become the norm.  

"We’re seeing more and more projects where once they start to do it, they 

realize the benefits and there’s more of a perception on the developers’ side that 

they have to do this. That it doesn’t matter if it makes the process harder or 

longer or more expensive. They have to do it because that’s where the market’s 

going."  

This way of thinking about the value of the building in terms of being “ahead of the 

curve” or as indicating that the organization as a market innovator was attractive to 

stakeholders was a positive aspect of being an early adopter.  

 

One of the advantages of being an early adopter and innovator is that the organizations 

often received a lot of attention for the building from the media, local government and 

others within their organization. Respondents proudly showed off their press coverage, 

which often portrayed them as groundbreaking for doing a green building.  

"So that was one thing, and then also we really had a lot of open houses and 

tours that brought the community in. … This city has hosted, we had a couple of 
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different tours and we invited all the city officials, politicians to the building to 

kind of see it. To kind of just make it known…  [to make it known that] it was 

an office building and it was feasible to do. It wasn’t this far off idea that never 

is going to get built because it costs too much or it’s…  So like I said, did a lot 

of marketing and PR to the local papers. "  

Most organizations welcomed this attention, and exploited the attention to better define 

themselves as innovative and unique. Choosing to build green was clearly used as a 

marketing tool for some organizations, particularly because early adopters were very 

likely to get positive press coverage for the building.    

 

Yet there was a downside to the attention. Organizational respondents commented 

frequently that they had a higher workload because of this newfound interest in their 

buildings. Because of being in a green building, one respondent indicated that they had: 

"More record keeping, more public education" A facilities manager for a government 

building commented that:  

"On the administrative side, as far as operating a building, it’s created in many 

ways more work, more opportunities of service. Because again, we have people 

- now we’re interacting with the public at the front door. We are giving tours, 

which is something in our previous location and other district office, no one’s 

coming to their door, knocking and asking for a tour of their facility. We’re 

having to go out and invest in press releases, media attention and try to connect 
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and reach out to them to come here so we’ve had to regroup. And how do we 

prepare ourselves to actually have someone that can conduct tours? " 

The increased workload was most apparent in organizations where there was no clear role 

designed to take on these new tasks of tours, PR and green advocacy. Some respondents 

were only partly familiar with the building systems or they clearly had only basic 

knowledge about their buildings. Some of these tour guides or respondents remarked 

after interviews or during tours that they had not anticipated taking on the role that they 

were in as green advocate. It was clear that the role of engaging with the public on this 

issue was not originally part of their job and because of the increased interest, they had 

been assigned the task.  

 

Another downside of being an early adopter was the lack of knowledge or information 

about products that could be used in a LEED building. Respondents mentioned a myriad 

of difficulties with products and certification. From not enough fly ash in the concrete to 

a lack of knowledge about where the wood came from, to an international supplier for 

glass, to innovative materials which would address specific needs of the architect. The 

materials were not always readily available. Almost all respondents had tales of 

difficulties with materials and challenges because of construction delays. While these 

problems are common in the industry, adding in new and unique materials are certainly 

more likely to cause these problems and make it hard to get the project done on time. 

Some of my respondents commented that this was a challenge that made them more 

aware of how innovative they were being when they built the building.  
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The innovator rational was clearly used by organizations where innovations and trying 

something new was valued. The willingness to take on the cost of early adoption was 

evident in these organizations from personnel costs to material usage, these organizations 

understood that they were taking on the “liability of newness”. But they willingly did so 

in order to portray themselves as innovative and at the head of the curve.  

 

Practicality Rationale 

The practicality rationale indicates that building green just “makes sense”, that the 

building is less about being green and more about being practical and a good space to be 

in for those who inhabit the building. There are two components to this rationale: first, 

respondents draw their understanding of personnel productivity and well-being from 

several studies that highlight the advantages of being in a green building for the health 

and well being of the inhabitants. Second, respondents discuss building commissioning as 

a practical choice. This is a relatively new optional step in the construction process and it 

adds in a new accountability structure.  

 

Figuring prominently in the practicality narratives are studies on higher work 

performance, increased student test scores in schools (Kats 2006, National Research 

Council 2007, Heschong, 2003a) better retention of employees and other effects derived 

from increased daylighting (Heschong 2003b). Respondents cite these sources generally, 

suggesting that they are common knowledge or well understood facts within the industry. 
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The studies are referred to in conversation, at conferences, in literature and in 

conversations among green and sustainably minded professionals in addition to my 

interviews. An example of using this rationale from an interview: 

"It’s also been translated into these spaces are actually better for you when you, 

in terms of architecture. When you do design sustainably, you end up just 

healthier, feeling better, being more productive. People, kids, buy into it 

immediately because they look to the future and they look at more studies that 

come out… "  

Essentially the use of this rationale argues that a green building is a better environment to 

do whatever it is that is done in the building. Depending on what type of activities take 

place in the building and the study cited, the argument can vary from increased employee 

productivity to better student learning or higher retail sales. Some interviewees referred 

to these studies in terms of the improvements they saw in their own employees.  

"With the staff and in my room, I’m definitely aware of the safety and health 

concerns for them. But when it comes into productivity, we are in our fourth 

year waiting for that, but the past three years, including the year that we were in 

the midst of construction and moving into this building, we delivered nearly 

100% of all of our projects that made us three years in a row. Number one in all 

of [our organization], we’re the number one for project delivery... So if you talk 

about what we do and we deliver in transportation... we came out number one. 

Including the year during construction and a move. So you have all these things 

that, you know, change of environment, distractions… we have maintained that 
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level of productivity. Health complaints, I don’t have the stats on it. All I know 

is that when I hear from labor unions and employee groups of any type, and 

individuals, they are happier. They feel safer. They feel healthier. That’s a good 

thing."  

It is clear from my participant observation that these studies have had a tremendous 

impact on the field. In some ways, these studies have become cannon as the studies are 

talked about repeatedly and accepted as fact by green building advocates. The studies 

indicate to those in the industry that green is not simply a high-minded ideal, but that it 

makes a practical difference in terms of employees, students or whomever uses the 

building. Some linked this rationale back to human resources costs savings in terms of 

retention and employee illnesses. If the productivity of workers goes up, the company 

would generate more profit and be more effective in their work and thus impact the 

bottom line.  

 

As discussed in Chapter 4, professional LEED AP’s make a cognitive shift to discussing 

buildings as “high-performance” or “high-efficiency” rather than just referring to them as 

green or sustainable. More than just semantic, the new language is a way for these 

professionals to further integrate the core of sustainability, and the idea of being efficient 

with resources into their work. In a similar way, organizations which build green make 

arguments that support the practical and pragmatic side of creating a new building and 

argue that this just “makes sense”. The argument used by these organizations to their 
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stakeholders is grounded in attempts to do what is advantageous for those who interact 

with their building. 

 

Several respondents mentioned commissioning as a practical way in which building 

owners can determine that they are getting what they paid for in the building. While 

commissioning has been around longer than the LEED system, there has been an increase 

in the number of buildings that are commissioned due to the requirement for building 

commissioning in the LEED certification system. Basic commissioning is a requirement 

of LEED certification (EA Prerequisite 1) and enhanced commissioning gives the 

building an additional LEED point (EA Credit 3).  

 

Commissioning is essentially hiring an independent professional to examine the building 

after it has been constructed to ensure that the building systems work properly. 

Commissioning is seen as the way to ensure that the company gets the building they paid 

for by ensuring the systems work properly and training facilities management 

professionals on the proper usage of the systems. Among LEED professionals this is 

often framed as a way to be sure that the building works and does what it is supposed to 

do. This respondent gives a typical response from an organizational respondent:  

"You’re becoming more aware of it because programs like the LEED program 

now, are actually referencing commissioning and educating people to what it is. 

And if you look at on the surface, it makes perfect sense. You don’t buy a car 

without driving it. And really, that’s all we’re doing is making sure the 
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mechanical systems and all of the different building components are working the 

way they were designed to." (019)  

The comment “you don’t buy a car without driving it” was a common theme often tied as 

well to the profit argument. Respondents argued that the construction industry is one of 

the few industries where you can spend a huge amount of money and never check to be 

sure that you get what you paid for.  

 

While there is a cost associated with having a building commissioned, green building 

advocates suggest getting the building functioning as well as possible is of practical 

benefit to the building owner. One respondent discusses the results of commissioning the 

building. “Well, we did commissioning which was really important for the building… 

and we saw the difference. We had a boiler that wasn’t set for the right temperature for 

six months it was over - using too much energy… we wouldn’t have known that.” The 

practicality argument ties into the organizational consumer’s desire not to waste money in 

paying for a building. By commissioning a building, the organization ensures that the 

building systems function the way they were intended to and that the practical details that 

sometimes plague new buildings are resolved as soon as possible. This is seen as a 

rationale in that the consumer who purchases the building believes they are getting a 

superior product if they have a professional test it out beforehand.  

 

For some organizations, particularly corporations, there may be difficulties associated 

with making an argument about health and well being of the individuals within green 
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buildings as we will see. The practicality narrative may be more likely to be seen among 

large organizations, however an overemphasis on green buildings may prove difficult for 

some companies.  

 

Profit Rationale 

By far, the most reaching legitimating rationale constructed by those interested in green 

and sustainable building is the idea that a green building is actually good for the bottom 

line of the organization. In essence, the use of this rationale suggests that by being green 

and sustainable, the organization gets a higher return on their investment in the building. 

There were two ways in which the profit rationale was generally invoked by respondents. 

First, respondents talked about the cost of the building itself and the savings either to the 

project or over time due to green components. Respondents also enacted this rationale 

when talking about intangible savings where it was clear that there would be a financial 

benefit but the way that the benefit would be achieved was less clear. 

 

The first use of the profit narrative, where the respondent talks about the financial benefit 

to the project itself is widely encouraged by the USGBC. Much has been made of LEED 

Platinum projects which cost only slightly more than “regular” buildings of the same type 

(Yudelson 2008). Marketing books discuss ways to make it clear that that the building 

will be cost effective and often emphasize the need to make the green elements a central 

part of the project rather than “add-ons”. (Yudelson 2008: 74) This is important for green 

building advocates because research has suggested that green buildings are seen by those 
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in the construction industry as more costly and as having a lot of “add-on’s” which make 

the process longer and more costly (Lutzenhiser et al. 2001).  

 

To invoke this rationale, respondents talked about savings from the project due to choices 

that were explicitly sustainable. Some respondents, expressed surprise by how 

economically viable green buildings were. One former building owner discussed the fact 

that the building far exceeded expectations.  

"The fact of the matter is, I know I came in on that project $2 million under what 

it should have cost. And the water savings are 39% and the gas and electric 

savings are 38%. So it’s going to pay for itself in two to three years. It’s so 

exceeding its financial projections, it’s not even funny."  

The surprise at the fiscal success of the project as well as the recognition that the long-

term savings was going to continue creating value for the project even beyond 

expectations helped to solidify that the decision they had made to go green was the “right 

one”. It is also interesting to note that the respondent couches cost savings in terms of not 

only the cost of the project but also the decrease in water and utility costs. For many 

green building owners, this was an important way to justify their choice to build green 

and fit with marketing done by the USGBC. Having a lowered utility bill was seen as a 

badge of pride, or something which justified that the cost savings were really there.  

 

Respondents also tried to articulate a more difficult to define financial impact of bringing 

green building into the marketplace. They recognized that some of the cost savings were 
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difficult to calculate. At times this way of invoking cost savings was couched in terms of 

responding to the marketplace and being a part of the trend. Sometimes individuals would 

express cost savings in terms of being a part of the trend before it takes off. For instance, 

this respondent commented:  

"So he was saying if someone asked him ‘what does it cost to build green?’ He 

would say, ‘well what would it cost you when in five years every building on 

your block is LEED certified and you’re not? And they’re renting right away 

and turning over right away and you’re sitting vacant?’ So it’s sort of a different 

model of how - the green design has always been sort of an integrated process. 

Or at least successful green design. And so it’s not - it doesn’t lend itself to 

financial not to sustain - if I pay X dollars more green, you know, what will that 

translate into a benefit for me? Because really, it’s built into the cost. And more 

studies are showing that it doesn’t cost more. Because it’s integrated."  

This respondent is suggesting that not only are future cost savings attached to the LEED 

certification, but the integrated design process extends to the organization client’s interest 

in maintaining their bottom line in the long-term rather than just in the short-term. If the 

building is designed well and with the client’s goals in mind, and the organization is one 

of the early adopters, the respondent is suggesting that they will be more competitive in 

the marketplace. In a similar way that professional LEED AP’s argued that integrated 

design would save money, organizational clients see themselves as saving money by 

joining the trend as it starts.  
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This intangible quality to cost savings from a green building is seen as financially viable 

because buildings can only be “proven” cost effective after the buildings have been 

occupied and the actual energy costs have been computed 48. Life cycle cost analyses are 

one way that companies account for future costs and determine the cost savings 

associated with a green building. In these analyses, the design team goes through 

expected facility management costs,  uses,  decreased maintenance savings, and energy 

savings to forecast cost savings over the life of the building and demonstrate the benefit 

of building a higher efficiency building.    

 

Because all of the respondents I talked with were early adopters, when they had begun 

the process of creating a building, life cycle assessments were conservative and solid 

numbers for the performance of green buildings generally were not available. To counter 

these challenges without hard data on buildings was a challenge. Respondents found 

other ways to make their arguments. Many respondents referred to the ideas of green 

thinkers such as Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins or William McDonough. One of the often 

told tales legitimating the green building movement as financially viable was the story of 

Ray Anderson who founded Interface Carpeting. While this story is not technically about 

green building, so many of my respondents commented on this company’s rise that its 

story has clearly impacted green building growth. 

  

                                                

48 For this reason, the USGBC’s leadership takes pains to emphasize the need for building owners and 

design teams to quantify and measure their impact.  
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According to the story told by respondents49, Anderson changed his manufacturing 

process to consider all aspects of how the company’s behavior might affect the 

environment. The company began accepting used carpeting regardless of who had 

manufactured it and they developed methods for recycling the used flooring. Interface 

now uses worn carpeting as a raw material for their carpet padding and creates a variety 

of other materials out of the byproducts to reuse all the materials. This creates additional 

revenue streams for the company and engages the company in what is termed “cradle-to-

cradle” manufacturing. One respondent talks about this in relationship to financial value:     

“And of course Interface, who you’ve probably heard of Ray Anderson, and his 

carpet, everybody thought he was going to lose his shirt and the company would 

go bankrupt. Literally, he’s turned his company completely around to show that 

you can make money, a substantial amount of money, and not only that, but 

secure a very good place in the market for himself. For themselves.” (026) 

The story of Anderson’s company creates a background story for early adopters to 

believe that the monetary value will be created if they move towards sustainable 

practices. While they may not be clear exactly how a profit will be made the story allows 

listeners to trust that doing the “right thing” in regard to the environment will yield a 

financial reward and will ultimately be beneficial for the organization.  

 

                                                

49 I am deliberately using my respondent’s version of this story rather than examining what “actually” 

happened according to the Interface company or (Ray Anderson 1998). In analyzing this as a rationale and 

in some ways, a mythological story within the green building field, we need to see how respondents use the 

story as a legitimation mechanism.  
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The profit rationale ties together the task of doing good with doing what is good for the 

bottom line. This allows companies to legitimate their case to stakeholders who care 

about the bottom line. Respondents used prior successes in different fields and with 

different circumstances as a way of legitimating their choice to go green. This rationale is 

not unlike Raeburn’s account of frame blending in efforts to integrate lesbian and gay 

workplace rights into the workplace. She shows how these rights were justified as 

profitable (Raeburn 2004:210-229).  

 

Green Instead of…  

The importance of looking at the rationalizing strategies for social movement ideals as 

they institutionalize is that it counters arguments that the social movement aims are “too 

idealistic”. To make the arguments to stakeholders, particularly for those using the profit 

rationale, organizations must recontextualize their choices as relevant to the mission and 

goals of their organization.  

 

These four ways of rationalizing green and sustainable building ideals are not particularly 

surprising. Yet there are some notably absent explanations such as “doing it for the 

planet” or because it is the “right thing to do”. The spirituality rationale is the closest to 

this typical way of thinking about environmentalism. But now it is useful to ask how 

these organizations rationalized their actions in opposition to the public image of 

sustainability, in other words, what where they doing green “instead of” something else? 

Some organizations explicitly discussed what they were not doing with their buildings 
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and rather than making an argument for building green, they argued that they were doing 

something different than just building a green building.  

 

A USGBC slide show introduction to green building starts with a picture of a mud hut 

and proclaims that green buildings do not have to look like this. Some respondents were 

clear that they and their organizations did not want to have a building that looked like it 

was green because they considered the aesthetic unprofessional. In contrast to those who 

used the innovation rationale, one respondent said:   

"We don’t want something that is experimental. We don’t want to be guinea pigs 

for this. We want a building that’s going to work. And the perception early on 

was that in order to get these higher levels of certification, you have to do crazy 

things… So they didn’t do anything crazy and yet they found, okay we were 

able to make a Platinum building out of something that is just a normal building. 

It’s not a Birkenstock, you know. It’s a normal developer type building. "  

By saying about the building that “it’s not a Birkenstock50”, the speaker distinguishes 

their project from what they consider a typical green building. They are explaining their 

choice to build green in opposition to the perception of the building as “experimental” or 

“crazy”. The ability to build a green building but still make it “normal” highlights the 

organization as environmental but not “do[ing] crazy things”.  

 

                                                

50 Birkenstock refers to a shoe company which produces sandals and other footwear commonly associated 

with hippie and alternative styles.  
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The idea that the green building didn’t have to look green was important for some 

organizations. One respondent commented on buildings nearby, "It’s kind of neat because 

… you go in and [ask] what is so green about this place? " These organizations wanted 

their building to appeal to more than just sustainably minded individuals. They wanted 

buildings that looked nice first before being considered green. During one tour with a for-

profit organization, the tour guide proudly talked about some buildings which “look 

green” but that their building was not one of them. The respondent pointed out furniture 

which was made from recycled material and commented that “you couldn’t tell” it was 

made from recycled materials. Repeatedly through the tour, this respondent remarked that 

the organization had yet to put up signs to “tell our story” about the building. As we 

toured the building, s/he showed where they should add signs and other indicators of 

green building components. Yet the lack of such signage suggested that while the 

respondent may have been interested in telling the story within the context of a green 

building tour, the company was not concerned about broadcasting their greeness. This is 

particularly important for the for profit organizations which may have some ambivalence 

about being perceived of as too green or as adding on too many additional costly pieces 

to buildings.  By making greenness less apparent, but still present if you look closely they 

are able to better address issues from stakeholders.  

 

There is another drawback from being seen as an overly green building. By focusing on 

green buildings as healthier and more productive environments for workers some have 

speculated that it introduces legal challenges. Outside of interviews and in informal 
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discussions, informants indicated the difficulty of determining that one building was 

healthier than another building. By doing so, they inadvertently name the non-green 

buildings owned by the organization as less healthy. This was a topic that respondents 

seemed reluctant to address overtly. One respondent said:  

"I think some clients are a little leery. I’ve heard before where publicly traded 

companies might be - there’s a perception of I think it’s just changing somewhat 

- but if there’s a perception in the market that LEED costs an inordinately 

amount extra money, maybe your shareholders would be ‘Wait a minute. Your 

business is to be making whatever ... not to be spending money on your head 

office’…  If you own an existing portfolio of buildings, and you make a big deal 

about ‘Gee whiz, this brand new one is healthy and we have non-toxic finishes 

and daylight and fresh air’, what are you implying about the other buildings?  

Are they unhealthy?  Are they bad spaces to breathe? … But I could see why 

people may want to still do the right thing but be careful about how they 

describe that."  

For large organizations with multiple buildings, this creates a legal liability51. If there 

were workers compensation suits or other lawsuits indicating differences in buildings 

caused a worker to be ill, the organization would need to justify having a less healthy 

building or not updating older buildings to the same standard. Some respondents 

mentioned that in particular, health care organizations were fearful of such lawsuits 

because of the need to create and sustain a healthy environment for patients. This may 

                                                

51 For more discussions of legal liabilities found in green building, see Galbraith (2009). 
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explain why some buildings go through the process of becoming certified by the USGBC 

but do not publicize or otherwise make stakeholders aware of their green buildings52 

 

Some organizations chose to build green but attempted to make their building not look as 

green by making the aesthetic more professional. Green buildings also may carry some 

legal liability because of the highly advertised and publicized benefits of green buildings 

as healthier environments for inhabitants. These make LEED certification somewhat 

tricky for some organizations and these organizations respond by refraining from drawing 

attention to their choice to build a green commercial building.  

 

Enacting Greenness 

Rather than hiding green attributes, other organizations wanted to use their building as a 

credential or way of promoting their organizational capacity to be green and sustainable. 

As a physical space that is tangible, a building is well suited to be a credential because it 

puts the ideas of green into a physical format. As one respondent put it, the building is a 

“billboard” for the organization. The building becomes a way of proving the 

organization’s commitment to sustainability and green principles and establishing a link 

between sustainable ideals and the identity of the organization. One respondent put it this 

way: 

                                                

52 The USGBC publishes their data with a number of missing buildings with the indication that these 

organizations have chose not to be identified but do want to be included in the number of green buildings.  
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"And also, it’s very much becoming sort of an outward expression. You know, 

buildings are things that are going to be, obviously going to be around for, a 

design for 30 years, reality they’ll probably be around for 50+. So they are going 

to outlast most of the people who were involved in the building and the design 

of it. Which means that it’s a very much outward expression for whatever that 

institution or organization is. Sort of what their philosophy is. And it reflects 

upon them how they build these buildings. "  

Many scholars have noted that the way in which we construct buildings is a socially 

meaningful enterprise. The relationship between identity and the built environment has 

been explored by the architecture literature in terms of political meaning (Rakatansky 

1995), culture (Rapoport 1987), consumerism (Chase 1991) and cultural and ethnic 

identity (Atkin and Krinsky 1996).  

 

Gieryn (2000)  discusses three attributes of space: geographic location, material form and 

investment with meaning and value. Kamin (2001) comments that “The choices we make 

in creating our external world speak volumes about our inner values” (2001:xvi). Van 

Eyck advises architects “What you should try to accomplish is built meaning.” (Denise 

Scott Brown 1981:44). The attribution of meaning to a particular space, or in this case a 

building can be extended to the organizational identity of the owners.  

 

But no matter how green a building is, the organization has to somehow convey this 

meaning to the visitor. One of the challenges of building a green building is that the 
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building may not look different from a “non-green” building and if the organization 

wishes to convey the greenness, they must employ a number of strategies to explain the 

meaning behind their choice. Similar to the respondent who wanted to “tell the story”, 

there were a number of ways that organizations were able to indicate their greenness and 

to express their choice.  

 

The easiest indicator of a green building is prominent placement of signage, such as a 

LEED certification plaque or a discussion of building features in a central location. Many 

of the buildings I visited had entryways where there was information about the building 

clearly visible in the lobby or entryway, such as in photograph 5.1. This space sometimes 

included a sign, images, a cut-out of a wall, a shadowbox to show construction materials 

or a computer demonstrating the energy savings from building systems.53   

 

Another very visible type of component of a green building is noticeable photo voltaic 

panels, solar panels or wind power. For instance in photograph 5.2 the photovoltaic 

panels serve as a roof for cars at the top level of the parking garage54. Even green or 

living roofs with grasses can serve this purpose as can be found in photograph 5.3. With 

these attributes, a building proclaims their green status in a public and visual way. The 

                                                

53 One reason for having a place where these items are displayed prominently is that there is a point given 

to LEED certified buildings if educational space is incorporated into the building. A more involved display 

could add in additional innovation points for LEED. For instance, having an interactive computer program 

for interested individuals to learn about the energy savings of the buildings would likely add an additional 

point. These are “Innovation in Design” points, which requires that the certifying organization verify that 
this is an innovative point. Buildings may only achieve four of those points and so it is possible that the 

four points could be achieved through other means or that the organization could choose to have the 

education center and not have it approved.  
54 Some have commented that it is somewhat counterintuitive to have a green parking garage, but it is the 

first of its kind.  
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cost and outlay of funds that are required to put up such alternative energy options are 

significant, but because of that cost it is often seen as an innovative or impressive thing to 

do and indicates the seriousness of the organization towards sustainable ideals.  
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Photograph 5.1 – The Entryway to a Green Building 
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Photograph 5.2 – Photovoltaic Panels on the roof of a Santa Monica Parking Garage 
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Photograph 5.3 – A Green Roof on the Presentation Center  

 

 

Even the highly visual components such as solar panels can still prove challenging to 

show off to stakeholders. Building tours often involved getting on the roof to see the solar 

panels. On one notable tour, the tour guide walked the entire tour up a staircase to a 

nondescript hallway which was the only place in the building that the solar panels could 

be seen if one looked at a certain angle out the window. In some buildings, unless an 

individual is specifically told that the building has solar panels, or is encouraged to look 

where the panel is located, they would not know the building was solar powered. Newer 
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solar panels can be integrated into the roofing tiles which make them harder to see from 

the ground as seen in photograph 5.4.55  

 

Photograph 5.4 – Photovoltaic Panels on the Roof of the Presentation Center  

 

 

Internal finishing materials also provided a fairly noticeable way to indicate the greenness 

of a building because they look different than regular materials. From bamboo or cork 

flooring to sorgum stalk cabinets to papercrete countertops, each ecologically friendly 

material gave tour guides the chance to discuss why those materials were more 

                                                

55 One respondent told a story about a building which had put up a solar panel system so that it could be 

seen on the street. The trouble with this was that it decreased the efficacy of the solar panel drastically and 

turned what was a way to make energy into what the respondent termed “a very expensive billboard”.  
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ecologically friendly. These components were often displayed prominently such as in the 

main entryway or in the hallways. Tiled carpeting demonstrated greenness as well, 

though this attribute needed to be explained and was usually not apparent by sight. Tour 

guides explained that by using carpet tiles, the company could replace one or two tiles as 

needed for spills or wear rather than replacing the whole flooring system. This saves on 

landfill waste. Depending on the flooring system, tours would sometimes remark that the 

adhesive used in carpeting or paints on the walls were low in VOC (Volatile Organic 

Compounds). In photograph 5.5 a teaching area in one building showcases the variety of 

ecologically friendly materials that were used to finish the building. Photograph 5.6 

shows a recycled glass countertop.  
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Photograph 5.5 – Green Building Product Samples Educational Center 
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Photograph 5.6 – Recycled Glass Countertop  

 
 

Finally, every tour found its way into the bathroom to look at toilets, urinals and low-

flow faucets. Some buildings installed dual-flush toilets where the toilet has a green 

handle and the user of the toilet pushes up for a low-intensity flush and down for a high-

intensity flush. Without exception, every place where such toilets were installed there 

was accompanying signage instructing the user and encouraging compliance with 

reference to the importance of water conservation for the environment. One such sign can 

be seen in Photograph 5.7. Organizations talked about initial resistance to the use of the 

toilet but that eventually most had become accustomed to their use. Often the tour guide 

expressed was a great deal of pride about having such innovative devices. On the 

occasion that the green building did not have one of these toilets, the tour guide explained 
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the resistance and remarked with sadness that they had not been able to convince others 

that it was a good idea.  

 

Photograph 5.7 – Water Conservation Efforts Sign 

 
 

 

If they had them, tour guides almost always wanted to show off the waterless urinal 

systems and explain how they worked. This tended to be a source of humor during the 

tour because in order to see the waterless urinals, someone needed to clear out the men’s 

room to allow me to look at them, as I am female. When there was no way to do so or 

there were too many men in the bathroom, the tour guide suggested we return later or 

explained how the urinal worked. This seemed often to be a highlight of the tour. 

Interestingly, buildings that had dual-flush toilets or waterless urinals often also had low-

flow showerheads or low-flow water faucets. However the low-flow faucets and 
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showerheads were always added into the description of the bathroom’s components as an 

afterthought. While these items were worthy of note, they were not as interesting for the 

tour guide. The toilets and urinals really stole the show56.  

 

There are several building components which highlight and make visual the greenness of 

the building, however there are also there are a number of building components that 

define the building as green but which are not visible. For instance, the use of low VOC 

paints, sealers and adhesives are not readily apparent to even the trained professional 

because these materials function in the same way as non VOC materials do; they simply 

do not emit VOC’s. In tours, guides often mentioned this in passing but rarely spent 

much time on it even though there are several LEED points associated with the use of 

these materials.  

 

One of the greenest components of a green building as defined by the number of points 

available to it from the LEED rating system, is the Heating, Ventilation and Air 

Conditioning (HVAC) system. Designing the building with efficient systems is one of the 

easiest ways to reduce building emissions and to limit adding to greenhouse gasses57. 

However, if designers do this correctly, building users and visitors do not notice the 

existence of such systems and would not know that they add to the greenness of the 

                                                

56 Not surprisingly, waterless urinals were a great source of humor at informal USGBC functions.  
57 The advances in HVAC systems to use less or no CFC’s are perhaps the most important technological 

advancements in recent years because these advances have the capacity to affect the largest number of 

buildings in terms of reducing the greenhouse gas emissions of buildings. Yet these technological 

advancements are quite difficult to show to stakeholders because they do not look different and are not as 

visually interesting as other green attributes.  
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building. To remedy this, tour guides would take pains to point out the vents, or open the 

basement, building or the closet where the HVAC system was located to show it off. 

Some buildings had wall cutaways to the straw bale or innovative insulation to show off 

the thermal properties of the wall. For instance, Photograph 5.8 shows a cutaway of the 

wall which is insulated by recycled blue jeans. If this was not possible, guides would 

show off the construction practices through pictures either in books or framed on the 

wall. In one building, the guide asked me to look at the width of the walls as we were 

entering the building so that I could see how wide and well insulated they were. Without 

exception the individual giving the tour would mention the heating and cooling costs for 

the building and how they had decreased because of the new space.  
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Photograph 5.8 – Insulation Material Shown Through a Wall Cutout 

 

 

There are some components to green buildings which to the typical visitor are not green, 

but which have begun to be defined as green by the movement. Lighting that switches on 

as a person comes into the room has come to be defined as green. This mechanism saves 

electricity by automating light switches instead of depending on human intervention. The 

LEED system has also encouraged workplaces to have separate lighting and temperature 

controls for each individual who works there so that they can regulate their own 

environment arguing that the regulation of one’s own environment makes a healthier 

workspace. By giving a point when this is done, the LEED system has effectively 

integrated personal environmental control into the definition of a green office building. 
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A topic that came up frequently with both building professionals and organizational 

consumers as being green was operable windows, meaning windows which open and 

close. For some context, it is worth noting that most commercial buildings do not have 

operable windows. Without operable windows, it is much easier to centrally control the 

HVAC system and for energy use to be monitored and to be easily modeled. However the 

downside is that when the outside air is pleasant, allowing that air into the building 

requires blowers, outside air vents and technical expertise. In office environments, 

operable windows allow individuals to control their own comfort and employees tend to 

enjoy letting in outside air. 

 

There were a surprising number of respondents who mentioned designing a building with 

operable windows. One organizational respondent talked about the internal process of 

deciding to ask the design team for operable windows:  

“ There are tradeoffs with operable windows. Dirt, noise, gunk comes in the 

window. You can’t control your neighbor and what the guy in the next office or 

across the hall is likely to do. … But we asked them [staff], with your 

understanding, that the biggest tradeoff of all is the air conditioning systems and 

heating systems become much more difficult to control if you have operable 

windows. … And our staff, bless their hearts, talked about it a lot amongst 

themselves and they asked questions. And they went online and did their own 

research. And we came back with an overwhelming vote for operable windows. 

And so that’s also part of the whole green building thing. And today, yes, we 
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have trouble balancing the HVAC system in part because you can’t control 

individual behavior with regard to their own space and their own window, but 

the staff seems to tolerate that because they were part of the decision.”  

Respondents whose buildings had operable windows mentioned how hard the design 

team worked to model the building so that it could take into account prevailing winds and 

the dominant breezes. Some buildings even had no heating or cooling systems at all but 

relied on windows, building design, fans, passive solar or venting strategies to circulate 

air and heat or cool the building.58 One architect at the end of an interview said that he 

was really lucky to get to do a building where there were operable windows, “not many 

people in my field get to do that”. Operable windows for organizations seemed to 

symbolize the ability to build a building which took employee’s needs into consideration.  

 

Some organizations choose to proclaim their green status through the look and feel of the 

building. The use of a building as a way of showing their organizational greenness is a 

way to tie their organizational identity to sustainability and I have highlighted several 

ways this is enacted in buildings. Green elements in the building are a visual way of 

showing off this credential and sharing these ideals with those who visit. Even when the 

green attributes are not apparent, tour guides and building owners went to great lengths to 

share these attributes with visitors. Using these strategies, organizations showcased their 

green credential.  
                                                

58 In this case, the location of the building and the warm weather in California is a determining factor in 

being able to build in this manner. Regardless of the quality of the building or the design features, it is 

unlikely that in the northeast for instance, a building could be built where all temperature regulation 

occurred through windows.  
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Some have discussed the overtly green attributes such as solar panels and bamboo 

flooring as green “add-ons” (Lutzenhiser et al. 2001). I suggest in this chapter that these 

“add-on’s” function as a way to convey greenness (or not) to stakeholders. Perhaps we 

can also see these attributes as organizational demonstrations of enlightened consumption 

such as we discussed in chapter three. Because green has become more value neutral 

(Maniates 2002) and the demonstrating green and sustainable consumptive practices has 

a different meaning now than it did even five or ten years ago. The variety of ways that a 

building can convey their choice to build green, or choose not to means that the meaning 

of the consumption can vary depending on the reaction of the stakeholder and the way 

that greenness is enacted. For some, greenness is central to the building’s meaning, but 

for others there was a conscious choice to build green without drawing attention to 

themselves. As we have discussed, there are a number of reasons for doing so.  

 

Conclusion 

The rationales I have outlined are interrelated and organizations may employ more than 

one to legitimate their choice, even overlapping the rationales with one another. For 

instance, the profit motive can be seen within the practicality rationale as organizations 

refer to the increased profits of daylit retail spaces. I will spend some time proposing 

certain rationales as they would connect to organizational sector. More research clearly 

needs to be done to examine this question further.    
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For each of these rationales, stakeholder theory would suggest that organizations refer 

back to the ideologies of the stakeholders and attempt to relate those interests to the 

ideology of sustainablity. For instance, the idea that for profit companies would refer 

back to a profit motive makes intuitive sense. Similarly, that a religiously focused 

organization would refer back to their beliefs in ecological spirituality also makes 

intuitive sense. I propose the table in Table 5.1 to hypothesize what types of claims 

would be made by which type of organization and suggest that future research could 

examine this question more closely with additional data.   

 

Table 5.1 – Proposed Relationship between Green Building Rationale and Sector 

 

 Profit 
Rationale 

Practicality 
Rationale 

Innovator 
Rationale 

Spirituality 
Rationale 

Corporations X X   

Nonprofits   X X 

Education  X   

Government  X X  

Religious     X 

 

 

Corporations or firms would be more likely to employ the profit motive and to seek out 

ways in which their bottom line could be positively affected by the choice to build green. 

But in addition, I suggest that for profit firms would also engage in the legitimating 

rationales of green as a credential and arguments for practicality. Looking at a green 

building as a credential would appeal to the public relations needs of the organization and 

make a “soft” case for green as a profitable enterprise. Particularly as an early adopter, 

these organizations would likely achieve positive attention in the press. Corporations 
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would also be more likely to use the practicality rationale because it would be a 

measureable way of indicating the use of building green. 

 

Nonprofits however, would be more likely to have stakeholders who would ask for 

sustainable ideals to be implemented in the organization’s choice of building styles and 

for some of these stakeholders there may be a spiritual or deep ecological component. 

Some nonprofits would likely be among the innovators, particularly nonprofits for whom 

the idea of innovating and being on the cutting edge of sustainability is related to their 

mission statement. Educational organizations such as college campuses and K-12 schools 

would argue for the practicality of the choice to build green and would respond positively 

to the research on better student learning in green schools. Not surprisingly, I would 

postulate that religious organizations would be likely to use spirituality rationales, but 

they would also consider their role as an inspiring and innovating as well. Spiritual 

groups would see their choice to innovate as a natural extension of their spiritual goals 

and as a way to encourage others to think more carefully about their relationship with the 

earth. Finally, governmental buildings would likely focus first on practicality making the 

claim that they were using taxpayer dollars in a responsible and practical manner. But 

additionally, these buildings would take on the role of being an example and an 

innovative place to try out the systems that the government might mandate in other 

places.  
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Future research will hopefully build upon this research to look more closely at the 

relationship between sector and organizational greening. I am hopeful that this research 

will provide some foundational qualitative data upon which future research can build 

upon. Rather than working with small populations, it would be fruitful to get a larger 

dataset of organizations to draw connections between sector and strategies for 

rationalization of green strategies for stakeholders. In this way, research could connect 

stakeholder theory to legitimation choices.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

In this dissertation, I have sought to understand the emergence of a new entrepreneurial 

organizational form as it moves from an ideals within a social movement to the creation 

of a market commodity.  If a new organizational form differs from previous forms on the 

basis of goals, technology, authority and markets served (Rao et al. 2000) we can see that 

the creation of the USGBC and the LEED certification system represents a new form. 

Setting a goal of transforming the marketplace, they distinguished themselves from the 

organizations they sought to make as members by existing as a new organization rather 

than a lobbying firm, an environmental nonprofit (in the typical sense of the 

environmental movement) or a trade association. Using a consensus model and creating a 

performance-based voluntary standard, the organization used organizational technologies 

in a way that was innovative and which expanded the movement ideals in new ways. The 

creation of the LEED AP accreditation for professionals encouraged a new hybrid 

professional identity which created a new system of authority. In addition to offering a 

voluntary certification system to the marketplace, the goal of shifting the marketplace has 

impacted the industry by shifting the markets they serve. 

 

To understand the emergence of this new form, I looked first at the way that the 

environmental movement ideals, standards and profit motive were combined by the 

USGBC in order to create a unique new movement.  I contend that the three new forms 

allowed the USGBC to integrate environmental movement ideals and separate them from 
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the various ideologies that made up environmental social movement organizations.  The 

movement organizations were willing to accept voluntary market-based standards as they 

emerged because of the political climate of the 1990s, the rise of “third wave” 

environmentalism and corporate strategic environmentalism in addition to the lack of 

political opportunity created opportunities for new strategies to be developed in the 

marketplace. By adopting the third wave approach to environmentalism, LEED 

certification was much more palatable to commercial enterprises and was able to be 

adopted as a consumptive practice which could further aims of a variety of organizations.   

In addition, the green building movement worked to overcome the stigma of being 

“hippie” or radical in their buildings which led to a focus on the profitability and 

standards that the LEED system created. Coupled with cultural shifts, a growth in 

sustainable consumption practices and an integration of ecological modernization theory 

into popular business literature and the green building movement was well positioned to 

take off.  

 

To supply the industry with these buildings, professionals needed to be trained. The 

LEED AP accreditation program trained and certified green design and building 

professionals across the industry. I have argued that this accreditation program was able 

to successfully integrate green practices into the work that professionals do by socializing 

them through several frames. First, the LEED system itself served as a framework for 

professionals from all parts of the industry, no matter their profession to be able to 

discuss issues pertaining to aspects of green building that they might not otherwise be 
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familiar with. Second, the frames of integrated design and high performance/high 

efficiency buildings allowed these professionals to integrate the LEED system into their 

work and advocate for more sustainable choices regardless of if they were building a 

green building or not. Using this analysis, I contend that this has created a new model of 

professionalization across an industry which I call hybrid professionalization where 

professionals are able to become socialized to enact a new professional identity without 

losing their existing professional identity. Thus I argue that professionalization was a key 

mechanism for much of the diffusion of green ideals and practices.  

 

Finally, I turned to the demand side of the field to look at the way that organizational 

consumers were able to rationalize their choice to build green to stakeholders. I detail 

four different rationales that consumers used. First, the spirituality rationale brings in 

personal commitments to sustainability as a spiritual practice. Second, the innovation 

rationale which shows the organization as on the cutting edge because of their choice to 

build green and use new technologies. Third, the practicality rationale indicates the use of 

studies that promote the benefits of green buildings for inhabitants and building 

commissioning for overall building maintenance. These rationales argue that green 

building “makes sense”. Finally, the profit rationale, which argues that the choice to build 

green is good for the bottom line of the organization. I also looked at the rationales that 

were used in opposition to the choice to build green – specifically the idea that the 

building was not a hippie building and had a professional aesthetic. Finally I discussed 
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the various ways that through green buildings organizations were able to display and 

enact their greenness.  

 

Research on changes in organizational forms suggests that emergent entrepreneurial 

organizations are built on competencies that existed within the industry (Rao 1994, 2009; 

Aldrich and Ruef 2006). Additionally, certification processes and higher education 

(perhaps also professional education) are mechanisms for organizational legitimacy and 

may help to explain the institutionalization of new forms. We can see that these existed in 

the green building movement. The movement emerged through the integration of the 

profit motive, environmental ideals and the introduction of measureable standards.  These 

three forms had previously existed, but were recombined through the USGBC to create 

the new form.  Additionally the creation and dissemination of the LEED AP system 

created a mechanism for legitimacy and a further capacity to disseminate the ideals 

within work done in the industry.  

 

Models of marketplace transformation do not seem to clearly indicate what we see in the 

case. Some of Fligstein's (2002) claims on the transformation of the marketplace seem to 

counteract what we see in the green building industry. His proposition is “Transformation 

of existing markets results from exogenous forces: invasion, economic crisis or political 

intervention by states.” (Fligstein and Dauter 2007:84). This does not answer the question 

of why the green movement has been able to make the industry change without engaging 

in political intervention or surviving an economic crisis. It is possible that one could see 
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green ideals as “invading” this market, but environmental ideals had been present for a 

significant period of time. Characterizing the green building movement in such a manner 

belies the attempts to engage in a discussion with the marketplace and to create change 

from inside the institutions. This model also does not offer a mechanism for the internal 

market shift. 

 

One external force which I have alluded to but not analyzed is cultural. It is clear that 

during the 2000s there has been a clear cultural push to behave in a more sustainable 

manner through consumptive practices in particular. While more research clearly needs to 

be done to link cultural mechanisms to marketplace change, perhaps the growing value 

neutrality of the environmental cause could be a fruitful starting place. By making 

depoliticizing green ideals through the establishment of a standard which is responsive to 

neoliberal ideals, the movement has successfully taken some of the stigma out of being 

green and made it a viable part of the profit motive. This shifts the agency from the 

government to the private sector and creates a cultural incentive for corporate social 

responsibility.  

 

Some would argue that this is a dangerous pattern because it puts the fate of our 

environment into the hands of the capitalist marketplace, the whims of cultural mores and 

relies on incentives rather than mandates. While this may be true, the fact that this market 

pattern emerged during a time of relative environmental challenge is an interesting one to 

note.  While it may be true that firms are simply “greenwashing” their image through the 
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use of these standards, or working only for profit, the introduction of these ideals within 

the firm is still a mechanism of change.  The adaption of these ideals to make them more 

able to be integrated into the market is an important site of inquiry and a way in which 

change occurs even if it reinforces neoliberal structures.  

 

Finally, while there were normative pressures created as the LEED certification system 

disseminated, there were no precipitating crises of legitimacy from the state nor did the 

professions seem to have driven the green building movement to create the standards. We 

do not find precipitating events of boycotts or governmental negotiations regarding trade 

such as previous research uncovered (Bartley 2003). Green building advocates at first 

were decidedly not working to reform or overturn policies in the same way that social 

movements such as recycling advocates, gay/lesbian activists or environmentalists 

against the oil and chemical industries did (Raeburn 2004; Lounsbury et al. 2003; 

Hoffman 2002).  It is unusual to find that not only is the green building case a voluntary 

association of actors throughout the industry, but it appears to have created a voluntary 

standard without coercive pressures from the government, monopolistic markets or 

legitimacy crises. 

 

This represents an interesting departure from social movement research who seem to 

agree that there is a precipitating external force that creates a crisis which leads to social 

movement action and emergence (Rao 2009; Soule and King 2008; Bartley 2003; Tilly 

and Tarrow 2006).  In the case of green building, there seems to be no specific industry 
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level crisis or external pressures that necessitated this emergence. However, we see in 

this case a clear connection to existing social movement group ideologies and the 

creation of a market based voluntary system that spread without an overt external crisis.  

This research suggest that there is a gap in social movement research in terms of looking 

at the internal shifts within industries and examining the shifting nature of organizations 

due to ideology.   

 

Limitations of the Study 

There are a number of limitations of this study and I am hopeful that discussing these 

difficulties with candor will allow for future research to build upon my work and to avoid 

some of the challenges I faced with both the data and data analysis. The primary 

challenge with this project stems from the original assumption that the research design 

should include confidentiality for all participants. Given the nature of the project and the 

types of questions I was asking, I designed the study with the assumption that studies 

around the workplace should provide unequivocal confidentiality for all participants.  

These assurances are typically provided to mitigate the risk that the respondent discusses 

issues that might compromise their position in the company. The question the individual 

as representative of the organization would have required discussion with each 

organization. Because the interviews were based on the work that the individual was 

doing as well as the choices made by organizations building green, I felt that 

confidentiality would bring about a better rapport with the respondents and provide better 

data. Because these were pioneering projects, I also reasoned that confidentiality would 
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be more likely to give me information about the difficulties and problems associated with 

building green, thus allowing me to further understand the concrete issues associated with 

implementing the LEED standard.   

 

While I do believe that the data I collected in the form of confidential interviews was 

informative and useful, I now believe that it would have been a far stronger data set if I 

had asked for consent to use the individual’s name and place of employment and 

requested that the informant inform me if any information in their interview should be 

confidential. While this would have potentially provided some challenges I did not face 

in this study, the ability to discuss the green projects more candidly in the dissertation and 

include richer details associated with each project would have made the discussion and 

project much stronger.  

 

There were two qualitative reasons why this choice to provide confidentiality was at odds 

with the community I studied. First, participants I talked with were immensely proud of 

the work they had done.  They were often very interested in disseminating and 

evangelizing their work and their choices to build green. Indeed mid-way through my 

research, several individuals explicitly asked me to use their name and their 

organizational affiliation during the informed consent process and refused to be 

confidential. To these respondents, the choice to build green was a badge of honor and 

my presence as a researcher was part of what determined that they were doing something 
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worthwhile. I quickly revised my informed consent tool, but by that time a majority of 

my respondents had already been interviewed.  

 

Additionally, much of the research on the field of green building is seen as transparent 

and open. Because the USGBC is relatively forthcoming with their information via the 

website, except when the individuals request that it be private, there is an attitude of 

transparency within the green building community that is pervasive. Individuals are 

candid about what worked and what did not work in projects and often are openly critical 

about the LEED system and other choices made by the USGBC. This openness was at 

odds with the confidentiality I gave my respondents because it limited me in discussing 

what I knew of projects and individuals in the green building community. This effectively 

cut me out of the network and placed me in the position of a beginner at most functions. 

While this was incredibly instructive and I did gain a great deal of information from my 

participant observations as a neophyte, it did cause my participant observations to be less 

participatory. Had I been more freely able to discuss or ask more questions about some of 

the projects I had learned about from interviews, I might have had an easier time with 

making more contacts and further understanding the field as a whole.   

 

In addition to being on the periphery of this population, there was another difficulty that I 

faced. Green building professionals are incredibly busy people who are working as 

experts in a rapidly growing field. If they are known in the community they are often 

called on to share their thoughts and ideas about green and sustainable practices widely 
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and have many who call on their expertise. These professionals are often among the only 

individuals in their firm with expertise in this area and so there is additional pressure to 

work on more projects and mentor new colleagues. I was fortunate to get some incredible 

interviews with very dedicated individuals, but I received no response from just as many.  

Professionals who I called often did not respond to my calls and emails or passed me 

along to another person if I was lucky.  

 

Analytical difficulties were also present because of the data I gathered.  This difficulty is 

most clearly present in chapter 5.  The sample of respondents who discussed the green 

buildings in their organization was smaller than I had expected, and because of the high 

profile of some of the buildings, it was impossible to discuss the details of the projects 

without divulging confidentiality. Additionally, trying to unearth sector differences when 

keeping confidential the buildings I had researched was simply impossible. Several of the 

sectors had very unique buildings that would have been immediately apparent to a green 

building professional, thus making the individual I had interviewed clear. Even if these 

difficulties had not been present, the number of buildings within each sector was in some 

cases only two buildings. While it was originally my intention to use this data in a QCA 

analysis and the size of my samples would still have made this possible (perhaps not 

rigorous but possible), I was not confident in the buildings I had to be defining of the 

sector.  
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I considered an analysis that would draw on written literature I had gathered on each 

building in my sample. I would code items such as brochures, case studies and website 

information and determine based on sector the differences in the ways that organizations 

discussed their buildings. However I discovered that there were several discrepancies in 

the responses that my informants gave me and the “front stage” portrayal found in the 

literature. My inside information as a participant observer was at odds with how they 

were portraying their buildings.   

 

This leads me to several suggestions for future research.  First, that future research with 

this population provide the option for participants to either choose confidentiality or not.  

In my experience, most of the individuals I interviewed were open to allowing their 

names to be used, and they should be given that option. This would also allow the 

participant observer to network without difficulty within the field and discuss projects in 

a more open manner. In this way, a much more nuanced portrayal of the building design 

field and the role of green practices would emerge.   

 

Second, future research will need to get at the question of sector differences and the 

“story” told by each organization. Perhaps future research could request consent to audio 

or videotape tours of green buildings with the purpose of discussing how each building is 

presented as a story.  Alternatively, discussions with higher ranking individuals in 

organizations would be more challenging logistically but would perhaps allow for a more 
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nuanced discussion of the differences in the ways that each type of organization 

legitimated their choices.   

 

Finally, I would comment that this population is incredibly self-reflective and aware of 

their choice to try to change the social order in the work that they do. As such, I often felt 

that I was talking with individuals who had a very nuanced and applied sociological 

framework within which they were working. Because my research was at first somewhat 

exploratory, I was tentative about conveying my research ideas and design to 

respondents. In retrospect, I realize that many of my more interesting ideas came directly 

from my respondents and I am quite grateful for their willingness to share with me their 

thoughts about how they worked to create social change. For future research, I would 

suggest that approaching these individuals with the expectation that they are already 

aware of their own sociological imagination.  

 

Policy Implications 

The policy implications of this study are important to consider and I would like to offer a 

few comments that may be useful.  Buildings are unique as social movement and 

organizational outcomes because they are tied to space, and location.  The act of 

constructing or remodeling a building is necessarily tied to the local codes and 

regulations within the city and so buildings are connected to the political sphere within 

which they reside.  Additionally, state, federal and organizational policy may also have 

an impact in creating incentives or mandates for green buildings.  Thus the relationship 
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between green buildings and policy is a natural one, though the way in which they are 

related is as of yet not well understood.   

 

One of the key attributes of the green building movement as voiced by the USGBC has 

been that they have not focused on shifting or creating policy as a matter of 

organizational priority instead focusing on the marketplace shift.  Thus the relationship to 

policy is unique because the policy change occurs relatively independently of the 

movement.  Yet we cannot discount the importance of the creation of LEED buildings as 

a possible impetus for why city policies would exist and vice versa.  

 

To examine the various paths by which the outcome of a voluntary market based strategy 

and policy choices could be related, I propose a typology on two dimensions: state 

actions and market forces.  Market forces are in this case the presence or absence of 

LEED buildings in the city as a precursor to the creation of policy.  There is some 

qualitative evidence to suggest that the presence of a green building in a city would create 

conditions that would be favorable for additional green buildings. First, the building team 

involved in the first building would be able to offer insight and assistance in terms of 

“lessons learned” that would reduce the “liability of newness” of the green building form 

(Rao 1998, 2009; Soule and King 2008; Bartley 2003; Raeburn 2004).  Second, the first 

building would have paved the way for local authorities to be aware of the new building 

form and be more easily able to integrate some green attributes into existing code as they 

would already have had experience doing so.  Finally, favorable press and local news 
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coverage could entice local organizations and developers of the benefits of creating a 

green building and potentially encourage city leaders to create policies supporting or 

encouraging these practices.    

 

I envision three actions that the state could engage in.  First, the state could create 

incentives or mandates for commercial and/or residential buildings in the city to build 

green or LEED buildings.  This action would be among the more engaged actions that the 

state could take and would indicate a clear interest in furthering green building in the city.  

Second, the state could create internal mandates requiring that their own buildings, either 

buildings owned by or supported by the government be built in a green or sustainable 

manner.  This would also be a clear interest in the topic of green and sustainability but 

would indicate slightly less of a desire to be involved in the workings of the marketplace 

than creating incentives or mandates for commercial and/or residential buildings.  

Finally, the state could decide to take no action at all.  

 

Table 6.1 – Market Forces and State Action Outcome Typology 

 State Creates External 

Policy  
(Commerical or residential 

buildings) 

State Creates Internal 

Policy 
(Government buildings) 

State Takes no 

Action 

Market Forces 

Exist  
(Green Buildings 

Exist in City) 

A - State responds to 
market with external 
policy. 

B - State responds to 
market with internal 
policy.  

C - Market forces 
exist but no action 
taken by state.  

No Market 

Forces 
(No Green 

Buildings) 

  

D - State independently 
creates external policy.  

E - State independently 
creates internal policy. 

F - No market 
forces exist and 
state takes no 
action.  
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A possible typology is listed in Table 6.1 and shows six trajectories to consider in terms 

of the relationship between state policy adoption and market forces.  Box A would be the 

prototypical case, where green buildings exist within a city and then the city responds to 

these green buildings by creating a mandate or an incentive. In this case, we would 

consider it quite likely that there is a relationship between the creation of a LEED 

building and the inclusion of policy.  Box B would be similar to Box A but would be the 

creation of incentives and mandates internal to city buildings and would indicate a 

commitment on the part of the state to model green building practices rather than 

requiring developers and building owners to use the certification.  Box C indicates the 

presence of LEED buildings and a lack of policy at the state level. 

 

Box D indicates the lack of green buildings initially and the movement of the state to 

initiates an interest in green and sustainable practices through the development of a 

commercial or residential mandate or incentive.  Box E would be the same as Box D but 

with the creation of internal mandates or incentives.  Finally Box F is the null case, where 

there are neither green buildings in the city nor are there state policies.  We include this 

for the purposes of a complete typology but do not quantify this category.   

 

The use of this typology would illuminate the paths towards policy in relationship to a 

measurable market standard and give a better sense of the role of policy in the creation to 
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buildings.  But there are additional questions remaining in regard to the LEED system 

and local policy as well as national level policies that further research will hopefully 

make clearer.  First, the question of the type of policy adoption is important.  There may 

be interesting differences in coercive (Box A and D) versus potentially mimetic practices  

(Box B and E).  There may also be differences between the choice of a state to make a 

mandate for green buildings versus incentives.  The question of the utility of these 

differing policy choices is not well understood.  

 

One variable that creates additional complexity is the decision of some cities to create 

policies that are tailored to their own region and area by picking and choosing from the 

LEED standard and/or other standards.  While this is certainly helpful on the level of the 

city and emulates the idea behind city codes, there is not a clear understanding of the 

impact of these kinds of boutique policies on green buildings.  It is certainly possible that 

the development of these kinds of hybrid policies may actually encourage more buildings 

to adopt greener practices even if they do not get the technical LEED certification for 

their buildings.  

 

Finally, state level policies and national policies as a whole have been debated in the 

press, but there is little information on the impact of such policies.  However work on the 

difference between a voluntary market driven green building policy and a more state 

determined and “top down” approach to green buildings could be looked at if we 

compared data between the USGBC’s approach and the green building program 
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CASBEE in Japan.  Future research may be able to better evaluate the results of green 

building policies in each of these cases.  

 

Future Directions for Research  

There are several directions where I see the need for additional research. I think the field 

of green building offers a vital and important case for how diffusion of a new idea has 

occurred in a relatively short period of time and more research can better understand the 

factors associated with this rapid growth.  

 

Further research on the USGBC’s products needs to be addressed. As state, local and 

federal policies have increasingly focused on the LEED system in its varying forms, 

continued research on the modifications to these certification systems and their impact in 

the marketplace is crucial. For instance, LEED 2009 has some significant changes which 

will impact the field and may change some of the dynamics, potentially accelerating the 

diffusion of the certification form.  

 

More research clearly needs to be done using a larger dataset drawing from the 

qualitative research in chapter five to better look at the relationship between 

organizational rationales and sector. This area of research is ripe for more data and would 

benefit greatly from a larger dataset. Some options for this research would include the 

closer examination of case study literatures. The building industry uses case studies as a 

key method of disseminating and educating their professionals. These data could be 
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analyzed through textual analysis to indicate the rationales uncovered through my 

research. The one challenge in using case study literature is the selection bias inherent in 

the production of literatures on the best cases within the industry. Additionally, some 

consideration would need to be paid to getting a sample of buildings with enough variety 

in organizational consumer.  

 

Another fruitful area of research would be cross-national comparisons between green 

building certification systems, particularly the examination of the diffusion of these 

certification systems in different settings. BREEAM is the green building certification 

program in the United Kingdom and no doubt the comparison in terms of green building 

definitions would be fascinating. Additionally, BREEAM also has an AP accreditation 

for professionals and cross-cultural research might further strengthen theory on hybrid 

professionalization.  
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APPENDIX A: COMMONLY USED ACRONYMS 

AIA – COTE American Institute of Architects – Committee on the Environment 

ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers.  Standards referenced in LEED. 

ASTM Originally the American Society for Testing and Materials, now 
ASTM International  

BREEAM Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment 
Method. Green building system in the United Kingdom 

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act of 1980 also known as Superfund. 

CFC Chlorofluorocarbons a substance linked to ozone depletion often 
found in heating and air conditioning systems.  

EA Energy and Atmosphere – category of LEED rating system 

EDF Environmental Defense Fund 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency (Government Agency) 

EPC Environmental Policy Center 

ESA Endangered Species Act of 1973 

EQ Indoor Air Quality – category of LEED rating system 

FOE Friends of the Earth 

HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Cooling System 

IAQ Indoor Air Quality 

LEED Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design building 
certification.  

LEED AP Accredited Professional in Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design 

LEED CI LEED building certification for commercial interiors 

LEED CS  LEED building certification for core and shell  

LEED EB LEED building certification for existing buildings 

LEED NC LEED building certification for new construction and major 
renovation59 

LEED ND LEED for neighborhood development 

MR Materials and Resources – category of LEED rating system 

NIMBY Not In My BackYard. 

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NRDC National Resources Defense Fund 

NWF National Wildlife Federation 

OSHA  Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, also the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration, a U.S. Federal Agency.  

                                                

59 This is the original certification system. Generally if a building is referred to as a LEED building it 

indicates that the building is LEED NC certified.  
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RMI Rocky Mountain Institute 

SS Sustainable Sites - category of LEED rating system 
 

TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 

USGBC United States Green Building Council 

VOC Volatile Organic Compounds 

WE Water Efficiency - category of LEED rating system 
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APPENDIX B: KEY MOMENTS IN GREEN BUILDING AND THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT 

 

Year Date Event 

1962  Rachel Carson releases the book Silent Spring.  

1964  Wilderness Act 

1967  Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) founded.  

1969  Santa Barbara Oil Spill – Union Oil’s offshore wells 
fouled beaches in southern California. 

1969  National Environmental Policy Act created the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 

1970  Clean Air Act passed. 

1970 April 22 First nationwide Earth Day.  

1970  National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is founded.  

1970 December 2 The formation of the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) is passed by Congress and signed by President 
Nixon.  

1970 December 29 Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) signed by 
President Nixon. 

1971  Greenpeace is founded.  

1972 February 26 Buffalo Creek Disaster in West Virginia. 

1972 October 21 Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act passes.  

1972  Federal Water Pollution Control Act passes even though 
President Nixon’s vetoed.  

1972  Michael Reynolds builds his first “earthship”.  

1973 December 28 Endangered Species Act (ESA) signed by President 
Nixon.  

1974 December 16 Safe Water Drinking Act passed.  

1974  Worldwatch Institute founded. 

1976 October 21 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act signed by 
President Gerald Ford.  

1976  Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) passed by 
Congress.  

1977   U.S. Department of Energy created by President Jimmy 
Carter.  

1977  Clean Water Act  

1977 June 15 U.S. Supreme Court upheld the 1973 Endangered Species 
Act to stop construction of the Tellico Dam. 
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1978 August 7 President Carter declared an emergency at Love Canal. 
Homes built on toxic waste dump create health problems 
for residents.  Eventually hundreds of families were 
relocated.  

1979  March 28 Three Mile Island nuclear power plant partially melts 
down. 

1979  Earth First! Organized.  

1980  Congress passed the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act sets aside 100 million acres for 
conservation.  

1980  Superfund Legislation – (Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act – CERCLA) 
asks EPA to clean up toxic waste dumps. Originally to 
spend $1.6 billion.  

1981 January 21 Nine members of what would become the Group of Ten 
met for the first time in Washington DC.  

1981  People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is 
formed.  

1982  Earth Island Institute and World Resources Institute 
founded. 

1982  EPA study links dioxin levels to the health of residents in 
Time Beach in Missouri.  

1984 December 3 Bhopal Disaster occurs.  Union Carbide fertilizer plant 
releases methyl icocyanide into Bhopal India.  2,000 die, 
100,000 injured.  

1985  Energy Star Program created by Austin City Council  

1986 April 26 Number Four Reactor at Chernobyl explodes. Immediate 
deaths number 31 but expand to 4,200.  Increase in 
thyroid cancer.  

1986  Superfund budget expanded to $9 billion. 

1989 March 24 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, Alaska.  
Spills 11 million gallons.  

1990  Clean Air Act Amendments. 

1990  BREEAM green building rating system is released in the 
United Kingdom.   

1990  American Institute of Architects forms the Committee on 
the Environment (AIA-COTE) with Bob Berkebile’s 
leadership. 

1991  Austin develops Green Building Program as a residential 
rating program.  

1992 June 3-14 Earth Summit held in Rio de Janiero, Brazil 

1992  United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
develops Energy Star for national use.  
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1993 April US Green Building Council is launched  

1993  National Environmental Trust founded.  

1993  Union of Concerned Scientists warns humanity of the 
dangers of climate change. Signed by 157 scientists from 
69 countries including Nobel laureates yet is largely 
ignored by the media.  

1993  The Ecology of Commerce is released by Paul Hawken. 

1997 December 11 Kyoto Protocol adopted by United States, but not ratified 
by Congress.  

1998 August LEED 1.0 is released as a green building rating system 
pilot program in the United States.  

1999  Paul Hawken writes Natural Capitalism, later revised 
with Amory and L. Hunter Lovins.  

2000 March LEED 2.0 is released after being modified based on the 
pilot program performance.  

2002 January Green Globes green building rating system is released in 
Canada.  

2002  LEED for Existing Buildings (LEED EB) is released.   

2002  William McDonough releases Cradle to Cradle.  

2004 December 26 Indian Ocean Earthquake and Tsunami 

2005 February 16 Kyoto Protocol goes into effect without the United States 
ratifying. 

2005 August 29 Hurricane Katrina breaches the New Orleans’ levees.  

2007  An Inconvenient Truth, Al Gore’s movie about the 
Climate Crisis wins an Academy Award for Documentary 
Feature 
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APPENDIX C: RECRUITMENT MATERIALS AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Recruitment Materials  

Online Postings/Email Listserv Recruitment will read:  
 
Researcher wants to talk with LEED AP's.  

 

If you have gotten certified with the US Green Building Council's LEED Accredited 

Professional Program and are professionally involved in construction in California, 

I would like to talk with you.   

 

I am doing my doctoral dissertation research on the growth of the green building 

industry in California and would like to talk to both emerging and long time 

builders who have become LEED AP's about accreditation, interest in green 

building and professional development.   
 
The interview will be between thirty minutes and an hour and with your permission, 

tape-recorded.  Your response is strictly voluntary.  If anything from the interview 

were ever to be used in a paper or article, your name would not be attached.   

 

Please email (Stinchcombe 1965) if you are interested.  More information about the 

study can be found at http://www.u.arizona.edu/~bduckles/ 
 
Emails will read:  
 
Dear [Respondent]: 
 
I am a doctoral student in sociology at the University of Arizona and I am currently 
looking at the growth of the green building industry in California.  [state role of the 
respondent and reason for interest in interviewing them]  
 
The interview will be approximately thirty minutes to an hour and with your permission, 
tape-recorded.  Your response is strictly voluntary.  If anything from the interview were 
ever to be used in a paper or article, your name would not be attached and the 
organization referred to in general terms.   
 
I look forward to talking with you and will be in touch within the week.  
 
Sincerely,  
Beth M. Duckles  
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Phone Script: 
 
Hi, My name is Beth Duckles, I am a graduate student at the University of Arizona.  I am 
interested in talking with the person at (organization) who has the best sense of the 
procedures and activities of the organization. Perhaps the director or a vice president?  
Could I speak with them/leave a message/get their email address? 
 
[explain why interested in organization/individual for interview]  
 
I am currently looking at the growth of the green building industry in California. Would 
you be available for an interview?   
 
I would take between 30 and 60 minutes of your time. With your permission the 
interview would be tape-recorded and your response is strictly voluntary.  If anything 
from the interview were ever to be used in a paper or article, your name would not be 
attached and the organization referred to in general terms.   
 
I will (have already) sent you a copy of the consent form.  Do you have any questions? 
 
Do you give permission for me to tape record this interview?  
 
Do you wish to waive confidentiality?  
 
Do you consent to the use of this interview for my research? 
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Data Collection Instruments 

 
Survey Instrument for Builders and Architects and Green Builders 

All questions are open ended and may be stated differently or paraphrased.  The 

interviewer may also use further prompts, follow up questions and a restating of the 

respondent's answers to gain more detailed information.  This interview schedule is 

designed to be adaptable to a variety of settings. Therefore, not all questions may be 

asked at all interviews, questions may be asked in any order and questions may be 

adapted to fit the particular issues brought up in an interview.  

 
- What is green building?  
- How long have you been involved in green building? 
- Tell me how you got interested in green building. Why does it interest you?  
- How does your firm view green building?  
- Tell me about your firm.  What kinds of projects do you typically work on?   
- How long has your firm been involved in or interested in green issues? 
- Would you say green building is an important issue for your firm?  Why or why not?  
- How is California unique in green building?   
- Have state, local or federal polices influenced your ability to build these kinds of 
buildings?  How?  In what way do these policies help or hurt your task? 
- How did you decide to become a LEED AP?   
- How many of the other people in your office/company are also LEED AP's?   
- How many buildings have you been involved in that are LEED certified?  Compliant?  
- Where/how do you learn the most about green building techniques/methods?  
- Have you used any techniques, ideas, methods or materials that you learned about either 
from the LEED training or from the USGBC in buildings that are not LEED certified?  
What? Are there difficulties in doing this? 
- When building a green building who do you rely on for expertise?  What kind of 
relationship do you have with contractors in this process?  What makes a green building 
work/not work?  
- What are the hardest LEED points to get?  What are the easiest?   
- How do you convince a potential client to "go green"?   
- Do you use Life Cycle Assessments to help convince your clients?   
- Has becoming a LEED AP changed the way that you do your work? 
- Does the LEED criteria fit your idea of a green building?  Is it a good measurement of 
green buildings?   
- Does the USGBC represent you?  What kind of reputation does USGBC have?  What 
about other types of green certification programs are they better or worse?  
- Tell me what you think of the "triple bottom line"?   
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 Survey Instrument for Building Owners 

All questions are open ended and may be stated differently or paraphrased.  The 

interviewer may also use further prompts, follow up questions and a restating of the 

respondent's answers to gain more detailed information.  This interview schedule is 

designed to be adaptable to a variety of organizations. Therefore, not all questions may 

be asked at all interviews, questions may be asked in any order and questions may be 

adapted to fit the particular issues brought up in an interview.  

 
- What is green building?  
- Tell me how you got interested in green building. 
- Why is your company interested in this way of building?  How does your firm view 
green building?  
- How long has your firm been involved in or interested in green issues? 
- Would you say this is an important issue for your firm?  Why or why not?  Does this 
type of building fit with the mission or goal for your organization?  
- How is California unique in green building? 
- Tell me how your organization decided to create a LEED certified building.  What was 
the decision making process like? What was the first step in doing this?  Second?  Would 
your company do it again?  
- What was the determining factor in convincing all parties involved to build green?  
What was the hardest thing about building green?  Can you compare the task to the 
previous times when you've built non-green buildings?  
- Did the designers do a Life Cycle Assessment before building?  How did that impact 
your decision making process? 
- Did your sense of green building change over the course of your experience building 
this building?  
- What was the most advantageous part of building this building for your company? 
- What was the most difficult/challenging part of building this building?  
- Did your company get good PR or advertising because of building this building?   
- Do you think your organization would build another LEED certified building? 
- Tell me what you think of the "triple bottom line"?  How does your firm integrate 
profits, social good and environmental good?  Which is the most important?   
- What were the hardest LEED points to get?  
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Survey Instrument for Policy and Governmental Respondents  

All questions are open ended and may be stated differently or paraphrased.  The 

interviewer may also use further prompts, follow up questions and a restating of the 

respondent's answers to gain more detailed information.  This interview schedule is 

designed to be adaptable to a variety of organizations. Therefore, not all questions may 

be asked at all interviews, questions may be asked in any order and questions may be 

adapted to fit the particular issues brought up in an interview. 

 

- Please help me better understand [policy/law/document/protocol].  Can I get 
clarification on [policy/law/document/protocol]?  
- How did this [policy/law/document/protocol] come into being?  Why is it being 
implemented?  
- How many people have implemented/used/been affected by 
[policy/law/document/protocol]?  
- What does the main governing body hope that [policy/law/document/protocol] will do 
for the state of California (city/county)?  
- Have you seen an increase in the number of buildings built using 
[policy/law/document/protocol]?  Has the result been what you predicted?   
- Do you know about the USGBC LEED program?  How does that influence your work 
on/with [policy/law/document/protocol]?  How important is this program in defining a 
green building?  
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